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www.classeaudio.com Classé — every detail matters.

Conventional high-end preamplifi ers 
are the direct descendants of 
preamps that were conceived 
decades ago in a pre-digital world. 
The CP-800 stereo preamp/
processor is something new. It 
combines the key circuit blocks 
of a high-end audio system in a 
unique way to improve and shorten 
the signal path. Analogue purity 
is preserved while digital sources 
acquire new processing features 
and higher performance than ever. 
For the fi rst time, a CD ripped to a 
computer can sound better than it 
would if played in the world’s best 
CD player.

Find out why. 
Download the white paper at 
www.classeaudio.com/whitepaper. 
Then hear the CP-800 for yourself 
at your authorised Classé retailer.

The New Architecture
for Preamps

The CP-800 stereo preamp/processor
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editorial
I

t’s that end of the year time once again. And it’s time to 

embrace change. Audio used to be immune to the eternal sea 

of consumer electronics trends because it was a backwater 

where buyers and brands alike could eek out their years 

unconcerned by changes in technology. Not any more. It might 

be hard for us to reconcile this, but we are not the rulers of our own 

formats anymore. Move with the times or be swept away!

The reason for the proclamation is 
simple. This year, we gave our writers 
carte blanche to think up the best 
products they have heard recently, with 
an eye toward Christmas. We didn’t want 
anything as tacky as ‘10 Top Xmas Gifts’ 
or ‘Santa’s Audiophile Spectacular’, but 
we wondered what products our team 
members would ask for at all levels.

The answers were fascinating, 
both in terms of what everyone pointed 
to, what everyone wanted to point to, 
and what everyone failed to notice. We 
quickly discovered we had to have some 
editorial control here, because almost 
every reviewer picked the same half-
dozen products in their first draft. More 
importantly, few actively chose a disc 
player and even those immune to the 
joys of headphones were won over by 
the little Chord Mojo DAC. 

Our team is also extremely 
perceptive, it seems: many of the 
products they picked for their list of 
Christmas indulgences are also proving 
to be some of the most popular ones 
in the stores at this time. Strangely, like 
never before, what is proving successful 
is not limited to specific price points – we 
can see products in the distinctly budget 
category, and products that cost as 
much as a house, all doing well.

The secret to getting it right isn’t 
just ‘giving the customer what they 
want’ (although that helps). It’s the 
understanding that this increasingly 
confusing world means we have to rely 
on experts to shape what we want in 
the first place. Next year, buzz-words 
like ‘Everything as a Service’ and ‘The 
Internet of Things’ are likely to become 
commonplace in audio (outside of very 
nerdy circles), and many of us are going 
to need a decoder ring. 

That’s where we come in! Over 
2016, we hope to demystify some of this 
audio confusion. 

Our congratulations go out to Jonathan 
Wheeler of Coventry who wins the 
Pristine Vinyl ViVAC RCS2 record cleaning 
machine, Tyler Steben from Saline, 
Michigan who wins a set of RHA T20i, 
Tomas Keavney of North Yorkshire who 
picks up a pair of Russell K Red 50s, and 
to Vicky Collins of Kent, who wins the 
excellent LH Labs Geek Out V2. Well done, 
and Merry Christmas to all!
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Drowning in the Stream
I decided to invest in network and internet streaming. I transferred all 
my music into FLAC onto a network attached storage device and I have 
an account with Tidal. Now what? I am reluctant to continue to use 
my computer in my main system and like the idea of using a Linn DS 
player of some description (unless there is a serious reason not to), and 
I understand I need to use an iPad as a controller for all this, but how 
do I tie these devices together? Do I need a dedicated network, or can I 
use the wireless router I got with my BT broadband? Can I go wireless, 
or is wired better? I’ve looked online and heard the names Minimserver 
and Twonky bandied about, but I’ve no idea what these are for and why 
I might need one. I’ve asked my old dealer, but he seems even more 
clueless about this digital future as I am!

Paul Buckley, via email

You can absolutely use your supplied BT router.  If you have the ability 
within the BT router settings to turn off the ‘BT Fon’ services, I would do 
this, as this service does tend to congest your local WiFi space.  If you 
are comfortable replacing the router with an aftermarket – Netgear or the 
like – you’ll probably find some performance improvements in speed of 
access and reliability.  Computer forums are full of suggestions for these.

However, if you do stick with using the BT router I would suggest 
connecting a Gigabit Ethernet switch (like this http://www.netgear.co.uk/
business/products/switches/unmanaged/FS105.aspx#tab-techspecs) 
directly from the BT unit before you connect any of the media devices. You ‘ll 
need to run an Ethernet cable from the BT router to the input of the switch.

Please send your letters to Hi-Fi+, Unit 3, Sandleheath Industrial Estate, 
Sandleheath, Hampshire, SP6 1PA, United Kingdom. 
Or email them to editor@hifi plus.com

Most NAS drives have their own 
media server software pre-installed, what 
you need to do is ensure that you activate 
it and configure it so that it knows 
where your music is stored.  This server 
software then “broadcasts” or makes 
your music and other media available to 
connected devices across your network, 
so the Linn player will be able to “see” the 
media server software and then access 
the files from the NAS drive.

You’ll then need to download the free 
Linn control software onto your portable 
device – iPad/iPhone/Android Device – 
and again with a little setup it will be able 
to control the system.  I would however 
expect a Linn retailer to fully support you 
through every step of this process. Linn 
do have a useful support section on their 
website: http://www.linn.co.uk/support/
using-your-system which also covers the 
integration of streaming services like the 
excellent Tidal service you mention, of 
which I’m a big fan.

Robert Hay – AudioQuest 

incoming!
in association with

LETTER OF THE MONTH WINS A DRAGONFLY
Both AudioQuest and Hi-Fi+ are passionate about music and the sound it 
makes. We know what makes a good audio experience, and we know what 
makes it better. Most modern audio equipment is good, but with the right 
attitude, right advice, and the right components, the sound it delivers can move 
from ‘good’ to ‘great’ to ‘fantastic’. AudioQuest has to deal with a lot of queries 
regarding audio systems, because almost everything in an audio system is 
connected with a cable. The company has amassed a wealth of information on 
a range of topics in audio, both in general terms and with a team comprising 
keen, specialist audio experts willing to impart their expertise.

Which is why we’ve teamed up with the good folks at AudioQuest to award the 
letter of the month a free AudioQuest Dragonfly.

www.audioquest.com
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DSD, UPnP, TCP/IP... OK?
It was whilst reading the Merging NADAC 
review in Issue 129 that I had this flash of 
insight: I hadn’t the vaguest idea what you 
were talking about, I mean not the foggiest. 
Moreover, looking back to past issues, 
this total ignorance applied to many of the 
digital kit reviews. This isn’t necessarily a 
criticism, if you are considering buying the 
DAC, I am sure you need to differentiate 
your UPnP’s from DXD’s and DSD’s, to 
get the full benefit from it. I cannot and 
what’s more, I don’t want to know how 
either. I think I speak for many readers of 
advancing years and receding hairlines and 
brain cells, when I say it is a step too far. I 
am prepared to put some effort in to get as 
good a sound out of my system as I can, 
but spending my declining years learning 
about this stuff, is a step way too far. I am 
sure my depth of ignorance is greater than 
most of your readers, but others must 
have the same difficulty. Partly on your 
recommendation, I use an Ayre QB-9 DAC, 
just an asynchronous USB input and RCA 
or XLR outputs. That’s about as difficult as I 
want, thank you very much. The complexity 
and price make this a niche product in what 
is already a small niche market.

In your letters comments this month, 
you asked for feedback on complete 
systems reviews. Well, I am very much in 
favour, though you have been including 
them for years, including whole issues 
where one reviewer put together a system 
for another reviewer to consider. 

My favourite type of System article is to 
review a readers setup and how they arrived 
at it. The arriving at it being the particularly 
interesting bit. There was just one example 
of this a few years ago, which used Airtight 
amps I believe. It was never repeated, I 

don’t know why, but I certainly enjoyed it. I would guess you aren’t really 
keen on the idea and I won’t persuade you. But yes, more articles covering 
whole systems, including cables and accessories, whether put together by 
retailers, reviewers or readers, please. 

David Wise, Oxon.

I sympathise, but I also recommend downloading the free Hi-Fi+ Guide to 
Digital Audio (from www.hifiplus.com) and then reading the ‘Encyclopaedia 
Digitonia’ section. Otherwise, things might go a bit FUBAR... LOL! – Ed

The Road Less Travelled is a sandy one!
The excellent Hi-Fi+ article “The Rules of the Road” reminds me of the long 
and stony path followed to achieve my present set up. It has taken time to 
learn that it is not just the equipment that makes or breaks performance.  If 
only your ‘guide’ had been available when I began my hobby with ‘stereo’ in 
the early seventies! Much, however, would then have been regarded as the 
dreaded “snake oil”.

As such, it has been a path with many stumbling blocks until arriving 
at a similar approach. Optimising mains, cables, racks, speaker positioning, 
room treatment and equipment supports has been positive in its effect, but 
also the result of much experimentation – in addition to equipment upgrades.

The point contact approach to equipment support has its limitations.
Vibrations do not travel to convenient and obvious points to be 

dispersed. Equipment bases are not generally very stiff, nor free from 
resonances (just tap and listen). Vibration modes are complex. To combat 
them there are commercial devices and many have been tried out in my 
system with varying degrees of success (and considerable cost).

The VibbEaters from Entreq gave me the idea of using supports with 
larger contact areas. The former are very effective (as are the excellent 
Entreq grounding devices), but are placed on the equipment to reduce 
vibration – not underneath to support. Cloth bags filled with fine dry sand 
were subsequently made up and have successfully replaced other devices.

‘Sand dampers’ are a very simple approach and easy to implement: it 
results in considerable improvements and equipment is stably supported.  
Dampers can be also made up for the upper surfaces. Cost is also a 
consideration and the finished appearance depends on personal skill!

All in all it has been a very illuminating process. My system now sounds 
more natural and unforced; timing has improved; it is more engaging and 
achieves greater stage width, height and depth: the overall musicality 
is enhanced! 

Importantly – it does not cost a lot to try out!
Ian Thomson, via email
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Music brings us so much joy. An audio system shouldn’t reduce music’s unique 
emotional satisfaction with unnecessary complication and superfl uous, performance 
robbing features. Rotel’s new RA-1570 Stereo Integrated Amplifi er combines proven 
analog design with advanced digital circuits to bring all of your favorite artists to life 
with surpassing fi delity. It’s a powerful 120 watts per channel Class A/B amplifi er, 
highly refi ned preamplifi er and 24/192 Digital to Analog convertor tucked behind 
a timeless rushed metal, user-friendly front panel. Whether you chose to listen to 
classic vinyl L.P.s, via your smart phone or tablet, or 192kHz/ 24 bit PC-USB digital 
streams, the RA-1570 takes you straight to the heart of a musical performance. 
Without compromise or complication. 

Want to fi nd out more about how we do it? Visit www.rotel.com/UK to fi nd your 
nearest authorised Rotel retailer.

R O T E L . C O M

Everything you need.
Nothing you don’t.
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SHOW REPORT

Rocky Mountain Audio Fest/
CanJam 2015 by Chris Martens and Roy Gregory

T
he Rocky Mountain Audio Fest in Denver, 
Colorado was one of the first small shows 
to break big, and it remains one of the most 
important events on the US high-end audio 
calendar. The event was also one of the first 

to embrace the headphone revolution, and also recognised 
that although the two categories ostensibly fall into the same 
criteria, they have very different demands and very different 
clientele. The result has become the ever-increasing CanJam 
event that runs parallel to RMAF.

Both are notable events, because they let manufacturers 
big and small rub shoulders with one another, on a level 
playing field. The days of this show being dismissed as 
‘only useful for Colorado-based manufacturers, dealers, and 
customers’ are a thing of the past, and although the show vies 
for prime position with Newport Beach, Axpona, New York, 
and other US shows, this one is still loved for being one of 
the friendliest and intimate. It’s also too big for one person to 
cover entirely, so Hi-Fi+ publisher Chris Martens and our very 
own Roy Gregory looked at their own areas of specialism. For 
more, go to www.hifiplus.com 

Vandersteen opted to run the company’s Quatro Wood CT loudspeakers, in a smaller room and driven by ARC G-Series 
electronics and an AMG turntable (not pictured).

The Japanese SPEC electronics brand with its sumptuous 
two box phono stage and Class D integrated amplifier
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SHOW REPORT / RMAF/CANJAM 2015

Grand Prix Audio’s Monaco v1.5 direct drive turntable 
made a modest system sing like an angel!

Linear Tube Audio’s MicroZOTL 2.0 and ZOTL 40 might 
not look like much, but these Berning-licensed amps 
offer much!

SHOW REPORT / RMAF/CANJAM 2015

Dan D’Agostino returns to his roots with the latest Classic 
Stereo, a 300W into eight ohm power amplifi er

The ‘DuKane’ tweeter from Vaughn Loudspeakers 
reinvents the classic plasma tweeter from the 1970s 

One of the nicest systems at the show mixed up the 
acronyms, with dCS, VTL, and HRS all A-OK!

Yet again, Wilson Audio’s Sabrina sounded truly 
wonderful, especially on the end of VTL electronics and 
Nordost Odin 2
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SHOW REPORT / RMAF/CANJAM 2015

Stephen Ambrose’s ADEL technology 
has the potential to re-shape IEM design!

The British firm Atomic Floyd was demonstrating a working prototype of 
its significantly updated Hi Def Drum universal-fit earphone

Cambridge Audio’s very affordable CXN network player 
and CXC compact disc player from its new CX-Series

IsoTek has revamped its popular DC-blocking cable, in 
the shape of the new EVO3 Synchro SE

AudioQuest’s new Beetle DAC looks 
set to change digital audio – again!

Merging Technologies outstanding NADAC converter met Ayre’s finest amps and 
German Physiks Carbon Mk IV speakers for one of the best sounds at the show!
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oppodigital.co.uk

Award-winning 
personal audio 
& home theatre 
innovation

Headphone
Ampli�ers

Planar Magnetic
Headphones

EUROPEAN HI-FI 
HEADPHONE
OF THE YEAR 
2014-2015

Universal
Blu-ray Players
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SHOW REPORT / RMAF/CANJAM 2015

The value-minded Audioengine debuted 
its new HD6 self-powered standmout

MrSpeaker’s founder Dan Clark shows off his new open-back Ether (left) 
and closed-back Ether C (right) planar magnetic headphones

The Jeff Rowland Daemon integrated amp can deliver 
a staggering 1,500 Wpc at 8 Ohms or 2,500 Wpc 
at 4 Ohms

Schiit Audio’s Bifrost Multibit DAC brings the formerly 
high cost of multibit technology down into the everyman 
price range

Noble’s new Kaiser 10U features earpiece housings that 
are CNC-machined from solid billet aluminium
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ADVERTORIAL

primephonic:
a store and more

P
rimephonic will revolutionise the way you 
understand and experience classical music. 
As well as being an online store with tens of 
thousands of superb pieces to download in 
brilliantly high-quality formats, it’s an immersive, 

expert, and interactive community.
With music from world’s leading labels, but also hidden 

treasures from small independents, primephonic delivers 
access to a huge range of styles at the very best sound-quality 
possible. And it can support and educate its audience with 
extensive background information and a broad spectrum of 
classical music insights. Plus there’s a solid online community 
with opinions and advice to spare. Primephonic is not just 
another online platform, but a rich and ever-evolving source 
of information for classical music lovers. 

If you’re dipping your toe into the world of classical 
music for the � rst time, primephonic is a friendly, informed 
guide. If you’re already a committed lover of classical music, 
primephonic will demonstrate the extraordinary advantages 
of high-resolution audio. Either way, it’ll help you experience 
classical music like never before.

Community
primephonic believes in a community where expertise is 
shared, new knowledge is discovered and heated debates 
are welcome. Your very own pro� le will allow you to interact 
with people who share your classical music tastes. You can 
also get to know other audiophiles and hold one-to-one or 
group conversations. Simply head to 

primephonic.com/community
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Forget MP3…
Deciding on the right audio � les and setting up your hi-�  to play 
them can be complicated – the science behind audio formats 
is so technical and contentious that no two audiophiles can 
ever agree… But primephonic believes that passionate music 
lovers deserve the very best sound, which is why they have 
developed a Sound Advice Tool, to help you get the most out 
of your audio equipment and make sure you listen to music in 
the best possible way. These are the qualities you can choose 
from, starting from £ 7.59:

High-quality Stereo 
44.1kHz/16bit � les, identical to CD standard and an audio treat. 

Premium-quality 
Stereo or surround 88.2, 96,167.4, 192kHz/24-bit, studio-
quality FLAC � les – a massive step up from CD, bringing 
more colour, more detail and more expression to the music 
you love. 

Premium Pro-quality 
Stereo or surround DSD. If you want the sensation of being 
there in the studio at the moment of recording, you can’t get 
any closer.

Dealing with the audio formats 
All the audio that is delivered to primephonic is checked by 
some of the most respected classical engineers in the world: 
“When the audio is uploaded to our servers, the engineers 
determine the given quality. After that, every audio track 
is checked if it matches the given quality. If a DSD track is 
uploaded to our servers but our engineers notice it is an 
upsampled WAV-� le, than it is rejected from our database. 
This way we ensure that every track on our site is of the 

BONUS DOWNLOAD
Primephonic is giving 
away a FREE Christmas 
compilation album to 
everyone who makes a 
download purchase in the 
month of December. The Christmas 
compilation has been specially curated 
and is available in WAV, FLAC STEREO and 
SURROUND qualities.

Offer Ends 31 December 2015

highest possible quality. After checking the audio, our 
engineers create a spectrogram, visible to every customer, to 
prove that the track passed the audio check.” Remko van der 
Weerd (audio specialist)

A free download manager
Downloading a handful of tracks from an album you purchase 
on primephonic can be made extremely easy with our download 
manager - the primephonic downloader. As high resolution audio 
� les are larger in size, downloading them track by track can 
be a bit of a hassle. Once you have installed the primephonic 
download manager, all your purchased tracks can be 
automatically downloaded with one click of a button. To ensure 
all your downloads can be processed correctly, the download 
manager is code signed. This means that a certi� cate-based 
digital signature is attached to every audio � le to verify that it is 
signed by primephonic and the code has not been changed 
or corrupted. 
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GROUND-BREAKING
TOWNSHEND
SEISMIC PODIUM

· Blocks ground borne vibration from entering the speakers.
 
· Blocks speaker generated vibration from entering the floor.

· Neighbour friendly due to elimination of structure borne sound. 

· Huge reduction in bass boom.

· Clearer and much more tuneful sound.
 
· Far deeper and wider sound stage.
 
· Suitable for wood, tile or carpeted floors.  No more spikes!

· Works on solid or suspended concrete and wood floors.

· Eliminates resonance between speaker-cabinet mass and floor.

For more info, see www.townshendaudio.com
mail@townshendaudio.com or call +44 (0)20 8979 2155.

GROUND-BREAKING
TOWNSHEND
SEISMIC PODIUM

The effect on the sound quality is outstanding.  Everything sounds much cleaner and clearer, but for me the best 
improvement is the purity of tone of the strings when listening to classical music. Previously I couldn’t enjoy listening 
to orchestral music because the violins sounded so ‘dirty’, and I have spent years trying to eliminate the problem by 
experimenting with different DACs, interconnects and speaker cables without any meaningful results. I only wish that 
I had bought them earlier! “  RM

The Seismic Podium is designed to brake the acoustic connection 
between the floor and the speaker.

The Podium, together with the speaker, forms a low pass 
mechanical filter that prevents the passage of deleterious vibrations 
both to and from the speaker cabinet.

Break this link and the result is simply magical, the sound is transformed for every speaker, everywhere, every time.

Winner

INNOVATION
2015

· Blocks ground borne vibration from entering the speakers.

· Blocks speaker generated vibration from entering the floor.

· Neighbour friendly due to elimination of structure borne sound. 

· Clearer and much more tuneful sound.

· Suitable for wood, tile or carpeted floors.  No more spikes!

· Works on solid or suspended concrete and wood floors.

· Eliminates resonance between speaker-cabinet mass and floor.

Winner

INNOVATION
2015

Watch the demonstration video showing 
the effect of vibration on speakers with and 
without Seismic Podiums.

https://goo.gl/IL0a8v
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The Hi-Fi Show, Windsor, UK
by Alan Sircom

W
e may be rivals on the newsstand, but 
credit where it’s due: Hi-Fi News does 
put on a good spread when it comes 
to an audio show. Now in its third year 
at the Beaumont Estate in Old Windsor 

across the third weekend of October, the show can be a little 
bewildering in terms of layout (there are five distinct areas 
across the hotel complex) but is settling into the spaces nicely. 

The Hi-Fi Show is a comparative rarity in modern shows 
in that it concentrates almost solely on traditional two-channel 
audio. There was not a home theatre system in sight, and only 
a handful of brands (such as Oppo and Chord) demonstrating 
in the headphone space. But it didn’t seem to matter, 
because companies that don’t currently exhibit elsewhere in 
the UK (Absolute Sounds, Kog Audio, Symmetry) pitch up in 
Old Windsor.

We decided this year to concentrate on a dozen or so 
key sounds and new products from some of the best rooms, 
but there were many others showing good audio. For more 
details, go to www.hifiplus.com 

The hotel itself is a modern – if sometimes bewildering 
complex, designed for weddings and corporate functions

SHOW REPORT

Icon Audio had one of the most impressive and sensible 
value-driven valve demonstrations at the show

Pre Audio is a new, UK based name on the scene, making 
a range of funkily lit turntables and parallel tracking arms

The Clearaudio Statement turntable, with parallel tracking 
Statement TT1 arm and Goldfinger Statement MC cartridge
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SHOW REPORT / THE HI-FI SHOW

Quad’s new Artera range now includes the Play all-in-one, 
which sounded good through the new Z4 floorstanders

Icon Audio didn’t just make a new valve amplifier, it actually 
made a wholly new drop in triode version of the EL34 valve!

The one deck I’d have loved to hear play, the four arm Air 
Force 3 was on passive display in the Absolute Sound room

The show marked the welcome return of German high-
power, high-performance audio brand T+A to UK shores

KEF Audio has not forgotten its mighty Muon. The flagship 
loudspeaker now sports driver technology from the Blade

Sound Kaos elegant Wave 40 speakers with matching 
Subwave D12 bass speaker sounded good in the 
CAD room
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SHOW REPORT

The Warsaw Audio Show, 
Poland by Alan Sircom

“
The Polish people love their audio!”

I kept hearing this from everyone who ever 
attended the Warsaw Audio Show. This year it was 
my turn, and I wasn’t disappointed. Just the stats 
show why this is such a key player: spread over three 

centres in the middle of Warsaw, the show takes place on the 
first full weekend in November, ends late in the evening on 
Friday and Saturday, gets more than 12,000 visitors, appears 
on national TV, and generally puts music on the map the way 
most traditional UK and US events don’t do anymore.

It’s not perfect – Polish people seem to love a warm room 
as much as their audio equipment, and the combination of 
80°F heat in the room, a floor full of valve amps, and a room 
full of lots of sweaty men and women, made some of these 
rooms at the Radisson Blu hotel (one of the three venues) 
almost untenable. Also, by about midday, everywhere was 
stuffed to the gills with people crowded into demonstration 
spaces (even in the hospitality suites of the National Stadium 
venue, which was across town), and many were simply 
inaccessible, for hours on end. 

Complaining about a show that is too successful is the 
finest of sour grapes, though. This was an event that was 
hugely successful (attendance was second only to Munich, at 
least from a European audio show perspective), it was packed 
with some of the finest audio equipment on the planet, and it 
made me wish I could speak Polish! For more details, go to  
www.hifiplus.com 

One of the more fun displays at the show was one of the 
largest collection of 1970s receivers in decades!

Usually audio shows are held in hotels. Such is the Polish 
commitment to hi-fi, they hold one in the national stadium!

Gato Audio’s clever display proves you don’t need to come 
home to a roaring fire when the music sounds this good!

The Living Voice Vox Olympians and Vox Elysians 
garnered a lot of attention, even from national TV stations!
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JANUS

[noun] one’s ancestors, typically considered with regard to
inherited desirable characteristics.

[preamplifier] the Aesthetix full-function, all-tube preamplifier
bred for the phono flexibility of the Rhea phono stage

and the power and design philosophy of the Calypso linestage.

(that even looks good from behind, too)

bloodline

JANUS and JANUS SIGNATURE: Editor’s Choice 2010 and 2011

The Absolute Sound

“(You) have lucked out and discovered just about the only 
really high-end, high-powered, genuinely versatile two-box 
vacuum-tube amplification option out there -- the Aesthetix 
Janus Signature and Atlas Signature."

 -Roy Gregory, TheAudioBeat.com, September 2014

Aesthetix stands the test of time.
Core principles define our designs,

craftsmen hand assemble our products and
honest music is our ambition.

www.aesthetix.net
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SHOW REPORT / THE WARSAW AUDIO SHOW, 2015

Muarah is a Polish vinyl-and-valves brand that is single-
handedly staging a quadraphonic comback. Perhaps!

One of the simplest – but best sounding – systems was this 
Pass Labs amplifiers meets ELAC  loudspeakers set-up

The combination of Hegel’s latest version of the H360 with 
Gradient Revolution speakers sounded great in a hot room

Lukasz Fikus, chief designer of Lampizator showed off the 
new Head DAC, it’s first true headphone amp/DAC

The Allmet J Sikora Basic SE turntable complete with 
Kuzma 4Point tonearm had a very authoritative presentation 

Audiomachina’s CRM II speakers sounded great through 
Einstein amps, an SME 15, and RCM’s TheRIAA 
phono stage
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 Huge range of high end brands

 Expert system matching advice

 Used High end hi-fi bought and sold

 Part exchange available

 All items checked and guaranteed

 Major credit cards accepted

www.choice-hifi.com
Email: info@choice-hifi.com Telephone: 020 8392 1959 / 07768 720456

STOCKISTS OF: ACCUSTIC ARTS / AIR TANGENT / AUDIO NOTE / AUDIO PHYSIC / AUDIA / AUROSAL
BEL CANTO / BURMESTER / CAT / CLEAR AUDIO / DENON / GAMUT / GRAHAM TONEARMS
JM LAB / LEXICON / MONITOR AUDIO / NAD / NUFORCE / ORIGIN LIVE / ORTOFON / PANASONIC / PARASOUND 
PIONEER / PLINIUS / PRIMARE / PROJECT / QED / REVEL / ROKSAN / SME / TOM EVANS / TOWNSEND / USHER 
VELODYNE / YBA / MARK LEVINSON / TELLURIUMQ / VTL / VITUS / AUDIO AERO AND DENSEN AND MANY OTHERS 

*10% commission on final sale value

100s more bargains online now list your items FREE at www.choice-hifi.com today! *

GUARANTEED HIGH QUALITY NEW & PRE-OWNED HI-FI:
Latest 40
Ayre Acoustic V-5XE £1990
Focal JM Lab Scala v2 Utopia 3-way   £13990
Vitus SIA025   £14500
Copland CSA 303 Pre & CSA 515 Power Amp £1490
Martin Logan Aerius i Stereo Speakers £850
McIntosh MCD550   £3250
Audiovalve Eclipse   £1500
ATC SCM35   £950
Cyrus CD8 SE   £300
Esoteric E 03 Phono stage (mm/mc)  £2990
Audio Aero Capitol Reference MKII  £2200
Alphason Xenon arm and Solo Turntable £445
Transfiguration Spirit MK3   £560
Origin Live Conqueror mk IIIa   £1590
Icon Audio Stereo 40se   £450
Accuphase A-20V   £1500
Cary CAD 211 M AE/ SLP-05/ PH-302 +   £14900
Martin Logan, BAT, ARC, Marantz Classic 120/ 

Summit/ VK50se £8990
Dynaudio Contour S1.4 £1400
Dynaudio Confidence C2 £4250
Aesthetix Romulus CD £2750
Proceed PDP 2 D to A Converter £350
Primare Cd31 £600
Vitus SCD 025 £9990
Mark Levinson 512 CD/SACD £5990
Moon 750D CD/DAC 24/192 £6990
Plinius SB 301mkII Pwr & Tautoro Pre £7995
Electrocompaniet NEMO AW-600 £4900
Mark Levinson No. 532 £9990
Tom Evans The Groove Plus mkII  £4990
Analog Domain Audio GmbH Isis M75D £13998
Vitus SIA 025 & SCD 025   £21990
Magnum Dynalab MD108T   £3990
Arcam AVR350   £400
Focal JM Lab Maestro Utopia 3   £16990
Nordost CAST (for Krell-2m) £690
Krell FPB 400CX   £4490
Marantz PM KI Pearl 30th Anniversary £1350
Unison Research C5P   £995
Diapason Adamantes 3 25th Anniversary £2490

CD Players and DACs 
Accuphase DP500   £2490
Aesthetix Romulus CD £2750
Arcam rDAC + Squeeze £250
Audio Aero Capitol Reference MKII  £2200
Audio Aero Capitole Signature   £3300
Audio Aero La Fontaine £17500
Audio Note DAC Zero   £275
Audio Research CD7.5 £3500
Audiolab 8200CD £600
Ayon Skylla II   £2490
Bel Canto Dac3   £2199
Bel Canto USB Link 24/96   £349
Bluenote Stibbert valve improved  £1800
BMC Audio BDCD1.1 Belt Drive CD Player   £3795
BMC Audio PureDAC   £1550
Copland CDA822 £690
Cyrus CD8 SE   £300
dCS Paganini Transport/ DAC/ Clock   £9990
Krell Evolution 525   £5990
Marantz UD 9004   £2690
Mark Levinson No 31.5 Reference CD Transport

 £3590
Mark Levinson No 512 CD/SACD  £12255
Mark Levinson 512 CD/SACD £5990
Mark Levinson No 31 & 30.5 Transp/Dac £7450
McIntosh MCD1100   £7490
McIntosh MCD550   £3250

McIntosh MCD550 CD/SACD player  £5000
Meridian Audio 508 £600
Micro Seiki CDM2 £1290
MICROMEGA Microdac   £295
Moon 750D CD/DAC 24/192   £6990
Moon 300D £850
Moon Electronic Supernova CD £1990
Musical Fidelity M6 CD £899
Opera Consonance Droplet CDP 5.0   £1295
Perreaux DP32   £1475
Plinius CD Player101   £2400
Plinius CD101   £1890
Primare BD32 £3500
Primare Cd31   £600
Proceed CDP CD/HDCD player   £995
Proceed PDP 2 D to A Converter  £350
Theta Data Basic £390
Theta Compli   £1595
Vitus SCD 025   £9990
Wadia 381i   £3490

Power Amplifiers 
Accuphase A-20V   £1500
Aesthetix Atlas Mono Blocks £9990
Astin Trew At 5000   £400
ATC S1A2-150 £2200
Audio Research DS450 (New-sealed box)   £4995
AVI 2000 MM £600
Ayre Acoustic V-5XE   £1990
B.A.T. VK-255 SE   £3700
Bel Canto Ref 1000 M (Mk2) Mono blocks NEW  

 £4300
Bel Canto Ref 1000 monos £1990
BMC Audio CS2 Integrated/ Power Amplifier   £5495
BMC Audio M2 Monoblocks   £10990
Boulder 2060   £14990
Chord Electronics Symphonic MC phono stage  

 £1875
Conrad Johnson Prem 8A monoblocks £4950
Crimson Electronics 640 E3 Monoblocks   £3399
Edge NL Reference Monoblocks  £34990
Electrocompaniet NEMO AW-600 £4900
Gryphon Antileon £5990
Halcro DM 88 Monoblocks £24950
Karan Acoustics S180 Stereo power £1890
Karan Acoustics KA M2000   £22990
Krell 400e Evolution Monoblocks  £9990
Krell FPB 400CX   £4490
Lamm Lamm M1.1 £6990
Linn klimax Solos £8995
Luxman M800A stereo power   £8990
Mark Levinson No 532H Reference High current 

Dual Mono Power Amp  £7500
Mark Levinson No 532H stereo power amp   £4995
Mark Levinson No. 532 £9990
McIntosh MC203   £3950
McIntosh MC275 (2 Available) £4250
Musical Fidelity 308 K Mono-blocks £650
Naim Audio Nap 180   £600
Naim Audio Nait 3   £320
Pathos InPower £4990
Plinius SA 250mkIV £3495
Sony TAN R1 monoblocks   £8990
Soulution Audio 711 upgraded from 710 £29990
Tenor HP 300   £15500
Tom Evans Linear A £4750
Tube Technology Genesis Monoblocks   £1390
VTL MB 450-III Signature Monoblocks £14500
Welborne Labs DRD45   £1490
YBA Passion 1000 monoblocks 

Pre Amplifiers 
Audible Illusions Modulus 3A £2250
Audio Research LS2 £950
Audio Research LS25 (mkI)   £1800
Audiovalve Eclipse   £1500
AVI 2000MP £400
B.A.T. VK-53 SE   £8240
BMC Audio DAC1PreHR   £3990
Boulder 1010 Pre £6950
Bryston BP-26 and MPS-2   £2200
C.A.T SL1 Ultimate £7295
Cary SLP 98L   £2295
Classe Audio CP - 800 £4000
Concordant Exquisite + Exclusive  £1150
Crimson Electronics 710 Pre Amp  £3995
Gryphon Sonata Allegro £5490
Jadis JPL   £1700
Klyne Audio Arts 7LX (with phono stage)   £1990
Krell Evolution 202   £4990
Linn Klimax Kontrol £4250
Luxman C800f   £8990
Mark Levinson 380s   £1999
Mark Levinson No 326s Reference Dual Mono Pre  

 £8170
Mark Levinson No 380 £1790
McIntosh C2200   £3750
McIntosh C2500   £4500
Musical Fidelity Kw Phono   £1450
Sony TAE 900   £2990
Tom Evans The Vibe pre & Pulse power supply   £2750
Unison Research C5P   £995
VTL TL 6.5 Signature Line Pre £9990

Loudspeakers 
Alon Phalanx   £4990
ART Stiletto Monitor   £450
ATC SCM300AT based custom model   £8550
ATC SCM300 ASL Monitors   £17500
ATC SCM35   £950
Audio Acoustics FUNDAMENTAL K2 £5995
Audio Physic Tempo 3i   £675
Aurousal A1 MK £445
Avalon Arcus £3450
Avalon Indra   £9990
Avalon Time   £42500
B&W htm 2D £2600
B&W Matrix 800   £5990
Beauhorn B2.2 Revelation   £1800
Diapason Adamantes 3 £2490
Diapason Adamantes 3 25th Anniversary £2490
Diapason Astera   £3990
Dynaudio Confidence C2   £4250
Dynaudio Contour S1.4   £1400
Eclipse TD512, A502 + Stands   £2000
Elac FS 207.2   £450
Focal JM Lab Grande Utopia III EM  £121999
Focal JM Lab Scala Utopia 3   £18999
Focal JM Lab Scala v2 Utopia 3-way   £13990
Focal JM Lab Stella Utopia III EM £47990
Focal JM Lab Maestro Utopia 3   £16990
Gamut S5   £9490
Genesis Technologies 5.3 £7500
Guru QM60   £2750
Hansen Audio Emperor   £32500
Heco celan 500 £550
Infinity Kappa 9   £1750
JBL 250 Ti   £2890
KEF Moun   £85000
Krell resolution 3   £2700
Loewe Reference stand speaker  £1400
Martin Logan Aerius i Stereo Speakers   £850

Martin Logan Logos Centre   £590
Martin Logan Summit   £4990
Meridian Audio DSP 7200   £16500
Meridian Audio DSP 5200   £7500
Revel Ultima Studio 2 NEW £8490
Ruark Rapsody   £200
Sonus Faber Amati Homage   £7990
Sonus Faber Minuetto & Ironwood stands £890
Sonus Faber Amati Anniversario GR £11990
Sonus Faber Cremona   £2000
Spendor A3   £600
Spendor s100   £1500
Titan 3Way   £1295
Totem Hawk   £1400
wharfedale 1950’s Corner Horns  £6990
Wilson Audio Watt Puppy 7   £6490
Wilson Audio WATT Puppy 7   £7490
Wilson Audio Watt Puppy 7   £6750
Wilson Audio WP8 £10995
Wilson Audio Maxx 3   £49500

Turntables/Arms/Cartridges & Phonostages 
Aesthetix IO Eclipse £15590
Alphason Xenon arm and Solo Turntable   £445
Audio Research PH8 black   £3890
BMC Audio MCCI Phono MC   £2590
Boulder MM/MC Phono stage & psu  £1795
Cello Cartridge £4000
Clear Audio da Vinci V2 £2890
Clear Audio Insider Gold   £500
DaVinciAudio Labs Reference Gandezza Cartridge

 £2790
Dr. Feickert Analogue NG High-Precision Cartridge 

Alignment Tool £149
EMT 950 Broadcast Turnta Fabulous BBC Wide body  

 £6500
Esoteric E 03 Phono stage (mm/mc)  £2990
Gale GT2101 Turntable   £7990
Jan Allaerts MC1B mk1   £1495
Kuzma Stabi (wood) & Ref psu   £1990
Linn Sondek LP12, Ittok, Majik PSU, Rosewood  

 £3500
Linn LP12   £1500
Manticore Mantra   £300
Nottingham Analogue Wave Mechanic   £250
Origin Live Conqueror mk IIIa   £1590
Origin Live Digital Stylus Force Gauge   £65
Pink Triangle Export/ Zeta £1495
SME 312s   £2050
SME Model 10A turntable   £4490
SME Model 30/2A   £8790
SME Model 20/12A   £11567
SME Model 20/3A   £8990
SME Model 30/12A   £23950
SME Series V Gold plated arm   £2990
SME Series V-12   £3668
Sonic frontiers SFP-1 Phono   £750
Sumiko Pearwod Celebration II £1190
Thorens TD 126 mkIV   £590
Tom Evans The Groove Plus mkII  £4990
Transfiguration Spirit MK3   £560
Tri-Planar MK UII   £2890
VPI TNT 4 Flywheel RB1000 £4500
VPI Classic 2/JMW 10.5i & SDS psu  £2490
Wheaton Tri-Planar MK IV   £1795

Cables 
Analysis Plus Silver Oval 7m XLR  £1095
Analysis Plus Solo Crystal Oval 8-shotgun   £890
Artisan Silver Cables Digital (Pure Silver 1m) £180
Audioquest Eagle Eye Digital   £299

BMC Audio PureUSB Cable 2 & 5 m £210
Cardas Audio Golden cross tone arm cable   £350
DNM Speaker & interconnect   £600
Esoteric Power Cable 7n 7100   £1450
FURUTECH Power Reference III  £750
Harmonic Technology Cyberlight P2A interconnects   

 £500
Harmonic Technology Cyberlight Wave interconnect   

 £400
Isoclean Power Supreme Focus Power cable   £1250
Kimber KS3038   £4000
Kondo AN-SPX Reference Pure Silver Speaker Cable   

 £1650
Kondo KSL vc tone arm cable   £450
Kubala Sosna Anticipation £190
Mark Levinson CZ-Gel 1 XLR   £180
Missing Link Cryo Reference £399
MIT MH 750 Plus 10ft pair   £450
NBS Audio Signature II AES/EBU £495
Nordost Blue Heaven 3m Bi Amp £350
Nordost CAST (for Krell-2m) £690
Nordost red dawn £85
Nordost blue heaven   £330
Stealth Audio Varidig AES/EBU £500
TelluriumQ 2x 3m Graphite Speaker Cable £1800
TelluriumQ Black Speaker 1.1m pair £130
TelluriumQ Ultra Black 2m Speaker £750
TelluriumQ Ultra Black 3m Speaker £1250
Transparent Audio Reference interconnect with 

MM technology £1650
Transparent Audio Referece XL 1.25m XLR £1200
Transparent Audio Reference Speaker Bi-Cable 

with MM technology £2495
Transparent Audio Reference XL SS 12ft/ spades 

 £1990

Pre & Power combos 
Plinius M8 & P10   £4490
Plinius SB 301mkII Pwr & Tautoro Pre   £7995
Tektron Pre and Power   £1750

Power Cables 
Esoteric Power Cable 7n 7100   £1450
FURUTECH Power Reference III  £750
Isoclean Power Supreme Focus Power cable   £1250

Multi Channel Amps 
Bel Canto eVo 6 £1895
Theta Intrepid- 5ch amp   £1590

SubWoofers  –

Stands 
CD Racks CD Racks Bespoke £350

Accessories 
Bryston 3-way speaker switch box  £495
Elevators (set of 7) £195
Icon Audio BA3 Valve buffer stage  £500
LP Storage Boxes Record Storage  £95
Nordost Sort Kone AC (x3) £140
Sennheiser HD800 Headphones  £800
Sonus Faber Guarneri Homage 2x Bass drivers + 1 

Tweeter £1290
Stillpoints Ultra 5 (Pack of 4) £2200
Stillpoints Ultra SS (pack of 4) £760

Multi Channel Speaker Systems 
ATC C4 ca active centre channel  £1090
ATC SCM10.2 active monitors   £1400

DVD Players  
Denon DVD A1 (Black)  £390
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EQUIPMENT REVIEW

Naim Audio Statement 
amplifiers by Alan Sircom

N
aim Audio’s Statement is the 
easiest amplifier I’ve ever 
had to review. The clue is in 
the name. It’s every inch a 
statement piece from the 

brand, and making that statement demands 
a hell of a lot of inches. 

Of course, the Statement isn’t a single 
statement; it’s a preamplifier and mono power 
amplifier combination, with elements designed 
to match one another. The pairing is the NAC 
S1 preamplifier and the NAP S1 mono power 
amplifier which have been sold separately. But 
in the main, those who can afford £57,000 on 
a preamp can also afford £49,000 on each of 
the power amps.

No matter how you sidle up to those 
numbers, they are substantial amounts to 
spend on audio electronics. One might be 
tempted to suggest they are ‘Statement’ 
amounts of money. Visually, it’s a bold 
statement, too: we have seen a few tower 
power amplifiers, but the S1 is a skyscraper 
in comparison, and its 20mm thick aluminium 
front and side panels only accentuate 
this powerful appeal. And the matching 
preamplifier sandwiched between the two 
powers is unique. The control surfaces are 
minimalist and elegant: the large illuminated 
volume dial invites touch that rewards with 
a tactile sense that defies description. The 
‘cylon’ volume indicator (a white light that 
moves from the left to right side of the top 
panel to indicate relative volume) is subtle and 
understated, but easily understandable. And 
then there are the heatsinks – elegantly curved 
in an opposing but matched pattern that might 
be a far cry from the aluminium sleeves of 
yore, but look excellent in the flesh. Finished in 
a choice of black as standard (custom finishes 
are available, just not commonly discussed), 
and standing waist height and as wide as a 

kitchen range, this is not the kind of product you hide away. In fact, it’s a bit of 
an audiophile statement in the room. But for all that, it’s not the imposing giant 
slab of audio blackness you might expect.

The black of the Statement is broken up with an illuminated acrylic section 
on each of the amplifier modules. This also separates the power supplies and 
toroidal transformers that feed the amplifiers from their more delicate amplifier 
circuits. These power supply modules also house the amplifier input and output 
connectors, which are in their own screened ‘Faraday cage’. The preamp 
features six single-ended inputs (although three are DIN connections, as used 
by Naim and no other company these days) and two balanced inputs, and the 
amplifiers are connected using XLRs (although single-ended DIN outputs are 
also supplied). These power supply chassis are also a statement on their own. 
For example, there’s the 4kVA toroidal transformer, which is about the size of 
a wheel for a classic Mini, and weighs almost as much as the rest of the Mini. 
This sits bolted to the base plate of the amp using brass plates. Above this is a 
collection of some of the largest capacitors you’ll see this side of a 1950s sci-fi 
movie. As a result, this not only sinks any potential EMF forces and vibration from 
the power supplies into the ground, it also keeps its centre of gravity so low that 
even Sonny Bill Williams at full charge couldn’t tip the amps over. 

At 101kg per channel (and 61.5kg for the preamp) all sitting on armour-
piercing spikes, tipping over is not an issue. Installation, on the other hand, is a 
big issue, and requires a team of four piano movers to extract the devices from 
their flight cases and manoeuvre them into place (Naim installers are currently 
sharing horror stories among themselves, of no parking zones, trying to carry 
these monsters up narrow and twisting flights of staircases, and old and saggy 
floorboards.) 

Inside each chassis is something more like a military mainframe computer 
than an audio amplifier. Individual sub-sections of both preamp and power amp 
sit in their own PC-motherboard sized circuit boards, each one bolted to its own 
brass plate, then held in a frame by a series of springs, and the plates then slot 
together using a series of standoffs. This is amplifier construction on a grand 
scale, leaving absolutely nothing to chance. So, that smooth volume control isn’t 
a potentiometer; it controls a microprocessor that connects to a daughter board 
with 100 separate resistor pairs in a stepped attenuator. Normally, such stepped 
attenuator networks end up being crowded round a rotary device to save space, 
but here they are laid out precisely on their own large board for absolute signal 
integrity. It also means the best possible resistors can be used for the task, not 
simply ones small enough to fit.

On the subject of individual components, an undisclosed maker of custom 
semiconductors makes the output transistors specifically for Naim. These 
NA009N (for N-type) and NA009P (for P-type) are used in complementary push-
pull pairs, run in Class AB in a new dual bridged architecture. Each transistor 
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is potted for mechanical damping and the 
amps deliver a mighty 746W per channel 
into eight ohms. Put another way, one 
horsepower per channel. And that load 
doesn’t quit when the going gets tough: 
the amplifiers deliver 1.45kW into a four 
ohm load and can burst power up to 9kW 
at one ohm. Naim is suitably silent about all 
other specifications, in the manner of Rolls 
Royce’s ‘sufficient’ understatement.

Naim has traditionally been somewhat 
dismissive of the whole high-end cable 
world. Naim didn’t so much think such 
cables didn’t do things to the sound 
quality as maintain that most high-end 
cables did wrong things to the sound. This 
posed a potential problem for Naim with 
the Statement, because the company 
recognised that no self-respecting super-
high-ender will be content with £30 
per metre copper stranded NAC A5 
cables, and the resultant sound could 
be compromised by exotic designs 
making one aspect of the performance 
better at the expense of the whole. So 
Naim introduced Super Lumina cables, 
both as a high-end upgrade for existing 
Naim users and more importantly to 
offer a ‘first, do no harm’ solution for 
Statement owners. While Super Lumina 
is not in Nordost’s Odin 2 league in this 
context (or price), it does seem to tie 
into the Naim ethos. Some later, extra-
Statement listening is required.

Similarly, the use of DIN implies 
connection to Naim’s own sources, 
but I feel Naim is selling itself short 
here. Not because Naim’s source 
components are weak links (the 
reverse is true), but because someone 
with something truly spectacular 
without a Naim badge might think this 
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is just another amp in Naim’s ever-expanding 
range. In fact, it’s using Statement with non-
Naim source components that you begin to 
get an idea of just how flexible this amplifier 
can be. Its character does not impose itself 
on the sound of the player, and it doesn’t 
limit the source options. If you like the sound 
of a particular player, Statement will respect 
that sound. Naim’s own sources are a logical 
match, but not a necessary one.

The final piece in the Statement jigsaw is 
the sound, and once again it lives up to the 
name. This time, however, it proclaims its 
statement to both the high-end audio world, 
and Naim’s loyal following. To the former, it 
shows not only that the company can ‘do’ 
high-end audio, but that it can bring Naim’s 
sensitivities to the table. To Naim’s party 
faithful, it shows the company’s sonic values 
can sit in a high-end context. 

Of course, a lot of this gets diluted slightly 
because Naim now so often gets played 
with Focal loudspeakers, for obvious ‘family 
ties’ reasons. While this is great, and a good 
match, it has led to a mindset that points Naim 
away from other high-end components. So, 
we put aside the Focals and went with a more 
standard high-end benchmark speaker brand 
– Wilson Audio. This proved an awesome 
match: the Naim Statements really love being 

driven hard, and Wilson loudspeakers are more than capable of taking that 
kind of punishment. So there was a standoff: me, the amp, the speakers, and 
Trentemøller. Who would back down first?

I did. I felt more than a little bit scared. I thought I’d rupture something. 
Those bass notes on ‘Chameleon’ [The Last Resort, Poker Flat] were a physical 
assault on the person – fast, full, and threatening. I could feel those bass notes 
pushing at the back of my eyes, but the Naim was barely out of first gear and 
the Wilsons were taking it all in their stride. I backed off the volume control when 
the really deep bass notes began to hit and I felt like a synthesiser was probing 
me. This was home PA levels, but with all the subtlety fully intact. 

Of course, this is fairly typical behaviour, both for an amplifier with this much 
power delivery on tap, and someone sitting down to the Statement for the first 
time. The temptation to ‘open her up’ for a quick blast is almost irresistible. But 
the Statement is more than just brute force. A lot more, in fact.

The curious thing about the Statement’s sound is just how effortless it is. 
Effortless in the way a three-watt single-ended triode amp can be, but with 
all that power in reserve. It’s extraordinarily dynamic, possessing cavernous, 
powerful bass, and yet also extremely fast, despite these attributes seeming 
to be mutually exclusive in most amplifiers. This all combines to make a sound 
that is just… effortless. And here’s the thing: it’s a Class AB design that doesn’t 
sound at all like a Class AB design – it sounds like a very large, very cool running 
Class A design, with none of the crossover distortion that can be perceived 
as harshness. It’s not a warm sound either, but it’s the antithesis of a sharp-
sounding Class AB design.

You’d think any review of a Naim amplifier would include discussion of its 
rhythmic properties, but that’s almost unnecessary here. The amplifier has such 
a colossal control over the loudspeakers the beat is effectively pinned down and 
mastered. It’s so adept that there’s nothing to see here. It just keeps a beat in a 
way other amps, frankly, don’t. More importantly, Naim is not known for its strong 
stereophonic performance. In fact, the equipment can ‘do’ imaging, but that 

“I felt more than a little bit scared. I thought I’d rupture something. 
Those bass notes on ‘Chameleon’ were a physical assault on the person.” 
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ELAC Debut
by Andrew Jones

www.elac.com

“The ELAC Debut series delivers superior performance thanks to custom 
made key components, with no o� -the-shelf parts. Unlike many more 
expensive speakers that mix parts-bin drivers, bare-bones crossovers and 
generic cabinets—every ELAC speaker is built from a clean-sheet design.”
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

NAC S1 line preamplifier

Audio inputs: 3×DIN single-ended , 

3×RCA single-ended stereo pair, 

2× XLR balanced stereo pair

Audio outputs: 1× XLR balanced stereo 

pair, 2× four-pin DIN single-ended

Dimensions (HxWxD): 94×27×41.2cm 

Weight: 61.5kg 

Price: £57,000

 

NAP S1 mono power amplifier

Audio Inputs: 1× XLR

Audio Outputs: Binding posts for spade 

and 4mm banana plug

Power Output: 746W into 8Ω, 1450W 

into 4Ω, 9kW burst power into 1Ω

Dimensions (H×W×D): 94×25.6×38.3cm 

(per channel)

Weight: 101kg (per channel)

Price: £49,000 per channel

Manufactured by: Naim Audio

URL: www.naim-audio.com

Tel: +44(0)1722 426 600

property is simply not on the brand’s radar. The Statement amps sort of change 
that. They throw out a surprisingly wide soundstage with fair image depth. The 
really big hitters in the soundstaging world probably get a little deeper into the 
spatial properties of a mix, but this would come with deep trade-offs.

The interesting part of this is swapping out bits of Statement for other 
statement-grade electronics. For example, replacing the preamplifier with an 
Audio Research Reference 10 line preamplifier. This unbalances the Statement 
sound and is not something I’d recommend as an option. However, it also shows 
up the big difference between the two options. The ARC preamp is the more 
‘beauteous’ with greater image depth and possibly greater coherence across the 
frequency range, but the Statement preamplifier is a very obvious step in another 
direction. It shows what Naim is trying to achieve, in making an amplifier that 

does all the filigree stuff high-end amps are so 
good at, but adds in its own musical mastery. 
It’s as if the people who made Spectral amps 
suddenly developed a taste for Funkadelic, 
while still staying true to their Reference 
Recordings roots.

Above all of this though, the one thing the 
Naim Statement amps do so well is they make 
music fun. That doesn’t mean it makes light 
of the music played, but it simply helps you 
enjoy music more. That’s usually a function of 
smaller amps: bigger amps bring more detail, 
space, and majesty to the sound, but can 
often be authoritarian as well as stentorian 
in their sound. The Statement, for all its 
endless power, never does that. Statement 
doesn’t push all its high-end rivals out, but 
it buys Naim a seat at the top table. Hugely 
expensive, yes… but that’s the price you pay 
for the best! 
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EQUIPMENT REVIEW

Wilson Benesch A.C.T. One 
Evolution floorstanding 
loudspeaker by Alan Sircom

W
hen Wilson Benesch 
stopped being ‘just’ a 
maker of turntables and 
started branching out 
into those transducers at 

the other end of the system, the company’s fi rst 
and arguably most important design was the 
A.C.T. One. Using the company’s ‘Advanced 
Composite Technology’ monocoque, this 
fl oorstander hit the streets in 1995 and won 
a dozen awards. The A.C.T. One has passed 
through three iterations to date, including the 
ACT C60 and A.C.T. The A.C.T. One Evolution 
is a fi tting name for a truly evolving design.

The A.C.T. One Evolution is the 
distillation of all the engineering and materials 
science development that Wilson Benesch 
can throw at a loudspeaker. Of course, 20 
years later, there is a lot more loudspeaker 
history and engineering to throw around, and 
where the original A.C.T. One began ‘tabula 
rasa’, the A.C.T. One Evolution draws upon 
drive unit and high compression cabinet 
construction derived from two decades of 
loudspeaker design, which includes the 
company’s Cardinal fl agship.

Like the Cardinal, the A.C.T. One 
Evolution is a four-driver, two-and-a-half way 
fl oorstander, featuring Wilson-Benesch’s novel 
Semisphere hybrid silk-meets-carbon dome 
tweeter with a series of Tactic II drivers. The 
hybrid nature of the company’s own 25mm 
Semisphere driver is a method of harnessing 
the speed of modern hard dome tweeters with 
the frequency extension and tonal accuracy of 
a classic soft dome. This innovative tweeter 
unit remains one of the jewels in Wilson 
Benesch’s crown.

The 170mm Tactic II is also unique to Wilson Benesch, a development 
produced in association with Sheffi eld University (its physics department 
designed a unique motor assembly encasing neodymium magnets that 
optimised fl ux across the geometry of the driver). The driver features a light-
yet-stiff isotactic (hence the name) polypropylene cone in a streamlined basket.

Clever offi cially starts here: the Tactic II is a multi-purpose drive unit. So, 
the Tactic II driver in its own 26 litre chamber is built precisely for its function 
as a bass driver, while the one below the tweeter is devoid of any crossover 
and built as a pure midrange. Wilson Benesch class the Tactic II as a ‘multirole’ 
drive unit, rather like a multirole combat aircraft like a Dassault Rafale, but with 
fewer hard-points and gun platform options. 

That last line wasn’t as throwaway as it might have fi rst seemed, because 
Dassault – the group that includes the makers of the French fi ghter – developed 
the 3D CAD/CAM software that Wilson Benesch uses in the development of 
all its products, including the A.C.T. One. While CAD/CAM is not a new thing 
in loudspeaker design, it’s relatively rare for a company of Wilson Benesch’s 
size to use the technology so thoroughly. When you look at the design of the 
company’s speakers, you can see precisely why that design program is money 
well spent.

Nevertheless, the carbon-fi bre monocoque design found in the original 
A.C.T. One is still a vital part of the new loudspeaker’s development. It means 
the loudspeaker can be completely unbraced internally, and yet retain the level 
of stiffness required of a loudspeaker at this level. And that means the internal 
volume of the cabinet is far larger than most loudspeakers of the A.C.T. One 
Evolution’s footprint, which spells deceptive amounts of bass for the size of 
speaker. It also uses Wilson Benesch’s ‘Troika’ arrangement of upper and lower 
midrange units fl anking the tweeter. This is not a typical ‘MTM’ or ‘D’Appolito’ 
arrangement, because the upper driver sits in its own enclosure. This also acts 
as a lower midrange/bass unit, instead of another midrange driver, as befi ts the 
Tactic II’s ‘multirole’ use. The look also harks back to the original A.C.T. One, 
with its sculptured and curved lines, and sloping top, but there are also clear 
elements of the company’s other Geometry Series speakers at work here. A 
lot of this comes down to what other companies might dismiss as ‘trimmings’ 
but in fact are vital components of how the A.C.T. One Evolution is sited in iits 
surroundings, with hand wheels, inverted cones, and even cups available to 
help make adjustments to the positioning. The biwire loudspeaker terminals 
are set into the integrated plinth, and the rear panel just features two small rear 
ports for the upper and lower midrange chambers. 
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Wilson Benesch loudspeakers present a relatively easy 
load (89dB sensitivity, a nominal six-ohm impedance with a 
four-ohm minimum and no evil phase angles in the impedance 
plot) but they do like being driven hard. Good, solid-state 
power and plenty of it is the order of the day. They were in 
their element on the end of a Devialet 250 and this suggests 
a brute force amplifi er that can deliver enough current to 
drive an arc welder is not as important as an amplifi er with 
good power delivery. The function of a beneath the plinth 
cable entry system precluded signifi cant cable playtime, and 
perhaps not surprisingly the A.C.T. One Evolution seemed 
perfectly comfortable on the end of a squillion pounds 
worth of Nordost Odin 2.

Positioning is key with these speakers, although it 
is not perhaps as ‘millimetre-sensitive’ as some of the 
Geometry Series seem to be. The A.C.T. One Evolution 
is surprisingly room tolerant, working well in big and 
small rooms. Naturally, the more you can nuance the 
system in terms of installation, room acoustics, and 
precise adjustment, the better. This is a loudspeaker 
that always gets to ‘good’ but with some fi ne-tuning 
can easily get to ‘great’. The one caveat to the small 
room demands is it does need some free-space at 
the rear in order to deliver bass properly. Put it less 
than a metre from the rear wall and those two ports 
begin to interact with the surroundings.

I’m very fond of Wilson Benesch loudspeakers. 
They are extremely focused and precise. That doesn’t 
mean they constrain the life out of music, however. 
They are just dry and sophisticated, like a really 
good Martini. They are also extremely dynamic 
when correctly partnered; not in the writ-large 
style of Wilson loudspeakers, or horn designs, 
but more than capable of showing precisely 
what dynamic range is in your recordings. But 
I understand that this combination is not for 
everyone, and some would like a bit more 
bottom end authority to match 
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that mid and top. Yes, that powerful bass comes with the Cardinal 
and when using the company’s Torus not-a-subwoofer Infrasonic 
Generator, but in some respects the gusto of cheaper models like 
the Square Five is hard to find in the brand’s top models.

The A.C.T. One Evolution changes that. It has the perfect 
combination of extraordinary control and deep, primal bass, 
though not in a wild way; this is no rabid, Jekyll and Hyde 
speaker, more a classical guitarist who plays bass for Iron 
Maiden in his spare time. The A.C.T. One Evolution has 
all the cerebral, sophisticated properties people have 
come to expect from Wilson Benesch loudspeakers, 
but these are harnessed to a deep, potent, powerful 
bass line that could easily be set to threatening levels. 
What is truly inspiring here is the fact that these two 
elements combine naturally in the way Guinness and 
Cadbury’s Dairy Milk chocolate do: it’s the kind of 
combination that shouldn’t work, but does… and 
does magnificently. Try it!

In the case of the Wilson Benesch A.C.T. 
One Evolution, the precision of the midrange and 
treble do not seem like comfortable bedfellows 
with that much bass, but the level of clarity 
and control into the deepest recesses of 
the loudspeaker make for an excellent 
loudspeaker. ‘Dayvan Cowboy’ from Boards 
of Canada’s The Campfire Headphase LP 
[Warp Records] is a deceptive slice of 
mid 2000s electronica – there doesn’t 
seem like much bass going on at all, 
except that it completely underpins 
the treated, distorted, synthesised 
sounds and tremolo guitar, making 
everything seem less of a swirling, 
cacophonous mess and more like 
a slice of post rock brilliance. 

I don’t want to get carried 
away by the bass. There is a 
lot more to this loudspeaker 
than bottom end. It’s just 
that the loudspeaker does 
bass so well, and so deep: 
that unbraced cabinet 

“The A.C.T. One Evolution changes that. It 
has the perfect combination of extraordinary 
control and deep, primal bass.”
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Distributed by

KOG AUDIO www.kogaudio.com             info@kogaudio.com             024 7722 0650

“Whatever the music the change was always the same - hearing more music, more
realistically presented, and with vastly deeper involvement. There’s simply no going back.”

                                                                                     Robert Harley, The Absolute Sound

To try Stillpoints for yourself, please contact your loca for yourself, please contact your loca for yourself, please contact your l stockist.

Analogue Seduction Peterborough 01733 350878 Lotus Hifi Weybridge 07887 852513

Audio Destination Tiverton 01884 243584 Lintone Audio Newcastle 0191 477 4167

Choice Hifi Richmond 020 8392 1959 Martins Hifi Norwich 01603 627010

Criterion Audio Cambridge 01223 233730 Rayleigh Hifi Rayleigh 01268 779762

Homesound Edinburgh 0131 662 1327 Sonic Synergy Swansea 07971 849474

KJ West One Marylebone 020 7486 8262 Studio AV Eton 01753 863300

Zero-compromise isolation technology
A necessity — not an accessory.
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Type: four driver, 2.5 way ported 

floorstanding loudspeaker

Drive Units: 1× 25mm Semisphere 

hybrid silk/carbon dome tweeter, 

1× 170mm Tactic II upper midrange 

driver, 1× 170mm Tactic II lower 

midrange driver, 1× 170mm Tactic II 

bass driver

Frequency Response: 34Hz–30kHz 

(±2dB on axis)

Sensitivity: 89dB

Impedance: six ohms nominal, 

four minimum

Input Connections: bi-wireable, 

manufactured in house

Internal volume: 46 litres

Finish: Standard/Bespoke Wood/

High Gloss

Dimensions (H×W×D): 119×22.5×40cm

Weight: 50kg

Price: £19,950/pair (£21,350/pair in 

bespoke or high gloss finish)

Manufactured by: Wilson Benesch

URL: www.wilson-benesch.com

Tel: +44(0)114 285 2656

makes it TARDIS like and far bigger on the inside than you’d expect and 
that means more cabinet volume and that means more bass – but the level 
of control the A.C.T. One Evolution has over that bass is insane. But, let’s 
move on. What the speaker also does extraordinarily well is create a good 
soundstage. That requires some space around the loudspeakers that my tiny 
room generally precludes, but even here it was clear the loudspeakers were 
doing something remarkable to the soundstage. There was greater depth and 
width that extended far beyond the limits of the room: so deep in fact, I kept 
expecting passers-by to be hit in the face by an invisible tympani player! 

The A.C.T. One Evolution is also extraordinarily detailed from top to toe. 
These are great loudspeakers for musical analysis, for listening into the music 
and extracting both a lot of information and – more significantly – a lot of fun. 
Play something like Bach’s The Art of Fugue [Emerson String Quartet, DG] and 
you need to hear both the cerebral and the visceral. This should be extremely 
precise and very clearly a string quartet, but it should also come with a sense 
of musical joy and vivacity, taking the birthplace of modern music and making 
it their own. Less detailed loudspeakers fail at one of these two aspects, either 
making the precision or the fun-factor disappear. Wilson Benesch’s A.C.T. 
One Evolution combines both elements of the recording with lithe elegance. 
Paradoxically though, what the A.C.T. One Evolution doesn’t do is pretend to 
be a studio monitor. If you want that stark, flat sound… look elsewhere. By 
comparison to that monitor-like sound, the Wilson Benesch has a slight zing in 
the upper mid to treble. Not much, and the kind of thing that makes vocals and 
pianos come to life in normal domestic listening rooms. Ultimately, I’d prefer 
this presentation in the home to a flatter, more dreary sound.

Some of the reason why this isn’t a monitor sound is the A.C.T. One 
Evolution appears more dynamic than many monitors. This is perhaps excusable 
in monitor loudspeakers (that close to the real instruments, dynamic range is 
something studio monitors ‘tame’ rather than ‘exploit’), but the Wilson Benesch 
loudspeakers do present an effortless, and easy dynamic range.

The A.C.T. One Evolution also go loud. OK, so not as loud as that other 
Wilson product line, but for real world users who aren’t looking at using their 
£20,000 loudspeakers in endless party mode, they will play ‘La Grange’ by 
ZZ Top [Tres Hombres, London] at air guitar levels quite, quite happily. 

In short, this is a great all-rounder. You could happily spend hour upon 
hour sitting in front of these loudspeakers loving every minute. Alongside 
the analysis and the soundstaging and all the other great aspects of this 
loudspeaker, that ‘sitinfrontability’ (a poor neologism, I know) is all important. 
This is a loudspeaker that simply works for long term listening.

The interesting thing with loudspeaker buyers is sometimes we have 
a taste for the exotic. This means UK high-enders often buy products from 
far away lands, and ignore home-grown devices, where our international 

counterparts will consider a UK based 
loudspeaker on its own merits, because it 
has its own taste of the exotic if you are on 
the other side of the world. While ‘designed 
and built in the UK’ has significant traction 
outside of the UK, many British people may 
well skip over the A.C.T. One Evolution 
because of its local origin, and it’s very much 
their loss. This is a wonderful loudspeaker, 
capable of great subtlety at the same time 
as deep bass wigging out. If this were a 
sane and fair world, the A.C.T. One Evolution 
would be considered in the same breath as 
that other Wilson loudspeaker brand, as well 
as that handful of big names at the top of the 
audiophile tree. Very highly recommended! 

“So deep in fact, I kept expecting  
passers-by to be hit in the face by an 
invisible tympani player!”
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HEGEL H360 - Integrated Amplifier with AirPlay & DLNA Streaming
Hegel H360 is a giant among integrated amplifiers. With 250 watts per channel into 8 
ohms and a damping factor of more than 4000, it will control virtually any loudspeaker 
on the market. Thanks to the patented SoundEngine technology, this beast of an  
amplifier combines power, dynamics, finesse and musicality like no other integrated amp 
on the market. The connectivity is more of a bonus... There are balanced and unbalanced 
analogue inputs. There is a Home Theatre bypass. There are optical and coaxial digital  
inputs, as well as a USB input for any signal up to DSD128... And, yes - it is also a 
streamer. Need we say more?

Streaming 
Power

Hi-Fi Choice concludes:
“The integrated amplifier is coming of age again, 

and in the H360 Hegel has created a new  
reference product in its range that looks to be  

creating a whole new benchmark performance for 
others to try their best to match”

HiFi Choice (UK) - Sept. 2015

Derby:  Musicraft

Edinburgh: Loud & Clear

Kent:  Igloo Audio

Hegel:  www.hegel.com
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AURALiC ARIES wireless 
streaming bridge by Chris Martens

A
fter scanning the title of this review article my 
bet is that your first question might be: ‘What 
exactly is a wireless streaming bridge?’ The 
question is perfectly understandable given that 
lines of distinction between audio streamers, 

servers, renderers, and DACs are already blurred and 
becoming more so over time. So, in order to understand the 
many and diverse functions of the AURALiC ARIES wireless 
streaming bridge it helps first to take a ‘big picture’ view of 
how digital audio playback is evolving these days.

Let’s start by acknowledging that DACs are essential 
components whereby digital audio files of various formats and 
types are converted from bits and bytes to become high-quality 
analogue audio signals that can be amplified and used to drive 
our favourite loudspeaker or headphone-based systems. In 
short, in any digital audio system, you’ve got to have a DAC 
in order to make the music happen. Things get complicated, 
though, when one has to decide where digital audio files will 
be stored and how they will be delivered to the DAC. Another 
essential question involves deciding how the whole digital audio 
playback process will be controlled.

AURALiC’s ARIES serves as a flexible, multipurpose 
‘bridge’ that can deliver high-resolution digital audio files 
from just about anywhere to the DAC of your choice, while 
wirelessly controlling the process via AURALiC’s Lightning DS 
application running on an Apple iPad. 

Would you like to listen to Internet radio or to stream 
content from Tidal, WiMP, Qobuz, Songcast, or Apple 
AirPlay? The ARIES supports all those options. How about 
streaming content from network-attached resources such as 

NAS drives or from OpenHome, DLNA, or UPNP-compatible 
PCs or Macs? The ARIES supports all of those options, too. 
One upshot of these capabilities is that, for listeners already 
accustomed to using music software packages such as jRiver 
Media Center, it is possible to continue using their chosen 
software as the control point application of choice while still 
using the ARIES as the bridge that delivers digital audio files 
to the system DAC.

Or, what about those who wish for a simpler, more server-
like solution? Once again the ARIES fits the bill because—by 
attaching a USB music library drive to the ARIES—one can 
effectively turn the AURALiC into a simple, full-featured, and 
highly effective music server in its own right. Similarly, for 
more casual file-sharing applications, visiting friends can bring 
music-laden USB memory sticks to your home and then plug 
them in to the ARIES’ USB drive port. The ARIES, in turn, will 
read and catalogue the files on the memory stick in a matter 
of minutes (or less) and then allow users to pick and choose 
files for playback.

And what of those seeking a high-performance whole 
home audio solution? Once again, the ARIES system has 
answers ready at hand. AURALiC deliberately offers two 
versions of the ARIES product: a high-end ‘master’ version, 
which is the version under review here, and simplified and thus 
cost-reduced ARIES LE versions (with slightly less elaborate 
power supplies and clocking systems than the full-on ARIES 
provides), which can be deployed throughout the house and 
used, in essence, as ‘satellites’ operating in conjunction with 
the master ARIES. It’s a pretty ambitious and flexible system, 
wouldn’t you agree? 

EQUIPMENT REVIEW
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If the foregoing description makes it sound as though 
the ARIES system has all the digital connectivity bases 
covered, then that’s about right. Better still, the ARIES excels 
at delivering high data rate, very high-resolution digital audio 
file formats that other competing server/streamer products 
are not necessarily able to handle. Specifically, the ARIES can 
stream PCM/DXD data at rates up to 32-bit/384kHz as well 
as DSD64, DSD128, and DSD256 files, meaning it offers a 
degree of flexibility and future proofing that few competitors 
presently can match.

On a hardware level, AURALiC’s ARIES is offered as a 
two-chassis solution. One chassis houses the stylish (but not 
ostentatious) ARIES unit proper, while the other is a dedicated 
and outboard low-noise linear power supply module 
that leverages the ‘Purer Power’ technologies AURALiC 
developed for use in its familiar, standalone, high-end audio 
components. The ARIES provides high-speed, dual-band 
Wi-Fi and Gigabit Ethernet connectivity, plus a high-speed 
USB 2.0 port that is reserved for purposes of attaching a 

USB music library drive, if desired. As for outputs, the ARIES 
provides a second high-speed USB 2.0 port intended for 
connections to a USB DAC, as well as AES/EBU, coaxial  
S/PDIF, and TOSLINK outputs (these latter three support PCM 
files at rates between 44.1kHz and 192kHz, and DSD64).

Perhaps equally important from a performance 
perspective, the ARIES provides two individual FemtoClocks, 
both similar in concept to the that used in the superb AURALiC 
VEGA Digital Audio Processor (reviewed in Issue 106). One 
FemtoClock serves USB audio hosts, while the other serve 
all other digital outputs. Between these FemtoClocks and the 
unit’s outboard ‘PurerPower’ power supply module, the idea 
is to deliver low-noise, very low-jitter digital audio files to your 
DAC of choice on a consistent basis. 

It’s been said that products of this type are only as good 
as their user interface software allows them to be and it is 
in this area that the ARIES excels. AURALiC’s command 
and control app for the ARIES is known as Lightning DS, 
which is available as a free download from the Apple app 
store for use with iPads and soon iPhones. Almost all of my 
experience of ARIES has been through using the iPad app, 
which has now been extensively tested in the field and has 
gone through a number of significant updates, revisions, and 
improvements. My review sample of the ARIES is running 
firmware version 2.9.2 while my sample of the Lightning DS 
app is version 2.3. Prospective owners should be aware that 
AURALIC continually develops and releases ARIES firmware 
and Lightning DS software updates over time, meaning that 
the ARIES system you buy today will likely offer even better 
performance a year from now (or at least that has been 
my experience). 

Lightning DS and the architecture of the ARIES itself go 
a long way toward making the system relatively easy for first-
timers to set up and configure. One astute AURALiC design 
choice was to configure the ARIES so that, when powered up 
for the first time, it initially serves as its own Wi-Fi network. In 
this way, AURALiC establishes a clear-cut starting point from 
which one’s controller tablet and the Lightning DS application 
can establish communication with the ARIES, thus simplifying 
the setup tasks to follow. Lightning DS provides simple, step-
by-step setup instructions for the ARIES to guide the listener 
at each point along the way. 

“Lightning DS provides simple, 
step-by-step setup instructions for 
the ARIES.”
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Setup steps include connecting the 
ARIES to the desired music library (or to a 
local USB music library drive directly attached 
to the ARIES, if so desired), building a database 
of the library contents, connecting the ARIES to 
one’s home network, selecting preferred digital outputs 
(USB, AES/EBU, TOSLINK, or coaxial S/PDIF), and then 
finally connecting the ARIES to the desired playback DAC or 
device. In truth, there will inevitably be a certain amount of 
technical complexity involved whenever preparing any audio 
server or streamer for use, but the Lightning DS’ instructions 
are good enough to allow those of us not blessed with 
degrees in computer science to get the ARIES up and running 
with a minimum of hand-holding.

Happily, the ARIES/Lightning DS system is so 
straightforward that many listeners need only a few minutes 
of familiarisation (and a bit of trial and error experimentation) to 
be able to use the app effectively. The app provides specific 
control screens for each of the ARIES’s primary use modes, 
which include: Library mode (selecting and playing music from 
your library resources), Radio mode (users can search for local 
Internet Radio stations, new stations worldwide, or stations 
grouped by content genres), Streaming mode (selecting and 
streaming content from Tidal, WiMP, or Qobuz subscription 

streaming services), AirPlay mode (streaming 
content from AirPlay-enabled sources), and 

Songcast mode (streaming Songcast content via 
the ARIES). There is also a very flexible Search mode 

that allows users to find specific content from the ARIES 
library, streaming services (if any), and Internet Radio.

During my listening tests, I used the ARIES with a variety 
of DACs (such as the latest-generation AURALiC VEGA, the 
Exogal Comet, the Moon by Simaudio 430HAD, and the 
PS Audio DirectStream DAC) and with many different high 
performance loudspeakers (e.g., GamuT RS3s, GoldenEar 
Triton 1s, Magnepan 3.7i’s, and YG Acoustics Carmel 2s). 
For my application, I chose to use the ARIES with a fast 2TB 
Western Digital USB music library drive, though you might find 
you could achieve even better result by configuring the ARIES 
for use with NAS drives or other network accessible server. In 
every case, the ARIES system rose to the occasion whenever 
I made improvements in ancillary system components.

My listening tests revealed that the ARIES is a superb 
high-resolution digital audio delivery system that is, despite its 
relatively modest price, entirely suitable for use with very high 
performance DACs. When listening to files delivered through 
the ARIES, listeners can expect very quiet backgrounds, 
exemplary amounts of low-level sonic information, and the sort 
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Type: Wireless streaming bridge

Streaming services supported: Local uPnP/DLNA library 

content; online streaming from TIDAL, Qobuz, and 

WiMP; Internet Radio, AirPlay, Songcast, and USB 

hard drive files.

Supported file types: AAC, AIFF, ALAC, APE, DIFF, DSF, 

FLAC, MP3, OGG, WAV, WV, and WMA

Supported sampling rates:  

PCM: 44.1kKz – 384 kHz at 16 – 32 bits 

DSD: DSD ^$, DSD 128, DSD256

Control software (and devices): AURALiC Lightning DSD 

software application, AURALiC RC-1 remote control 

(included), OpenHome-compatible software, 

uPnP AV software

Media Server Compatibility: Minimserver, Twonky, 

Asset uPnP, JRiver, DLNA/uPnP-compatible server 

software

Display: 3-inch 256 x 64-pixel OLED display

Digital Inputs: Gigabit Ethernet (via RJ45 jack), 

Dual-Band Wi-Fi connection, USB 2.0 High-Speed for 

use with external USB music library drives.

Digital Outputs: USB 2.0 High-Speed for connections with 

compatible DACs (compatible DACs are those 

that do not require a driver for use with Mac OS X); 

AES/EBU, coaxial S/PDIF, and TOSLINK (the latter 

three outputs are sample-rate limited to 44.1 – 

192kHz for PCM files and to DSD64).

Dimensions (H × W × D): 7cm × 25cm × 20cm

Weight: 0.8kg

Price: £1,310, or $1,599

Manufacturer Information: AURALiC LIMITED

URL: www.auralic.com 

UK Distributor Information: Audio Emotion Limited

URL: www.audioemotion.co.uk 

Tel: +44(0)1333 425999

US Distributor: AURALiC North America

URL: www.auralic.com

Tel: (562) 912-3280

of timing stability that gives sonic images and soundstages an 
extra measure of solidity and three-dimensionality (both are 
qualities I associate with very low-jitter sources). What is more, 
the performance of the ARIES seems to track with the quality 
of the components with which it is used. When, for example, 
I upgraded my PS Audio DirectStream DAC by installing its 
new Yale OS software, the ARIES system immediately took 
full advantage of the performance advantages the new OS 
package provided.

Put on a track that is rich in subtle transient, ambient, 
and spatial information, such as “Aquellos duros antiquos 
(Tanguillos)” from Pepe Romero’s legendary Flamenco [Philips 
K2HD, 44.1/16], and the ARIES will—pardon the pun—serve 
up soundstages that are eerily realistic, lavishly detailed in all 
the right subtle ways, and intensely three-dimensional. Or, 
play a relatively demanding percussion-orientated piece such 
as the title track from Marilyn Mazur, Josefine Cronholm, and 
Krister Jonsson’s Flamingo Sky [Stunt Records, 44.1/16] and 
note how incredibly incisive, explosive, rich, and focused the 
music sounds as delivered to your DAC via the ARIES. Want 
to try very high-res DSD256 or DXD (352.8/32-bit) files? No 
problem; if your DAC is up to the task, the ARIES will deliver 
the goods with nary a glitch or a hitch. 

Are there ways to surpass the performance of the ARIES? 
Perhaps there are, but even so the ARIES operates at such 
a high level that competitors tend to provide only very small, 
incremental improvements (if any improvement at all), and 
invariably wind up costing substantially more than the ARIES 
does. For example, I have occasionally compared the ARIES 
playing files ripped from discs to the sound of those same discs 
played through the PS Audio PerfectWave Memory Transport, 
and in a few instances I felt the transport perhaps offered a 
smidgeon more sonic nuance or low-level detail. But contrast 
this against the fact that the PS Transport costs more than 
twice that of the Aries, cannot play DSD or DXD material at all, 
and of course cannot provide streaming services of any kind. 

When you consider the many things the ARIES can do 
and the very high level of performance that it offers, I would 
argue it is one of the best values in all of digital audio today. 
Having the ARIES in my system has transformed my review 
listening experiences for the better; the ARIES gives me instant 
access to my music library (including all of my high-res PCM 
and DSD files), plus the ability to explore streaming content 
whenever I choose. But above all, ARIES is a convenient, 
reliable, and easy-to-use system that imposes virtually no 
compromises in performance. If that’s not having your sonic 
cake and eating it too, then I don’t know what would be. 
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Manufactured in the UK by Data Conversion Systems Ltd  Unit 1, Buckingway Business Park, Anderson Road, Swavesey, Cambridge, CB24 4AE

= Rossini
future proof +  
benchmark performance +  
superlative sound 

When you listen to Rossini from dCS you will believe  

that the world has stopped and there is… 

ONLY THE MUSIC

When you listen to Rossini from 

( )

Future Proof Benchmark 
Performance

Superlative 
Sound

Every dCS product must meet the 
extraordinarily exacting standards 
demanded by our military heritage. 
As a result Rossini delivers levels  
of consistency and reliability like  
no other.

When you listen to Rossini our state 
of the art technology, manufacturing 
effort and rigorous testing combine 
to create a magical experience 
that perfectly recreates every last 
emotional nuance of whatever 
music you choose to listen to. 

We are pioneers who are constantly 
developing new technologies to 
improve the quality of reproduced 
sound. Our unique approach to 
product design means that Rossini 
can anticipate and support new 
formats and innovations in audio.
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Pioneering world class audio products

40 years in the making, 
Hi-Fi’s Holy Grail of sound 
has arrived in PS Audio’s 
new DirectStream DAC.

“I have to say, 
I was blown away by the 

sound of the DirectStream…”
John Bamford – 

Hi-Fi News

“The DS is a game 
changer… The DS gets my 
highest recommendation”

Karl Sigman –
Audiophilia

For a no obligation demonstration please contact one of the following approved PS Audio dealers: 
North West - Brian & Trevors 0161 766 4837. East - Analogue Seduction 01733 350878 / DB HiFi – 07894 136334.
Midlands 

South East -  Audio Venue W5 0208 567 8703 / Audio Venue Maidenhead 01628 633995 / 
Stereo Now 07870 192618 / Phase 3 Audio 01903 245577  
South West
Distributed by: Signature Audio Systems 07738 007776 l www.psaudio.com

“I witnessed the best sound 
quality I’ve ever heard from 

these DSD recordings”

“In my experience never before has there been a game changing component like PS Audio’s 
Perfect Wave Direct Stream DAC. It completely re-

 nition, soundstage, space, transients, musicality etc, but what it does 
best of all is put this huge smile on your face which just won’t go away. Much of this is the sheer 
pleasure of what you are hearing, but it is also the realisation that the years of searching are over, 

you have 

PS Audio’s reference DAC is a game changer. The unique DirectStream DAC 
features hand written, discrete, perfection based conversion that uncovers 
the missing information that has been hiding in your digital audio media for 
all these years. CD’s, downloads, high-resolution PCM or DSD based media are 
expertly upsampled in the DirectStream, to ten times DSD rate and output as    

 The sound is simply astounding. However don’t take our word for it, instead take 
your music to one of our approved PS Audio dealers  listed below and discover

    Reference Audio Visual – 07715 999752.
/

Product of the Year
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40 years in the making, 
Hi-Fi’s Holy Grail of sound is elevated 

to a new level with its latest free
 operating system upgrade release.

PS Audio’s multi-award winning Direct Stream DAC.

In July 2015, PS Audio released their latest operating system upgrade to   
the DirectStream DAC. Already declared  “product of the year” by Stereophile 
and The Absolute Sound magazines, this DAC just keeps getting better. With 
each free op-system upgrade the DirectStream effectively becomes a new DAC. 

  

If you have not heard the DirectStream DAC, now is the time to ask one of our 
approved PS Audio Dealers about a home demonstration, and ask about a very 

“I have to say, 
I was blown away by the 

sound of the DirectStream…”
John Bamford – 

Hi-Fi News
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South East -  Audio Venue W5 0208 567 8703 / Audio Venue Maidenhead 01628 633995 / 
Stereo Now 07870 192618 / Phase 3 Audio 01903 245577  
South West - Audio Destination 01884 243584.   
Distributed by: Signature Audio Systems 07738 007776 l www.psaudio.com

“The Dir  ers the best way 
we’ve yet encountered to convert 

“digital” music in to real music”. 
Marja & Henk – 6moons

“I witnessed the best sound 
quality I’ve ever heard from 

these DSD recordings”
John Bamford – 

Hi-Fi News

“Analogue lovers 
sensitive to “Digititus”: 

form an orderly 
queue…” 

Hi-Fi News

“The DirectStream represents a new benchmark in audio reproduction… in my view the PS 
Audio DirectStream is the most musically and technically capable device of any type that I’ve 

ever had the pleasure to evaluate” 
Frank Alles – Stereotimes 

Reviewer quotes:

Customer quotes:
“A joyous experience 
awaits with every CD 

played”. 
DM – Shropshire 

“Through all other digital 
sources, instruments are 
electronic, while through 

DirectStream they all 
sound real”. 

GN – West Midlands

“With most components you get 
used to them and they cease to 

impress but the DirectStream 
keeps delivering the goods 

consistently. The magic never 
stops… Nothing but the music”.

IS – West Midlands

“In my experience never before has there been a game changing component like PS Audio’s 
Perfect Wave Direct Stream DAC. It completely re-    as we have known it! Easy enough 

to wax lyr  nition, soundstage, space, transients, musicality etc, but what it does 
best of all is put this huge smile on your face which just won’t go away. Much of this is the sheer 
pleasure of what you are hearing, but it is also the realisation that the years of searching are over, 

you have nally found what you have been looking for.” 

For existing PS Audio customers who already own a Perfect Wave DAC Mk2 – an upgrade path to the 
DirectStream DAC is available for you. 

Please contact your approved PS Audio dealer, listed below, for more information.

“It’s easily the best DAC I’ve ever heard in my system, making digitally-recorded music 
sound better than I’ve ever heard it”

 Vade Forrester – The Absolute Sound

PS Audio’s reference DAC is a game changer. The unique DirectStream DAC 
features hand written, discrete, perfection based conversion that uncovers 
the missing information that has been hiding in your digital audio media for 
all these years. CD’s, downloads, high-resolution PCM or DSD based media are 
expertly upsampled in the DirectStream, to ten times DSD rate and output as    

/ Stone Audio 01202 630066 / Unilet 0208 942 9567.  
Ireland - Cloney Audio 353 (1) 687 5951.   

    Reference Audio Visual – 07715 999752.
/

The PS Audio Powerbase is an isolation platform and a high-level mains conditioner.
•  isolation system reduces the impact of sonic bass vibrations
•  high level conditioner provides pure clean mains direct to the components on   
 the Powerbase

PS Audio’s Perfect Wave Memory player is a ground-breaking product that removes 
all digital sound limitations, retrieving everything from your CD collection without 
any jitter or sonic loss. It sends perfect digital audio data via I2S (HDMI) from its solid 
state memory directly to the DirectStream DAC. 

Receive a free PS Audio Powerbase worth £899   
when you purchase the DirectStream DAC with    
a Perfect Wave Memory player.*

Greatest Bits

tr ea mau dio

in order to encourage further excellence in 
fine audio, to the greater good of all who 

love it.
December 1, 2014 A.D.

PS Audio for the
DirectStream DAC

PFO Brutus Award, 2014PFO Brutus Award, 2014

David W. Robinson, Editor-in-Chief Dave Clark, Editor

On behalf of the creative community at Positive Feedback 
Online, and in recognition of significant contributions to the 

audio arts in 2014, this award is hereby presented to

 

 

Special

“The Perfect Wave Memory (PWM) player seemed to act synergistically with the DirectStream, enhancing the 
latter’s ability to retrieve the maximum amount of sonic information, and sounding even less “digital” in the 
process”. 

“I was struck by the claim, made by PS Audio’s CEO Paul McGowan, that the processing done by the  
DirectStream results in superior playback of CDs. I heard more musical detail from CD than I had previously 

instruments and rhythmic patterns. Quite amazing”.
Robert Deutsch – Stereophile Feb 2015
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EQUIPMENT REVIEW

Constellation Audio 
Inspiration Preamp 1.0 and 
Mono 1.0 amplifiers
by Alan Sircom

T
he march of progress in high-end audio often seems to be centred 
on the price of the product. As things get better, so prices get 
ever higher. It rarely goes in the other direction. But Constellation 
Audio is one of the rare exceptions to the rule. Starting with its top 
end Reference range, then came the Performance series that saw 

the price of admission come down, and now Inspiration offers Constellation 
Audio performance at a new level. I hesitate to say ‘low’ level, because there 
is nothing about Constellation Audio’s brands that could be considered ‘low 
level’, unless you are talking about resolution or bass response. 

Relatively speaking, then, Constellation Audio brings the brand to a new 
level. The company is never going to make amplifiers that would be considered 
‘cheap’. But we are talking the difference between a First Class air ticket, 
flying in a private jet, and owning your own airline. When you think how close 
Inspiration gets to Performance and Reference in terms of sound and build 
quality, and how much more Performance and Reference cost in outright 
terms, it’s hard not to be a little impressed.

The big thing with Inspiration is it has many of the attributes of the bigger 
electronics, benefiting from the circuits pulled together from the company’s 
famed ‘dream team’ of designers. So the Preamp 1.0 could be thought of 
as pulling together key elements of the Altair II and Virgo III preamps from the 
brand, and the Stereo 1.0 and Mono 1.0 pull in concepts developed for the 
Hercules II and Centaur II power amps. That is easy to write and incredibly 
difficult to do in reality. For example, cramming in the dual-mono, three-
transformer preamp that routinely takes up two huge boxes in a single chassis 
is no mean feat, all this while managing to make it look very similar to the Altair 
II preamp by using CNC-machined aluminium, but this time with a tongue-
and-groove design in place of the ‘machined from solid billet’ nature of its 
bigger brothers. You’d never notice this tongue-and-groove finish from the 
feel of the amplifier, so solid is the construction. And, like its bigger brothers, 
audio circuits are isolated, although not using the same ‘raft’ design. It’s an 
intrinsically balanced design, although it features three RCA single-ended 
inputs and two RCA outputs. If you can, XLR is the way forward.

The power amps are equally drawn from Constellation’s master plans for 
the Hercules II and Centaur II. It retains the same Line Stage Gain Modules 
found in its bigger brothers, and relies on making balanced amps with only 
N-type output transistors, instead of mirrored N-type and P-type transistors. 
The difference is using N-types only allows the circuit to perfectly balance, 

which is otherwise impossible. The difference 
in output between banks of NPN and PNP 
transistors is minute in absolute terms, but 
it’s this kind of trifle that makes perfection. 
Just ask Michaelangelo.

The principle difference between 
the Stereo 1.0 and Mono 1.0 and the 
Performance or Reference models is the 
input and gain stages are no longer mounted 
on individual circuit boards, but are fed 
separately. Placing these modules on one 
board means a considerably simpler power 
supply, meaning a smaller and less heavy 
chassis. The net result is the 200W per 
channel Stereo 1.0 and 400W Mono  1.0 
we tested are not made up of smaller 125W 
modules (although the basic topology is 
very similar), and the amplifier only has 
‘sensational’ dynamics instead of the 
‘revolutionary’ dynamic range of the bigger 
brothers. This is not an idle claim; the NPN-
only output design makes for greater dynamic 
range not unlike a single-ended triode 
amplifier, only with a lot more power behind 
it. This is what has made Constellation Audio 
so popular with today’s top-end audiophiles. 
Inspiration follows in these footsteps.

If anything, Inspiration faces a tougher 
challenge than Reference and Performance 
because it is in the ‘achievable’ sweet-spot 
of upper tier professionals. To senior doctors, 
lawyers, and dentists with significant amounts 
of disposable income, no mortgage, and kids 
out of college, the cost of Inspiration models 
isn’t unattainable today. And, unlike the 
more upscale products in the Constellation 
line, your amplifier probably doesn’t cost as 
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“ ...so good 
I swear it is 

surrounded by 
magic” 

Pre amplifiers
Moving Coil Step-Up Transformers 

and now MM phono amplifiers

www.mfaudio.co.uk +44 (0) 1424 858260

Noel Keywood - Hi-Fi World

“They say it’s better to have 
loved and lost, but they obviously 

weren’t anticipating the heartbreak 
that the departure of a truly great 

preamplifier can inflict”
Jason Kennedy HiFi+ 124, June 2015
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much as the car in your driveway. This means 
there is a lot of well-established competition 
to take on, and the buyers are arguably more 
thoroughly aware of what that competition 
does. In a way, the Inspiration buyer might 
even be more careful with their purchases, 
because although this amplifier system is 
‘attainable’ it is not an ‘impulse’ buy. 

There’s a common trope surrounding 
Constellation Audio that still applies here – 
‘valve-like sweetness and openness’, with 
people even going so far as likening the 
sound to a single-ended triode amplifier, only 
with a lot more power. It’s not the best way to 
describe the sound of Constellation because 
using one amplifier to describe another 
is always prone to failure, and the whole 
‘single-ended triode’ thing can erroneously 
point one at a sound that’s too warm and 
rose-tinted. And yet, the Inspiration amps 
are warm sounding. At least by comparison 
to most solid-state amps. This is a warm 
sound in a musically-inviting manner, without 
the hyper-detailed top end (it makes many 
amps sound ‘etched’ by comparison, a 
criticism levelled at a lot of amps recently and 
claimed -with tongue only slightly in cheek – 
to be a function of amp designers producing 
amplifiers made for an enthusiast community 
with ageing ears).

Inspiration has also got that fabulous 
openness and natural harmonic structure 
of good tubes. People (erroneously, in my 
opinion) view the simplicity of the circuit, the 
lack of global feedback, and the use of one 
honking great power tube per channel as the 
reason why SET amps sound so attractive. 
Personally, I think it comes down to our love 
of even-order harmonics doing to the sound 
what good lighting, slightly soft focus, and a 
lot of Max Factor can do to someone in a 
photograph. There is nothing wrong with this 
(OK, so eHarmony romance seekers might 
disagree), but it’s not the ultimate in visual (or 
tonal) accuracy.

Where the Constellation Audio 
Inspiration models do so well is they manage 
to achieve the almost-impossible; the grace, 

clarity, and open mid-band of a small single-ended tube amp (or possibly 
a low-power Class A design) with the precision and power of some major 
solid-state muscle. This is old news to those fortunate enough to be playing 
in Constellation Audio’s normal price breaks – those who have heard what 
these amps are capable of are nodding along in agreement, here – but 
that Inspiration can bring this sublime sound to that more attainable level is 
heady stuff. 

The other big feather in Constellation Audio’s cap is imaging. Basically, 
whatever your loudspeakers can do in terms of throwing out a soundstage, 
the Inspirations will improve upon that. It will be deeper, wider, even higher 
than before. Not in an ‘attack of the 50’ singer’ over-exaggerated soundstage, 
but just with better control and potential for space. A close-knit jazz club 
(Art Blakey’s A Night At Birdland Vol 1, on Blue Note, for example) is small 
and almost claustrophobic, while a large concert hall, such as King Curtis 
playing ‘Memphis Soul Stew’ on the Live at the Fillmore West album [Rhino] 
is expansive, and you get a sense of real live musicians on a big stage. And 
there are a heck of a lot of musicians! This also showcases another of the 
Constellation Audio talents – dynamic range. This is a harder concept to 
get across than the usual ‘it’s got oodles of dynamic range’, because the 
Inspiration is not in any way ‘showy’ with its dynamics. It just seems to dig 
deep and pull out a greater sense of the natural dynamics of the music than 
most. This last track really highlights this because it starts with a bass guitar 
and a hi-hat ticking away, and ends with a full funk band (complete with horn 
and percussion sections) going ‘hammer and tongs’. This is also one of 
the places where the Performance and Reference show up the limits of the 
Inspiration series – if the Inspiration gets to ‘uncanny’ levels of dynamic realism, 
the Performance and Reference get to ‘you are there!’. That being said, I would 
struggle to think of any product this side of Constellation’s Performance that 
does a better job of dynamic range than the Inspiration models here.
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Preamp 1.0 

Type: line stage preamplifier

Inputs: 3pr XLR, 3pr RCA, USB (for control)

Outputs: 2pr XLR, 2pr RCA, 12V trigger

THD+N: <0.001% 20Hz–20kHz @ 2V,

Frequency Response: 10Hz–100kHz, 

±0.5dB

S/N ratio: >-105dB, A-weighted

Input impedance: 20kΩ (balanced), 

10kΩ (unbalanced)

Dimensions (W×H×D): 43.2×13.3×38.1cm

Weight: 11.3kg

Price: £9,000

Mono 1.0

Type: Mono power amplifier

Inputs: 1× Constellation direct XLR, 

1× standard balanced XLR, 

1× unbalanced RCA

Output: Metal binding posts

Power output: 400W/8Ω, 800W/4Ω 

(1kHz @ 0.2% THD+N)

Frequency Response: 10Hz-80kHz,  

+0/-0.5dB

Gain: 14dB Constellation direct, 26dB 

balanced and RCA

Output impedance: 0.1Ω

Input impedance: 20kΩ Constellation 

direct, 10kΩ RCA, 20kΩ XLR 

balanced

S/N ratio: >–95dB, A-weighted

Output noise: <70µV, 500kHz BW,  

–116dB @ 250W

Dimensions (W×H×D):  

43.2 × 21.6 × 48.3 cm

Weight per channel: 36.3kg

Price: £9,988 per channel

Manufactured by: Constellation Audio

URL: www.constellationaudio.com

Distributed in the UK by: Absolute 

Sounds:

URL: www.absolutesounds.com

Tel: +44(0)20 8971 3909

Most importantly though, what really justifies the Constellation Audio 
Inspiration Preamp 1.0 and Mono 1.0 as staggeringly good audio is the way 
none of these individual elements actually matter. Yes, the amp as a package 
is phenomenally detailed, creates an extraordinary dynamic range, and throws 
out a soundstage every bit as good as the recording you are playing, but when 
you listen to a piece of music, it’s all that counts, and the Inspiration models 
never once lose sight of that. For all their power, sophistication, technological 
appeal, and ability to ‘scale’ to the piece of music with near perfect accuracy, 
it’s that ability to musically hang together that really sets the Constellation Audio 
models apart. I first said this of the Performance power amps, but it applies 
equally here: The Inspiration amps are like the best little amps in the world that 
brought along really big friends to help out..

There’s an obvious question hanging over the Inspiration range… why 
pay more? Staying just with the Constellation Audio line-up thanks to that 
consistency, why would you pay about three times as much for a Performance 
model or eight times as much for a Reference model? On the surface, it’s a 
tough question to answer. Yes, there’s more power on tap, the components get 
ever closer to an ideal (even calling upon past glories to make the best devices 
for the task), and the complexity of those more upmarket chassis make for 
a more intrinsically ‘right’ product in look and feel. These aspects all add up 
to greater pride of ownership, and that also is reflected in the comparative 
exclusivity of those more up-scale products. But that’s all ‘surface’ stuff. There 
is, of course, that dynamic range of the Performance and Reference power 
amps; the Inspiration gives you more than just a taste of that dynamic range, 
but it’s not in the same ‘leave you shaking’ manner of the big models. Also, 
while there is a ‘house’ sound, the increased control, finesse, and space the 
more up-scale amps bring to the presentation restores order to the line-up; 
the Performance is better, the Reference better still. Constellation Audio has 
not cannibalised its own market for upper end products, because the opening 
bars of Beethoven’s Fifth played through the Performance models will explain 
to you in seconds why that extra money is money well spent more than 10,000 
words could ever achieve. Instead, what Inspiration has done is light a torch 
under the competition; these are products that play in the £50,000 league for 
£10,000 a piece. In fairness, bringing better performance to more attainable 
prices has been something Constellation Audio has been doing for a while, in 
that the Performance sounded more like the Reference models than they had 
any right to… and the Reference sounded like nothing heard in amps before. 

The old saying of “99% perspiration, 1% inspiration” works here in an 
unexpected way. If I were an amp maker producing a rival in the same price 
point as this new Constellation Audio Inspiration duo, I’d be sweating too! 
These are profoundly good amplifiers that anyone seeking the best from their 
music must take into account. Very highly recommended! 

“Bringing better performance to more 
attainable prices is something Constellation 
Audio has been doing for a while.”
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www.criterionaudio.com     info@criterionaudio.com     01223 233730 

Criterion Audio is a new, premium hi-fi dealer in Cambridge. From vinyl and valves to the latest in streaming and head-
phones, we can help you find the perfect audio system to suit your budget and needs. We have a wide range of carefully 
selected products: from familiar brands to amazing manufacturers you will not find anywhere else in the UK. Come visit 
us and listen in one of our purpose-built demo rooms or relax in our dedicated headphone lounge.
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are not created equal.

 

For more information and a professional demonstration on Jeff Rowland products please contact one of these dealers: 

Midland HiFi Studio    01902 380083          High End Cable     01775 761880          Phase 3 Audio           01903 245577

DB HiFi  07894 136334

Distributed by: Signature Audio Systems   07738 007776                       www.jeffrowlandgroup.com

“To say the Continuum S2 comes highly recommended is 
putting it mildly – this is the kind of amplifier I could happily 
live with and never feel the need to upgrade ever again” 
(Alan Sircom – Editor HiFi Plus)
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S
trange name for a loudspeaker: 
twotwo.6. But it has a logic of sorts 
because it is a two-way design that 
can be used in two ways, and it has a 
six inch main driver (well almost). The 

‘handed’ tweeter is placed close to the left or right 
edge of the cabinet so that when the speaker is laid 
on its side the treble dispersion characteristic does 
not change. Laying the speaker on a shelf will of 
course affect its overall dispersion because you are 
providing a re� ective surface at right angles to the 
drivers, but having the tweeter on one side keeps it 
away from the surface and gets it as high as possible 
relative to the main driver.

This is an active speaker with built in ampli� cation 
that can be hooked up with both digital and analogue 
signals via balanced and RCA phono connections 
(analogue that is, digital can only go in via AES3). 
As audio preampli� ers generally do not have variable 
digital outputs the analogue route is the way to go. 
The presence of a digital input is, however, a sign that 
there is more to this speaker than a crossover and 
ampli� ers on the back. For a start it has a DAC to cope 
with that digital input, and more importantly it has DSP 
(digital signal processing) that can be used to tailor the 
speaker’s response to suit the room, with variable high 
and low frequency shelving: a tilting of the response up 
or down. You can also change the bass slope to suit 
operation with a subwoofer, as (wait for it) two twotwo 
Subs are available.

Even if you leave all that alone and just tweak 
the level to suit your system, the DSP provides the 
crossover prior to power ampli� ers for each drive unit. 
With 50 Watts for the tweeter and 150 Watts for the 
woofer, it has plenty of power on hand. It is slightly 
controversial that this is Class D power because this 
technology has yet to be wholly accepted by the high 
end audio fraternity. But the ef� ciency of both cost and 
power requirements means that it is the likely future of 
domestic audio at all but the extreme end of the scale.

As ever with a PMC the twotwo.6 uses advanced 
transmission line loading rather than a re� ex port or 

PMC twotwo.6 active 
loudspeaker

EQUIPMENT REVIEW

by Jason Kennedy
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EQUIPMENT REVIEW / PMC TWOTWO.6 ACTIVE LOUDSPEAKER

infinite baffle cabinet. So the black lozenge shape on the front 
is a grille covered vent for a labyrinthine tunnel that folds its way 
around to the back of the bass driver and manages, with the 
aid of cunning damping, to deliver only low frequencies that are 
in phase with the bass driver. 

There are some clear similarities between this speaker and 
the twenty.22 standmount in PMC’s domestic audio range. 
They have the same main driver and similar cabinet volumes 
and the tweeter is also the same except for magnet type. The 
twotwo has a neodymium magnet and the twenty a ferrite. 
While the former is generally considered the better material, in 
this instance it was selected for its smaller size. The domestic 
model comes in a slope style veneered cabinet, and the pro, 
a very dark blue paint finish. Even if you factor in the cost of 
digital crossover and amplification this makes the twotwo.6 
look quite expensive next to its rather more attractive cousin at 
the £2,000 plus premium you have to pay. But active operation 
has advantages that passive systems cannot compete with in 
terms of power and control, meaning they should have lower 
distortion at a given level and (theoretically) the ability to deliver 
higher volume levels to boot. 

The twotwo.6 is the middle model in a range of three; it’s 
just over 40cm tall and weighs a manageable 8.4kg, a figure 
that reveals just how little Class D amplifiers with switched 
mode power supplies weigh. The mid/bass has a six and a 
half inch doped paper cone that crosses over to the soft dome 
tweeter at a low 1.8kHz. The lower this figure the closer the 

dispersion character of each driver at crossover, something that 
is key to the resolving powers of PMC designs. 

The twotwo.6 is a fast and precise loudspeaker that 
produces a lot of low-level detail without sounding forward; 
in fact, it’s extremely even handed. These are qualities that I 
have come to expect of PMC speakers, they have better bass 
control than most of the competition, which makes for tighter 
and more musically engaging sound. They also have very wide 
and even dispersion, which in practice means that you get a 
consistent sound both in different places in the room and in 
different rooms. 

Hooked up to a decent source and preamplifier with 
single ended cabling, the twotwo.6 brings out the tension in 
pieces like Felix Laband’s ‘Whistling In Tongues’ [Dark Days 
Exit, Compost]. This is a slow burning track that needs a quiet 
speaker to get right. And I am not referring to quiet as in low 
volume, but quiet as a sound with minimum overhang. Notes 
should be audible right to the end of their reverb tails, as they 
say, and then they should stop. With bass notes this is all the 
more necessary – and tricky –  because the cabinet usually joins 
in as the note fades. The cabinet doesn’t ‘join in’ here, since 
things start and stop when they should do, and you get clear 
differences between notes as a result of that ‘dead’ cabinet. 
These qualities may sound very dry on paper, but when they are 
applied to a slowly building musical tension that is drawn out 
until you are fit to burst, the result is a pretty intense experience.

If you are familiar with Class AB amps – as most of us 
are – then Class D can sound slightly dry; it’s a subtle thing, but 
then so is music. You do get used to it quite quickly though, 
especially when you start noticing how big the differences 
between recordings have become. This speaker digs right 
down into the mix and does what the pros want by revealing 
precisely what’s going on at the lowest levels. But it also has 
a flow and expansiveness in its presentation that makes the 
emotional content of the music equally clear, hightening it in 
many cases. It makes reviewing new music rather easier than 
more relaxed systems because the control exerted by direct 
connection between amplifier and drive unit means there is less 
blurring of information and it’s easier to hear what’s going on. 

“The twotwo.6 is a fast and 
precise loudspeaker that produces 
a lot of low-level detail without 
sounding forward.”
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KOG AUDIO www.kogaudio.com     info@kogaudio.com     024 7722 0650

At Kog Audio, we select the most exceptional products in order to give music lovers unmatched enjoyment, and build systems that will
exceed expectations and provide pleasure for years. Please visit our website for information, links and reviews for all our products.

All watts are not equal…

"The SIA-025 is the pinnacle of a breed never again to be underestimated."
Editor’s Choice 2014, The Absolute Sound

“It’s the first integrated amplifier that makes no apologies at any level. Yes, its price is lofty, but every
self-respecting audiophile should consider it an obligation to listen to one - if just for the hedonistic
pleasure of bearing witness to the seductive musicality from one of the high end’s finest offerings.”
Neil Gader, The Absolute Sound

"The Vitus SIA-025 is really about musical connection and emotional involvement and that is quite a
compliment for any piece of equipment because those special experiences really are beyond words."
Chris Thomas, Hifi+

   Signature components by Vitus Audio                                         www.vitusaudio.com
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EQUIPMENT REVIEW / PMC TWOTWO.6 ACTIVE LOUDSPEAKER

In truth, you hear something far closer to what was heard by 
the producer and artist(s) in the studio than you do with passive 
speakers, especially since active speakers are pretty much 
ubiquitous in pro circles, even if not all studios have PMCs.

This degree of transparency might be a little analytical 
for some as it makes the flagrant use of compression by 
producers rather more apparent than with passive speakers. 
The version of ‘Hey Joe’ on Miami Pop [Jimi Hendrix, Sony 
Music] is obviously limited, which is what you expect of a live 
recording of this vintage but would perhaps prefer to ignore. 
Fortunately it does not stop the ferocious intensity of the 
playing blowing your mind (once again) nor dilute the genius 
of the man. The counterpoint is that good recordings sound 
absolutely blinding; for example, the size and atmosphere of 
the room on Doug MacLeod’s Exactly Like This [Reference 
Recordings] is immediately obvious. You get the warmth of the 
high resolution recording and the depth of tone in voices and 
instruments pretty well exactly as they were recorded. You get 
an easier sound with a twenty.22 and a good amplifier, but you 
don’t get the resolution on offer with this active design.

I tried a couple of ancillary products with these PMCs, 
a power conditioner and a subwoofer. Both proved to be 
beneficial, increasing the transparency still further when the 
bass duties were removed from the PMCs and left to the sub, 
and refining the mid and treble in the case of the conditioner. So 
contrary to the idea that active operation limits upgradeability 
there are plenty of things you can do to make these speakers 
potentially even better.

I used the twotwo.6 with both passive and active 
preamplifiers and got engrossing results with each. I tried some 
of the tweaks available through the DSP, but being a purist, 
stuck with maximum flatness of response for the most part. 
At the end of the day, this is a very fine loudspeaker; those 
interested in hearing more precisely how their favourite music 
was made will find them addictive. Those that just want to be 
carried away by the message being communicated by the 
music will be equally equally happy because the clarity these 
speakers bring to the occasion makes the nuances of emotional 
and artistic expression that much easier to appreciate. 

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Type: 2-way, two-driver stand-mount active monitor 

with transmission line enclosure

Driver complement: One 27mm soft dome tweeter, 

one 170mm natural fibre mid-bass driver

Frequency response: 40Hz – 25kHz

Crossover frequency: 1.8kHz

Inputs: Low-level input via RCA jack, low-level input via 

XLR jack, digital input via AES/EBU on XLR jack

Low frequency extension: not specified

Amplifier power: 200W RMS

Controls: Variable driver response, crossover & EQ settings

Dimensions (H×W×D): 406 × 194 × 364mm

Weight: 8.4kg/each

Finish: Blackblue paint.

Price: £14,194/pair

Manufacturer: Professional Monitor Co

Tel: +44 (0)870 4441044

URL: pmc-speakers.com 

“You get the warmth of the high 
resolution recording and the depth 
of tone in voices and instruments.”
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High End Cable 
www.highendcable.co.uk 

Please call Dave Jackson on 01775 761880 

 

 

If you wish to buy from your favourite dealer please ask them to contact us  - New dealers always welcome 

1+1 V2 from £1,575.00 

The ONE 
£775.00 

aR power conditioners from 
£2,995.00 

Interconnect cables from  
just £169.99 

So much more at  
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ADVERTORIAL

Faithful to the original … 
since 1979

W
ith the economy a little more certain and 
prices at an all time low this is a good time 
to purchase. The Music Room can offer a 
variety of credit agreements for new and 
used Hi-Fi, zero to subsidized deals. 

The truth is that we aim to sell better products to informed 
people and offering credit we also aim for transparency, 
customized finance and some expertise and explanations. 

Every week someone pops into our showroom and regrets 
buying from the High Street or online “bargains.” We sell 
streamers, turntables, CD players, amplifiers, and loudspeakers 
which are crafted products, new and used, from under £1,000. 

So give us a call. Our advice is free, our experience is 
unique and the benefits are audible.

With Dealer Contributions, new is often cheaper than 
used and always better; because the Euro is low prices have 
fallen considerably. 

This month we have two new models from Tannoy, 
Revolution XT Floorstander loudspeakers that perform far above 
their prices of £999 and £1,299 for the 6-inch and 8-inch models. 

Now in stock is the revised range of Fortissimo AirTech 
models of integrated amplifier and CD players for £1,599. 

Now in stock is the all new Oxygene-30 turntable from 
Roksan, celebrating the company’s thirty very distinguished 
years. Complete with arm and external power supply it is 
incredible value for £2,500 and should make you think very 
carefully. Extremely elegant and simple, this product is a perfect 
example of our motto …. Faithful to the original …. Yet wholly 
modern. I think the Oxygene-30 is capable of a lifetime of pride, 
possession, and a return to Real Music.

To realize the potential of such high performance 
components you need good cables, ideally a loom of the same 
brand, and our admiration and recommendation for JPS Labs 
remains constant as these products just get better as the 
years progress.

Mains power conditioning is much more important than 
many realize but much easier and cheaper. Please avoid the 
commercial products, here more so. Get the inside information 
and hear for yourself how easy it is. 

Please take time to consider our portfolio of world-class 
products, both new and second-hand. These are updated 
every Friday at www.music-room.com. 

THE NEWSLETTER November–December 2015
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This Month’s 
Special Offers
DIGITAL SOURCES
Linn Klimax DS Highly acclaimed 
network music player offered for sale 
at sacrifice price for sale this week. 
Serial 1156317. Not original carton and 
minor cabinet blemishes; will send you 
photos before purchase. Was £13,300, 
now £7,500.
ANALOGUE SOURCE Brinkmann 
LaGrange Reference level, belt-drive 
turntable with Brinkmann-Breuer10.5 
tonearm and second outrigger with 
undrilled board for second arm. 
Comfortably outclasses an SME 20 with 
a series V. Was £15,890 now £7,495.
Brinkmann EMT Ti phono 
cartridge Very distinguished, made 
to Brinkmann’s spec with van den Hul 
diamond which gives extremely long-
life and detailed sound. Outperforms 
cartridges at double the price and more. 
We love them. This one has been run 
in and has under 50 hours use. Was 
£2,495, now £1,495.
Gryphon “The Black 
Exorcist” Dispels magnetic field in 
phono cartridges. Legendary product 
no longer made. We have found 4 
pieces, NOS, unused in sealed boxes. 
£225 each. 
Van den Hul DDT – II Special 
MC Cartridge Legendary, amazing 
value, hand-crafted totally reliable and 
consistent cartridge that releases the 
true potential of analogue – unlike more 
costly mass-manufactured rivals. MRP 
£950. Now £650 (new stock, sealed 
boxed, only one left).

AMPLIFIERS
Audio Analogue Crescendo 
Integrated amplifier, silver, ex-dem, 
unmarked, complete in original carton, 
with manual and remote. True high 
fidelity and hand-built in Italy. Full 
warranty. Was £619, now £495. 
Burmester 911 Mk III Legendary 
amplifier without peer. Beyond criticism, 
beyond praise, a product for life. While 
Euro is so low, Music Room breaks rank 
with rip-off Britain mentality. POA
Burson Conductor USB DAC/ 
Pre-amp / Head-amp Truly amazing 
value and performance, our 2-year 
demonstrator is in perfect condition in 
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33-35 West Graham Street, Glasgow G4 9LJ

All prices, products and bargains online at: music-room.com

Hours: 9AM–5PM Monday to Thursday or by appointment

Tel: 0141-333 9700

Email: musicroomglasgow@gmail.com 

For further details, the longer version of 

this Newsletter – along with our Price 

List and weekly updated “Bargains” – 

visit www.music-room.com

its original packing, absolutely as new 
for under half MRP, itself a bargain. Was 
£1,499. Now £650. 
The Burson Timekeeper PA160 
Power Amps Awesome performance 
that defi nes the future of audiophile 
world. Blind listening challenges the size 
and price. Stereo amplifi er or use two 
as balanced monoblocks. We have two 
ex-demo, were £2,000, now £1,200 
each or both for £2,200.
Esoteric A-02 Power 
Amplifi er Magnifi cent power and 
poise, high value. Super synergy with 
Esoteric SACD players’ inbuilt 32-bit 
digital pre-amp direct must be heard 
to be believed. Or it just works a treat 
in any system, reminding you why 
you bought your loudspeakers. Was 
£16,000. Now £13,000. Offer £6,500.
Tsakiridis Devices Aeolos 
Super Integrated valve amplifi er 
whose price belies the quality of sound, 
build and value. Components list 
alone includes WBT NextGen premium 
connectors and EAT KT-120 output tubes 
for conservative rating and extreme 
longevity. MRP £1,750, now £995.

LOUDSPEAKERS
FOCAL Utopia Scala-2 Black. As new. 
Unique opportunity to acquire these 
desirable and acclaimed loudspeakers. 
Priced for quick sale. MRP £21,399. 
Now £12,500.
FOCAL Utopia - Diablo 2-way stand 
mount fl agship loudspeakers with 
Focal’s dedicated stands. Gloss white 
and black, serial 15B001360, eighteen 
months old, ex-demo, absolutely mint 
with original cartons. Were £9,898. 
Now £4,495. 
Triangle Duettos Mahogany in sealed 
cartons. Stand mounting beauties from 
the fl agship Magellan range, hand made 

in France. Gorgeous hand crafted oval 
sided cabinets. £4,920, now £2,995. 
Triangle Meteor 0.1 Subwoofer, gloss 
black, very superior sound and elegant 
looks. Choice of a four in stock. Were 
£599, now £350.
Triangle Meteor 0.5 Subwoofer, wired 
or wireless. Gloss black, very superior 
sound. Was £999 now £599.
Triangle COLOR Full range new and 
ex-dem, all gloss black. Awesome 
musical and cinema sound. Bookshelf 
£579 now £350. Floorstanders £1,150 
now £650. Centre £399 now £175. 
Triangle ESPRIT EX Cométe A 
legend. They rock. Do the research. 
One pair only (Cognac) remaining stock, 
sealed cartons. Were £950/ now £695.
Zingali Zero Series Sei Floor-standing 
loudspeaker. Black and walnut. The Seis 
employ two professional grade 6-inch 
woofers. The Zingali compression driver 
is coupled to a 6-inch horn. One owner, 
original cartons but a hard-to-see dent 
on the matte black reduces the price. 
Cost £2,995, now £1,495.
Zingali Client Name Evo 1.12 
Piano lacquer black (7 coats, hand 
rubbed) deep lustre. Serial 10749 and 
10750 (July 2011). Unimaginably great 
loudspeakers. 12-inch woofer, 12-inch 
horn with compression driver. Small 
scuff easily polished out. MRP £18,000. 
Now £9,995.
Zingali Client Name 1.5. Flagship 
model. Walnut with cappuccino cream 
cabinets. 15-inch woofer, Omniray horn 
and professional grade compression 
driver. The ultimate sound. Boxed 
and perfect. Located in London. MRP 
£26,000. Now £9,995. 
Zingali Client Name 1.5 EVO. Piano 
lacquer black (7 coats, all hand rubbed) 
deep lustre. Our demos. MRP £28,000. 
Now £12,995.

HOME CINEMA / 3-D SOUND:
Primare SPA23 AV amplifi er in silver 
fi nish. The most economic heart of a 
high-end cinema sound. 5 HDMI in / 
2 HDMI out. 5 x 120 watts. High current, 
high performance. Sealed Carton. Was 
£3,500, now £2,295.

POWER SOURCE / DISTRIBUTOR / 
FILTER / CONDITIONER
AudioSource E5 Power Distribution 
box. Six outlets. The AudioSource E5 
uses a passive fi lter for no adverse 
side effects, star wiring for low-noise 
earthing, silver plated wiring and sockets 
to reduce diode effect (HF rectifi cation) 
but in plain English they sound 
shockingly good compared to anything 
we have tried! More than 100 x E4 sold 
to date and our customers love them! 
Two of the later (E5) ex-dem in light 
oak, absolutely unmarked. One with IEC, 
one with 20-amp connector. Was £495, 
now £395.
Furmansound Elite 16PF-Ei power 
conditioner. Twelve IEC outlets maximum 
16 amps output. Linear fi ltering, excess 
voltage shutdown and non-sacrifi cial 
surge protection both protect valued 
components from catastrophic or 
accumulated damage. I came to 
respect Furman after Mark Levinson 
components were damaged by mains. It 
is very cheap insurance. This domestic 
version made in China has superior 
design to all rivals. Was £950, now 
£550 supplied with four Furman IEC to 
IEC mains cords free. 
Furmansound Elite 10-Ei power 
conditioner. Eight IEC outlets maximum 
10 amps output. Linear fi ltering, excess 
voltage shutdown and non-sacrifi cial 
surge protection both protect valued 
components from catastrophic or 
accumulated damage. This domestic 

version made in China has superior 
design to all rivals. Was £599, 
now £390. 

JPS LABS AUDIOPHILE CABLES
JPS FX Interconnect JPS interconnect 
0.5 meter pair FX, RCA to RCA (locking 
type). Were £295 now £120. As new in 
original packaging. A true bargain.
JPS Aluminata interconnect 
balanced XLR, 3 meter pair (approx. 
10 feet) was £4,995 now £1,795.
JPS Power AC+ mains cables, ideal 
for high current devices, power supplies 
and amplifi ers. Ex demo. 3.0 metres, 
£539 / £299; new 2 meters (sealed 
package, unused) was £450 now £250; 
1 metre £399 / £225. 
JPS Power ACLite. Two meter UK 
mains lead optimized for tuners and 
pre-amps. Try one and expose the hyped 
clones for what they are!! Wired with 
JPS exclusive alumiloy conductor made 
in USA. £325 / £225. 
JPS SC-2 loudspeaker cables. 8-ft 
pair, used, mint, this is a true bargain. 
Was £1,899, now £650. 
JPS SC-3 loudspeaker cables. 
Flagship product. Three pairs new, 
sealed boxes, 6-ft pairs various 
terminations (WBT) £2,345/ 
now £1,495.
JPS SC-3 loudspeaker cables. 8-ft 
pair, ex-dem, mint, £2,799 / £1,299.
JPS SC-Q 
SC-Q Loudspeaker cable. 8-ft pair 
single-wire (bananas) as new, run in. 
Was £689, now £379. 
JPS SC-Q SC-Q Loudspeaker cable. 
6-ft pair single-wire (bananas) as new, 
run in. Was £599, now £359. 
JPS SC-Q SC-Q Loudspeaker cable. 
6-ft pair single-wire (spades) as new, 
run in. Was £599, now £359. 
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Karan Acoustics  
PH1 phono stage by Alan Sircom

T
he Karan Acoustics Phono Reference phono stage is one 
of the very best we have ever tested in the pages of Hi-Fi+. 
It is extremely quiet, is capable of being used with unfeasibly 
demanding cartridge loads, and has a useful set of alternate 
EQ curves for non-RIAA equalised recordings. However, these 

superlatives come at a price, in pounds sterling and avoirdupois: the Phono 
Reference is a heavy two-box design with a matching power supply that both 
weigh in at 27kg, and the complete deal costs just shy of £15,000.

Although until recently Karan also produced the one-box PH2 Mk 3 phono 
stage, but it was clear to chief designer Milan Karan that many of the elements 
that made the Phono Reference so good could be slimmed down into just 
the one chassis without making too many sacrifices on performance. The 
result is the new PH1 phono stage. Of course, the reality of designing such 
a device isn’t as easy as simply writing about it happening, but a surprising 
number of core elements are shared between the two designs, least of all a 
true differential (balanced) circuit approach. 

The principle differences between the Phono Reference and PH1 (aside 
from the extra box, of course) is the Reference’s ‘unconstrained by price’ 
stance. The Phono Reference is a fully dual-mono, balanced design, featuring 
three sets of RCA and XLR inputs physically isolated from channel to channel 
across a whole PCB. Essentially, this makes three sets of paired mono RCA/
XLR phono stage input banks with a common dual mono balanced and single-
ended output stage. The PH1 has one RCA input and one balanced XLR 

input, each with their own balanced output 
stage. The other half of the board is given 
over to power supply, with three separate 
transformers (one for each channel and a 
third for the control circuitry). Neither section 
is as comprehensively specified as the Phono 
Reference, but that comes down to PCB real 
estate as much as anything.

In a way, the PH1’s ‘less is more’ 
approach might pay dividends for some 
turntable users: the Left and Right inputs for 
the Phono Reference are spaced across the 
whole of the rear panel, and this might be too 
long for some conjoined phono cables. The 
shorter gap between left and right channels 
makes the PH1 more user friendly. Those 
multi-arm users might bemoan having just 
the one input, but the rest of us will love the 
simplicity of the PH1’s connections. 

What is completely retained from the 
Phono Reference is the near infinite range 
of cartridges you can use with the Karan 
PH1. The input load, capacitance, and gain 

EQUIPMENT REVIEW
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EQUIPMENT REVIEW / KARAN ACOUSTICS PH1 PHONO STAGE

settings can all be adjusted from a series of DIP switches on the circuit board. 
This is less convenient than the front panel dials of our reference Pass Labs 
XP25, which allows more of a ‘dial-in-to-taste’ control over the loading of a 
cartridge, but this is more of a ‘fit-and-forget’ adjustment as befits the once-
per-cartridge matching process. Both ways have their merits – but the Karan 
has the advantage of not being prone to ‘readjustment’ by cats, children, 
cleaners, and the curious. 

This near-infinitely configurable box is functionally identical to the bigger 
Karan. Take the top of the PH1 off, and you’ll be faced with two sets of five, 
four-pole DIP switches. These allow you to trim input capacitance from 50pF 
to 400pF, input impedance from 450Ω to 47kΩ, and gain from 48dB to 71dB; 
48dB and 52dB for high-output cartridges, 64dB for medium output and 67dB 
to 71dB for lower-output designs. This means the PH1 can cope with any 
moving magnet, moving iron, and right up to the toughest of moving coil loads 
without fuss. I used it with the trusty, but aging, ‘cartridge in search of a load’ 
Ortofon MC 7500 – chosen because this is one of the toughest cartridge loads 
to get right, and normally requires a step up transformer. Only the very best 
phono stages manage this load without drowning in noise, and the Karan PH1 
passes this test with its colours flying.

Once again, those using multiple cartridges on multiple arms will declare 
the Karan Phono Reference the better choice, because it allows different 
loadings to be set for each input. But that’s the price you pay for multi-source 
perfection. For the rest of us, losing a box and gaining a bank balance are 
about the only ‘sacrifices’ you’ll make in going for the Karan PH1. The two have 
identical specifications elsewhere. A quick turn of one of the two front panel 
knobs racks through a list of EQ curves: RIAA, EMI, Decca, Columbia, and 

Teldec. The argument over how important 
these curves actually are to collectors rages 
on, with lines drawn between an ‘idealist’ view 
of a near-immediate switch over to RIAA with 
the coming of stereo in the late 1950s, and 
the ‘realist’ counter argument that suggests 
EQ curves were changed at a more relaxed 
pace, which means records cut well into the 
1960s (and beyond) might not all subscribe 
to the RIAA standard. How much of an issue 
this is depends largely on where you sit on 
this idealist-realist continuum, and how many 
LPs you own that were cut around half a 
century ago. It’s not a big thing for me, but 
your mileage may vary.

My take here was to ignore anything 
written about the KA Phono Reference and 
listen without prejudice. Only when I finished 
the review did I look back on Roy Gregory’s 
findings in issue 117, and at that point I 
realised two things: just how consistent Karan 
is with its phono stages, and just how close 
the PH1 gets to its bigger brother.

In fact, two words neatly sum up the 
Karan PH1: ‘consistent’ and ‘realistic’. 
The sound it makes is extremely realistic, a 
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EQUIPMENT REVIEW / KARAN ACOUSTICS PH1 PHONO STAGE

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Type: Solid-state phono-stage

Inputs: 1pr balanced XLR;  

1pr single-ended RCA

Gain: 48dB – 71dB + one user 

definable setting

Loading: 450Ω – 47 kΩ + two user 

definable settings

Capacitive Loading: 50pF – 400pF

Replay EQ: RIAA, EMI, Decca, 

Columbia, Teldec

Absolute Phase: Switchable 0/180 

degrees

Outputs: 1pr balanced XLR;  

1pr single-ended RCA

Dimensions W×H×D: 50 × 11 × 39cm

Weight: 18kg

Price: £7,900

Manufacturer: Karan Acoustics

URL: www.karanacoustics.com

UK Distributor: Audiofreaks

Tel: +44 208 948 4153

URL: www.audiofreaks.co.uk

window on the recording process be that last week or 50 years hence. I’m still 
reeling from just how much information the re-released Queen box manages to 
put on the LP, and it’s helped by just how much information the PH1 manages 
to extract from the same. These Queen LPs are not necessarily my first choice 
in music listening, but the insight into the mix is so profound, one can’t help 
but be drawn in. The dynamic range especially was almost shocking, and 
you could hear Brian May and his sixpences as plectrums tear into a set of 
guitar strings causing his Vox AC30 amps to scream apart in beautiful, creamy-
sounding pain. But that insight happened with every record, as befits a phono 
stage as consistent as the PH1. 

In sonic terms, the Karan PH1 sits equidistant between my two favourite 
phono stages. It’s not as inviting-sounding as the Pass Labs XP25 and it’s not 
got the same ‘scrubbed clean’ detail as RCM Audio’s TheRIAA, but instead it 
walks between these two paths carefully and well. In a way, these three phono 
stages share a common trait of almost total cartridge load control, and all three 
benefit from getting the set-up absolutely right. It’s just when the PH1 gets all 
its ducks in a row, it has an ability to disappear from the system in an almost 
uncanny manner. You feel as if you are listening to the record without a phono 
stage impeding the process. Reading back RG’s test, I didn’t feel the PH1 had 
a ‘warm mid-hall balance’ but it retained the richness and harmonic structure 
of every recording, which makes me think it comes very close to the Phono 
Reference in sonic terms.

In fact, the PH1 is good enough to render the Phono Reference pointless. 
Except… in those rare shoot-for-the-moon systems where money is no object, 
where every turntable has many arms, and were the idea of ‘compromise’ is 
alien. At that point, the differences between the Phono Reference and the PH1 
tip in the bigger phono stage’s favour. That doesn’t mean the Phono Reference 
is a device for ‘more money than sense’ users, it’s just that if you have a system 
of such magnitude, then the ‘no limits’ performance of the Phono Reference 
will be more in line than the ‘near as damn it no limits’ performance of the PH1. 

Most of us, however, would be more than happy with the Karan Acoustics 
PH1 phono stage as an example of the best it’s possible to get from vinyl. Very 
highly recommended! 
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Audio Origami PU7 
and Uniarm by Steve Dickinson

T
he call was from the inestimable Johnnie Nilsen 
at Audio Origami in Glasgow, who wanted to tell 
me about his new tonearm, the Uniarm which, 
you won’t be surprised to learn, is a unipivot 
design. Johnnie is rightly proud of the reputation 

his established gimballed tonearm design, the PU7, has 
gained for itself. The Uniarm is his claim to a state of the art 
unipivot tonearm. 

Not long after the call, two parcels arrived in fairly quick 
succession. The � rst contained an immaculate black Audio 
Origami PU7 tonearm, a distant descendant of the much-
praised Syrinx PU3. The second, a lustrous silver Audio 
Origami Uniarm, an entirely new design that unipivot intended, 
Johnnie told me, to � ll the gap left by the Naim Aro. Arriving 
� rst, the PU7 got to bear the brunt of my thumb-� ngered 
ineptitude, but aided immeasurably by Johnnie’s excellent 
online video setup guide, the Avid Diva II, Ortofon 2M Blue, 
and PU7 were soon intimately acquainted and made beautiful 
music together. Johnnie also kindly sent me a Dynavector 
DV10X5 high-output moving coil cartridge, the better to do 
his arms justice. After a little acclimatisation using the Ortofon, 
the remainder of the listening done for this review took place 
with the Dynavector installed on each arm in turn.

The contribution a tonearm makes to turntable 
performance is one of those things people have opinions 
about. The Avid Diva II is a very good, if mechanically 
uncomplicated, turntable which achieves its performance 
through a � rst-rate bearing and careful engineering; when 
equipped with the ProJect Carbon tonearm, it puts in the 
sort of entertaining performance entirely consistent with its 
price - and one that is rather better than many of its peers. 
Replacing the tonearm with one costing four times as much, 
and more than the price of the turntable itself, probably 
doesn’t make all that much sense on paper, but the PU7 
raises the performance of the Avid to a degree which was 
entirely unexpected. This, perhaps, re� ects the fact that both 
companies take considerable care to get the fundamental 
engineering properly sorted.

Those familiar with the Syrinx will certainly recognise its 
DNA in the PU7, albeit I suspect they’d be hard-pressed to 
� nd any of the PU3’s � aws and foibles in the AO design. The 
PU7 might reasonably be thought of as a PU3, reimagined 
and reengineered to do things more consistently and reliably. 
That does, however, risk doing Audio Origami a disservice; 
the PU7 is far more than merely a reworked PU3, Johnnie 
has put a great deal of careful thought into this arm’s design 

EQUIPMENT REVIEW
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EQUIPMENT REVIEW / AUDIO ORIGAMI PU7 AND UNIARM

and execution, re� ected in the impeccable � t and � nish, and 
the painstaking, perhaps even obsessive, attention to detail 
and quality. Some tonearms impress, or intimidate, visually 
through their sheer complexity. Not so with the PU7. It is 
undoubtedly a thing of great beauty, the elegant simplicity of 
line combining to produce a tonearm which easily justi� es its 
cost in appearance alone. When you factor in the three weeks 
it takes Johnnie to complete an arm, the £2000 asking price 
starts to look like a bargain. When you hear it, any remaining 
doubts quickly evaporate.

Borodin’s Polovtsian Dances [RCA Red Seal, RL25098] 
is one of those regulars I pull out for occasions like this. With 
the PU7, the performance was quick, dynamic and con� dent. 
The arm gave a sense of calmness and security which left 
the ProJect arm sounding somewhat coarse and crude in 
comparison. In its own terms, the ProJect arm is fun, engaging 

and lively, but the PU7 concedes nothing in terms of pace, 
energy, and dynamics - it also brings a sense of scale and 
authority, which makes for a much more mature performance. 
Bass was solid and weighty with the instruments having an 
excellent sense of mass, but this wasn’t at the expense of 
detail; the PU7 is extremely insightful, illuminating inner detail 
and nuance with a nicely judged sense of balance. Despite its 
title, I tend to think of the Polovtsian Dances as an orchestral 
suite rather than a series of dances, but the PU7 brought a 
rhythmic integrity to the performance which rendered many 
parts considerably more dance-like.

Sometimes, even the most expensive and highly-
engineered tonearms achieve degrees of solidity, security and 
consistency at the cost of a bluff bluntness which renders the 
performance a tad stolid, or a slight greying at the expense of 
tonal colour. Like a slightly imperious butler, such tonearms 
seem to radiate disapproval of your musical choice and 
render it up grudgingly. The PU7, in contrast, felt more like 
a new friend, keen to explore the outer reaches of my music 
collection.  Thus encouraged, I put on Jeff Wayne’s War of 
the Worlds [CBS, 96000], another, er, warhorse which keeps 
getting trotted out partly because I � nd recorded speech so 
revealing. Richard Burton’s voice was rich and sonorous, with 
the arm providing a very good rendition of its distinctive timbre, 
the orchestral introduction had very good scale and pace, and 

“The PU7, in contrast, felt more like a new friend, keen to explore the 
outer reaches of my music collection.”
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EQUIPMENT REVIEW / AUDIO ORIGAMI PU7 AND UNIARM

excellent textures, tunefulness and inner detail. Despite the 
weight and mass, rhythmically, there was plenty of movement 
and forward motion, with a real sense of the percussion setting 
to work. 

And so it went on, the PU7 adding a sense of purposeful 
control and authority, without any suggestion that the control 
was achieved by constraint. If it eschews a ‘look at me’ 
aesthetic, it also spurns any ‘listen to me’ approach to music 
making; its contribution to the performance is discreet, yet 
fundamental, detail and expressiveness is abundant, without 
being thrown in your face, and nuance goes hand in hand with 
weight and scale. A neat trick. Equipped with the PU7, the Avid 
turntable put in a performance I’d hitherto had no inkling it was 
capable of, despite having heard Avid TTs with different and 
costly arms in other circumstances.

So then I unpacked the Uniarm. Audio Origami offers a 
standard matt silver, beadblasted, finish on its tonearms – the 
silky black anodised finish of the PU7 is an extra cost option. 
The Uniarm came in this standard finish and I have to say, much 
as I love the look of the black, the silver is so beautifully done 
I personally would be entirely happy to take either arm in this 
basic finish. 

The Uniarm addresses some of the shortcomings of 
unipivot designs by machining the arm, with pivot bearing 
cutout, and headshell from one piece of aluminium (including 
the finger lift), for unimpeachable rigidity. Thus, a unipivot has 
the ability not only to trip along lightly with the best of them, but 
the potential to deliver scale, weight, and authority to boot. The 
pivot bearing is sapphire, seating into a tungsten cup. Audio 
Origami supply a small phial of sticky silicone damping fluid 
whose use is optional, but seems to aid stability.

Setup was barely more complicated than the procedure 
for the PU7, indeed the unipivot’s lack of need for azimuth 
adjustment more than offset the slightly tricky matter of aligning 
a cartridge in an arm with more degrees of freedom than a 
gimballed design. The Uniarm also comes with a very clever 
baseplate which replicates the Linn mount, and both types of 
Rega mount (threaded tube and three-hole) within the same, 
beautifully machined, collar. This will make it much easier to 
accommodate one’s arm on turntables of differing types (but, 
ironically perhaps, meant I needed an adaptor from Avid to 
convert from its standard SME mount).

Going back to the War of the Worlds, Richard Burton’s 
voice was more natural, still sonorous, but devoid of any hint of 
emphasis on any particular part of its frequency envelope. The 
opening theme, when it entered, still had that portentous feel, 
but with a lightness of touch, and a subtlety, I’d hitherto not 
noticed. The opening chords resolve a cadence where the last 
note is sustained. What I’d not noticed before was the subtle 
crescendo on that sustained note. It is there of course, when 
you go back, but to have it pointed out on music I’ve played to 
death over the years is enlightening. And enlightening is a very 
good way to describe how the Uniarm goes about its business, 
both in terms of the degree of insight and musicality it brings 
forth, and in the way the music seems so light on its feet. 

Percussion, in particular, is lively, fast, and detailed, with 
subtle inflections brought out to great effect. The closing 
section of Mike Oldfield’s Incantations [Virgin, VDT101] uses 
a repeated motif played on vibraphone, and for many years 
I’ve been trying to replicate a memory of hearing this piece on 
a friend’s top-end Linn LP12 back in the 1980s. The woody 
sonority of the vibraphone, the feeling of rhythmic solidity yet 
with a sense of ‘bounce’ has proven elusive. But here it was 

“...still had that portentous feel, 
but with a lightness of touch, and 
a subtlety, I’d hitherto not noticed.”
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EQUIPMENT REVIEW / AUDIO ORIGAMI PU7 AND UNIARM

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Audio Origami PU7

Type: gimbal bearing phono pickup arm

Tonearm length: 239.3mm (Rega geometry, mount 

distance 222mm), 228.6mm (Linn geometry, 

mount distance 210.4mm)

Effective tonearm mass: 11g standard, configurable 

up to 20g

Offset angle: 23 degrees (Rega), 24.1 degrees (Linn)

Weight: (typical customer configuration) 

approximately 900g

Signal cable length: variable (typical 1.2m)

Price: £1,999 (standard specification); extra finishes 

and lengths at additional cost, by arrangement. 

As tested (9” length, black finish) £2,460

Audio Origami Uniarm

Type: unipivot, sapphire bearing pickup arm

Tonearm length: 239.3mm (Rega geometry, 

mount distance 222mm), 228.6mm (Linn geometry, 

mount distance 210.4mm)

Effective tonearm mass: 11g

Offset angle: 23 degrees (Rega), 24.1 degrees (Linn)

Weight: approximately 650g

Signal cable length:variable (typical 1.2m)

Price: £1,499 (standard specification); extra finishes at 

additional cost

Manufacturer: Audio Origami

Tel: +44 (0)7581 184189

URL: www.audioorigami.co.uk

again, yet more than that, there was also an inflection on the 
off-beat which I had not been properly aware of. This extra 
pulse contributed to the momentum of the piece, keeping up 
a subtle pressure and driving the music forward. 

Pitch and tunefulness are also exemplary, no doubt this 
is a corollary to the natural and unforced sense of timing the 
Uniarm allows. Music drives along when necessary, and it is 
propulsive without being relentless, while bass is both agile 
and tunefull. Dave Grusin’s Mountain Dance [Arista, GRP5010] 
skips along, yet is constantly underpinned by a repeating 
ostinato bass riff. It is easy to ignore the contribution this bass 
makes to the coherence of the piece, focussing instead on 
the piano and the effortlessly subtle percussion, but via the 
Uniarm this bass riff is just so darn tuneful it takes its rightful 
place at the heart of proceedings. Guitar and bass on Joni 
Mitchell’s ‘God must be a boogie man’ from Mingus [Asylum, 
K53091] explodes with a speed and precision which takes 
the breath away. Charles Ives’ A Symphony, New England 
Holidays [CBS, M42381] has all the scale, drama, dynamics 
and impact I could wish for, yet its complex timing is rendered 
intelligible, and tonal colour and subtle detail is beautifully 
expressed. I’ve heard criticism of the bass quality from unipivot 
designs in general, to the extent that unipivots are all about 
midrange and concede bass depth and weight to gimballed 
designs. Yet here was bass with utterly sufficient scale and 
weight, while remaining fluid and agile, and supporting rather 
than dragging down the music.

What the Uniarm does so effectively is allow the listener to 
perceive a piece’s gestalt while also presenting all the individual 
components without any suggestion of deconstructing it. This 
is closer to how you experience live music, being aware not 
only of the parts and their respective contributions, but most 
importantly, perceiving the music as a whole. Some systems 
throw detail in your face, but without enough precision (and 
context) to enable the listener to make sense of it all. This 
can be exciting (in the same way that plummeting down a 
snowy hillside on a tea tray would be exciting), but ultimately 
unsatisfying and fatiguing. The Uniarm’s remarkable resolving 
powers, coupled to its stability and timing precision, allows 
music to unfold naturally in front of the listener, and any drama 
is all in the performance, not the presentation. It’s been a 
while since I listened to a vinyl system which had me looking 
forward to getting home from work so I could play some 
music, and my music collection has also expanded in hitherto 
unexplored directions. 

All of which makes the Uniarm’s £1,500 asking price look 
like a bargain. For me, it is the arm I’d take from this pairing, 
but there is also something very special about the PU7 which 

the Uniarm, for all its capabilities, doesn’t negate. The PU7 
is a very grown up arm, it brings confidence, gravitas, and 
insight, yet isn’t afraid to get down and boogie with the best 
of them. It also offers more options in terms of configuration 
– length, effective mass, which may suit some cartridges 
better. The Uniarm is keen to make its mark. Like the PU7, it 
doesn’t draw attention to itself, preferring to let the music do 
the talking. And boy, does it communicate. Which of these 
two arms you ultimately prefer may well depend on what you 
are partnering it with, and what sort of music and presentation 
you are looking for. There are no winners or losers here, just 
two limbs of a very convincing argument. 
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…What I was hearing put it 
up there with the best, most 
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by Alan Sircom

C
hord & Major is a new name 
in the in-ear ‘space’; a 
Taiwanese brand with a range 
of similarly priced earphones 
designed with subtle variations 

in finish and voice to suit the tastes of different 
listeners. The company calls this the ‘Tonal 
Earphone’ concept and this results in five 
basic ‘flavours’ – Rock, Classical, Jazz, Ballad, 
and World Music. We had three separate sets 
in for review – Rock, Classical, and Jazz.

There’s something of a paradox in 
audio; a lot of the best audio is aimed at the 
luxury goods market, but somehow audio 
equipment makers can’t own up to being 

providers of luxury goods the way a Swiss watch-maker can. I guess it comes 
down to the idea of ‘the way a product looks is less important than how it 
sounds’. However, I’ll see that and raise you Jadis, Sonus faber, Michell... 

A product built to ‘luxury’ standards doesn’t mean it’s a triumph of nice finish 
over performance – typically luxury goods have high performance as standard, 
and build upon that with ‘the trimmings’. Yes, buying something bespoke and 
professionally finished is probably going to cost more than something that looks 
as if a guy knocked it together in a shed with some shears and a rivet gun, but I 
suspect what Apple’s stunning success demonstrates is people are not quite as 
‘sackcloth and ashes’ about their products as they used to be. 

The Chord & Major project is unashamedly ‘gifty’ – which is why this 
review is happening in a Christmas issue. To some, the packaging is just a box 
in which the product arrives. Others have a more ‘Tiffany’ approach. If you 
have ever given or received one of those unique light robin egg blue boxes, 
you’ll know the impact of that packaging is deeply significant.

Chord & Major earphones

EQUIPMENT REVIEW
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See,hear & feel 
the difference...

Take our Hi-fi 
cHallenge... 
Challenge Studio AV to  demonstrate 
significant improvements to your  
existing hi-fi System.

With our years of experience we are  
confident that we can extract the very  
best from your current Hi-fi System.

Contact us for friendly advice or to 
arrange a no obligation assessment  
of your set up.

call us Today  
01753 863300

44 High Street, Eton, Berkshire, SL4 6BL. 
Tel: 01753 863300 

 Email: sales@studioav.co.uk

 @studioAVlt     eton.studioAV   

new sales lisT...
Manufacturer/Model  Retail Price  Sale Price  Condition

dCS Debussy Digital to Analogue Converter (silver)  £8,000 £4,950 P
dCS Puccini U-Clock Clock with 24/192 USB Input (Black)  £3,275 £2,195 P
dCS Puccini Player Single box CD/SACD player with Dac (Black)  £11,999 £7,799 X
dCS Paganini Dac Digital to Analogue Converter (Silver)  £10,499 £6,995 X
dCS Paganini CD Transport CD/SACD Upsampling Transport (Silver) £9,700 £6,300 X
dCS Paganini Clock Master Clock with 24/192 USB Converter  £5,379 £3,495 X
dCS Paganini Upsampler Upsampler with USB interface (Silver)  £6,759 £4,449 X
dCS Scarlatti Dac Digital to Analogue Converter (Silver)  £14,279 £9,295 X
dCS Scarlatti Upsampler Digital Upsampler (Silver)  £8,039 £5,650 X
dCS Scarlatti Transport CD/SACD Transport (Silver)  £18,799 £13,250 X
Audion Sterling Mono Power Amplifier (2 available)  n/a £895 P
Densen B-200 Plus Pre-amplifier (Black)  £1,400 £895 X
Densen B-200 Pre-amplifier with phono stage (Black)  £1,600 £1,095 P
Densen B-130 Plus Integrated Amplifier (Silver)  £2,150  £1,750 P
Mark Levinson No. 532 Stereo Power Amplifier  £20,000 £11,495 X
Naim NAC 282 Pre-amplifier (Including NAPSC)  £4,225 £2,725 X
VTL ST-150 Stereo Power Amplifier (Silver)  £6,200 £4,500 P
VTL TL-5.5 Signature Line Preamplifier (Black)  £6,900 £4,250 P
Krell HTS 7.1 Home Theater AV Preamplifer (Silver)  n/a £1,450 P
Aerial Acoustics 10T Floorstanding Loudspeakers, Cherry  n/a £2,750 P
Avalon Idea Floorstanding Loudspeakers, Walnut/Cherry  £7,995 £5,750 P
Revel Ultima 2, Studio Floorstanding Loudspeakers, Mahogany  £13,500 £8,795 X

now available

 Coming soon an Exclusive T+A Launch event 
to be held at our demonstration suites in Eton.

To regisTer your inTeresT please call  
01753 863300 or email sales@sTudioav.co.uk

Fantastic Savings on a Wide range of  
Part-exchange & Ex-demonstration items.

N = New*
P = Pre-Owned
X = Ex-Demonstration

www.studioav.co.uk

StudioAV advert A4.indd   1 13/11/15   17:24:1274 StudioAV_210x297_HiFi_130.indd   74 16/11/2015   17:36



EQUIPMENT REVIEW / CHORD & MAJOR EARPHONES

The different Chord & Major products are easy to differentiate in store and 
in ear. The Major 8’13 Rock Tonal Earphone is a black earphone in a black 
presentation case with black accessories (this fits well with the ‘none more 
black’ Spinal Tap meme). The Major 9’13 Classical Tonal Earphone is supplied 
in a red wood case and the earphones are in matching wood and gold, while 
the Major 7’13 Jazz is in a mid-ash presentation case and the earphones 
are finished in ash and a kind of light gun-metal finish. The packaging also 
highlights the instrument central to that musical genre – electric guitar for rock, 
sax for jazz, violin for classical, and so on. In the box is a little cleaning device, 
a set of small and large silicon tips (the mediums are fitted as standard), a 
velveteen pouch, and a cable winder card. Empty the case and you have 
something that looks like a bento box for a hobbit (realistically, it makes a nice 
small jewellery case after its days as a presentation box are over). The metal 
colour of the ear buds themselves is echoed in the Y-connector, while the 
sleeve of the headphone jack socket matches the wood finish. There is no 
inline microphone on any of these earphones.

A clever little ergonomic touch is the strain-relief connector on the rear 
of the earphone, which extends beyond the earphone itself. This not only 
keeps the cable in place, and is a useful place for a fairly obvious Left and 
Right indicator, but it is also a natural place for your thumb when inserting 
or removing the earphone. Additionally, it helps positioning the cable for the 
earphone if you want to use them in over-ear ‘sport’ mode. The cable itself is 
a 1.2m long ‘no-tangle’ rubber finish, although in the long-held tradition of all 
things ‘no tangle’, I immediately created some kind of Gordian Knot out of the 
cables. The little plastic card and the pouch do help.

The overall fit and finish is more ‘custom’ and ‘hand-made’ than maybe 
the slick, OCD finish of the likes of Sennheiser or AKG. In part, this comes 
down to materials choice – the wood of the earphone barrels is not as uniform 
as ABS or aluminium, and the earphones reflect that. That, in a way, adds 
to the pride of ownership, rather than detract from it; you are 
buying something unique and very personal. One point to 
note here, though: the metal end of the barrel that fits in the 
ear ends abruptly, and some will notice this hard edge at the 
outside of their ear canal. Overall though, this is an elegant 
and sophisticated package.

The single-driver earphone is common to all C&M designs, 
but is tailored slightly to suit the model. The on-paper specifications 
of the Rock and Jazz are identical (16Ω impedance, 94dB sensitivity) 
although the Classical delivers a 21Ω impedance and a 96dB sensitivity, 
but their characteristic tonal balances are shifted slightly. In a way, the 
names ‘Rock’, ‘Classical’, and ‘Jazz’ do the C&M models no favours. 
It might make people think of exclusivity – that the Classical earphone 
is no good at anything else, for example. In fact, it’s more like a loose 
impression of that musical genre, expressed in earphone form. You 
can ‘rock’ through the ‘Classical’ earphones quite well (in fact, that 
slight extra sensitivity of the ‘Classical’ models helps, especially with 
European volume-limited iDevices). They are voiced slightly differently 
though, with the Rock and Jazz distinctly bassier than the Classical, 

DETAILS
Chord & Major 7’13 Rock and 8’13 Jazz 

earphones: £170

Chord & Major 9’13 Classical 

earphones: £180 

Manufactured by: Chord & Major

URL: www.chord-m.com

Distributed by: Nue World Ltd

URL: www.chordmajor.co.uk

Tel: +44(0)20 8991 9200

with the Rock having faster, more aggressive 
bass and the Jazz having deeper and more 
textured bass. On the whole, I preferred the 
even balance with the slight top-end emphasis 
of the Classical. It’s not ‘toppy’ enough to 
sound bright or forward, just honest.

But here’s the thing. I suspect those who 
get into the whole Chord & Major concept 
will end up with more than just one set of 
earphones. They will treat them like little gifts 
to bestow on family and friends, and you’ll 
have a little collection of earphones to fit your 
specific mood. 
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F I N E TWO CHAN N E L AU DIO SYSTE MS     

+44 (0)118 981 9891        

www.audioconsultants.co.uk 

info@audioconsultants.co.uk    4 Zephyr House    Calleva Park    Aldermaston    Berkshire    RG7 8JN    UK   AC/HFC/90

Acustica Applicata

AudioDeskSysteme 

Avalon Acoustics

Benz-Micro

Clearaudio

DS Audio 

Edge Electronics

ELAC

Finite Elemente

Furutech 

German Physiks 

Gutwire Cables 

Harmonic Resolution Systems

Jeff Rowland Design  

Lawrence Audio

Lyra

Norma Audio Electronics 

Nottingham Analogue 

ProAc

SME Limited

Transfiguration

For those seeking true excellence from their audio system

Clockwise from top left: SME, Lawrence Audio, Norma, Jeff Rowland
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Ensemble INCANTO 
and DALVIVO cables

EQUIPMENT REVIEW

by Alan Sircom

T
he Swiss audio brand Ensemble 
has set itself a huge task. It 
believes good music (played 
through good audio) promotes 
wellness in the individual. But 

good music through bad audio does not. 
The INCANTO interconnects and DALVIVO 
speaker cables and power cords are 
therefore a gateway to a nicer world.

INCANTO and DALVIVO reject the 
current trend for one expensive material 
wrapped in an even more expensive material 
as conductor, preferring instead healthy 
amounts of high-purity stranded copper 
conductors, individually screened and 
sheathed in a halogen-free copolymer outer 
layer. This layer is made up of a mechanical 
damping layer and three different shields, 
optimised in terms of transfer impedance, 
and virtually impervious to extraneous 
interference. Both are also extremely low 
capacitance cables (60pF/m/1kHz for the 
INCANTO, 105pF/m/1kHz for the DALVIVO), 
allowing for long interconnect runs, and 
the speaker cable is a 0.0005mH low 
inductance  design for easy amp-matching. 
The INCANTO interconnects are terminated 
in a custom ALLINO plug, a locking plug 
of extremely solid construction made of 
large amounts of gold-plated copper that 
makes ground contact before signal to 
ensure no accidental thumps when hot-
swapping devices. The DALVIVO power 
cord is terminated in solid Furutech plugs 
and sockets, and the matching speaker 
cables are finished in solid spade lugs. The 
copper wrapped foil braiding is sheathed in 
copolymer throughout, giving the cables a 
look not dissimilar to a wrapped chocolate, 
and they come supplied in very nice gold 
boxes reminiscent of boxes of chocolates. 
Well, the company is Swiss, after all!
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EQUIPMENT REVIEW / ENSEMBLE INCANTO AND DALVIVO CABLES

DETAILS

INCANTO interconnect cable: £690 

(1m pair, RCA/XLR)

DALVIVO power cord: £680 (1.5m)

DALVIVO loudspeaker cable: £1,440 

(2.5m pair, 4mm/6mm banana, 

8mm spade)

Manufactured by: Ensemble AG

URL: www.ensembleaudio.com

Tel: +41 61 461 9191

Ensemble is not strong on the whole ‘loom’ or ‘family’ cable ethos, 
believing that a cable should make a case for itself on its own. But ultimately, 
the wellness promotion concept does make for an inevitable migration toward 
an all-Ensemble cable system. I used a single power cord, one pair of RCA-
based interconnects, and loudspeaker cables, and felt that the loudspeaker 
cable produced the biggest direction shift, followed by the interconnect, 
with the power cord less likely to create a sea-change in your audio listening 
environment. 

These cables do create an effortless and extremely natural presentation 
of music. This comes across perfectly in a wide variety of musical genres, 
but particularly in recordings of acoustic instruments, where the sense of 
living, breathing musicians sitting in a three-dimensional space is presented 
accurately and honestly. That doesn’t mean the INCANTO and DALVIVO 
don’t ‘rock’, just that these cables really show their worth when facing more 
challenging material. The INCANTO and DALVIVO (apart or especially together) 
make a sound that is extremely organic in approach. I don’t think I’ve used this 
term in audio before, but these cables have an incredibly ‘gentle’ touch on the 
music played. The Ensemble cables might not introduce wham-bam dynamics 
or slam (unless it’s called for on the recording), but it’s all about refinement.

The Ensemble sound is not about detail or expansive soundstage, although 
it’s actually extremely good at presenting a wide and deep soundstage, made 
up of extremely detailed, solid-sounding instruments. Instead it’s more about 
the gestalt, the music as a complete, legato, flowing entity, where many of its 
rivals tend to go more for the fleeting musical moment.

So many cables ‘shout’ at the listener in some aspect or another, often 
with big, flowery, boomy bass, or peaky, accented treble. Others counter this 
by being rolled off in the top or bottom. While some of these ‘hyper-real’ cables 
(where the sound of a piano is more ‘piano-like’ than a real piano, for example) 
can sound very good indeed, Ensemble’s more intrinsically honest approach 
is rare, and well-received by those wise enough to hear it for what it is. The 
INCANTO and DALVIVO do that ‘honesty’ thing well. 

Even though I really liked the EXPRESSIVO and LUMINOSO cables I 
tested previously, I prefer the INCANTO and DALVIVO. The reason for such 
a preference is the INCANTO and DALVIVO are a little more universal in 
approach; retaining that effortless, open, and dynamic sound common to 
Ensemble, but with an extra sense of energy and verve that makes them good 
partners with a wider range of electronics. Both cable groupings represent a 
taste of what Ensemble can do, but the INCANTO and DALVIVO ‘Ensemblise’ 
a wider range of electronics. I think the cables invite the sophisticated listener 
to explore Ensemble’s catalogue, but the INCANTO and DALVIVO make that 
more of a long-term goal than a necessity. In other words, the INCANTO and 
DALVIVO act as civilising forces on a system, rather than assuming an already-
civilised sound from the system.

In truth, it’s hard to review ‘wellness quotient’ in audio. But, in listening to 
these cables I did find myself relaxing more into the music, especially if that 
music didn’t come from an amplified source. Better yet, that relaxation process 
lets you settle into the sound of systems that are ‘economically oriented’ 
(relatively speaking), too. I think that counts as ‘wellness’ in this context.

The Ensemble INCANTO and DALVIVO 
cables are probably not for those seeking 
instant gratification and the sharp, forward 
sound that seems popular at the present. 
They are for the more cerebral music lover, 
seeking a longer, more refined path to sonic 
happiness. If you are musically mature 
enough not to simply want fireworks every 
time you listen to music, and your music 
tastes extend beyond simply loud shouting 
noises, this cable system is a perfect 
stepping stone into a more refined world! 
Highly recommended. 
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Fujitsu Ten Europe GmbH
Tel: 020 7328 4499   
Email: info@eclipse-td.co.uk

Hear for yourself. Find a dealer 
eclipse-td.com/uk

You won’t believe your ears.
‘Try it, you might find it changes the way you listen to music.  

And for once, that isn’t an exaggeration! Highly recommended.’

Nicholas Ripley, HiFi+  February 2015

Visit a specialist audio retailer and hear it to believe it yourself.

On-gen Gold Prize 
Summer 2015

HiVi Best Buy 
Winter 2014

4‘ Nothing prepared me for what I experienced with Eclipse.’  

Jeff Jones, Grammy-awarded producer
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www.chord.co.uk

Close 
To You

ChordMusic
Coming soon. Stay tuned...

For more information on our stunning new range 
of high-performance cables, please email: 
sales@chord.co.uk or call: +44(0)1980 625700

www.chord.co.uk
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The ultimate audiophile 
Christmas list!

A 
list of Christmas presents 
dreamed up by reviewers 
could be seen as an exercise 
in self‑indulgence. We get to 
play with all the toys, all the 

time anyway. So, in audiophile terms, every 
day is Christmas Day for an audio reviewer, 
at least in theory.

In fact, while this is the case, some 
of those toys stick in the mind more than 
others. A reviewer covers a lot of products 
in the average year, and there are some that 
stand out as being above and beyond the 
norm. Perhaps surprisingly for a high‑end 
magazine, these are not necessarily the 
most expensive products tested (often they 
are some of the cheapest). 

Maybe it’s not so indulgent after all. 
Maybe it’s an insight into the things that 
stand out in audio. Not simply the day‑to‑
day stuff we test, but the things that we really 
remember, and that is probably the things 
that really matter.

Some of us have also looked forward as 
well as back, to things they hope to review, or 
expect to review in the coming months. The 
promise of good things in audio is a sure sign 
of an audio enthusiast, even if a professional 
eye tempers that. Deep down, many of us are 
still very nerdy when it comes to good audio.

An interesting aside is if you look at 
this synoptically, analysing what products 
appear time and time again from different 
reviewers, there are commonalities. We 
had a lot of people choose the Rega RP10, 
the AudioQuest Jitterbug, and the Naim 
Statement in amongst their list of goodies, 
and many citing Townshend Seismic 

EQUIPMENT REVIEW

We asked the Hi-Fi+ team to construct the ultimate audiophile letter to Santa!

Platforms and Chord Mojos as their close run thing choices. We also had a lot 
of repeated brand names, such as PMC and Naim, constantly reappearing, 
although maybe not the same products. 

One possibly disturbing trend for the collectors of physical discs is that 
so few of us even considered including a record or CD in their lists, even as 
a wild‑card. This somewhat confirms the suggestion that many of us are, in 
fact, obtaining our music through streaming and downloaded sources, rather 
than trawling the record stores for new discs. Is this a worrying trend, or merely 
an indicator of the conservative world of high‑end audio finally shaking off the 
20th Century?

Alan Sircom
For writers who spend most of their time working on reviews, it’s sometimes 
good to let your hair down a little. If you have any hair left. We have a lot of audio 
equipment to write about every month, a lot of it good, but the exceptional 
ones are relatively rare. These are the things that spark our excitement, that 
make us remember when and why we first got into this whole audio thing, and 
they are the products that we either end up owning or wishing we could own 
in an ideal world. It’s like writing our own fantasy Christmas lists.

At the very top end, there is almost infinite choice. This is, after all, a 
high‑end magazine, shamelessly unafraid of big tickets. The most expensive 
audio system I’ve ever checked out was the ‘spendy’ side of a million. For me, 
though, the one high‑end device that pressed all my keys recently was the 
Audio Research Reference 75SE power amp. It’s not just that it is better than 
the original Ref 75 (although it clearly ticks that box) or that it makes other valve 
power amps cower in a corner (it’s good, but it’s not that good), it’s that it hung 
together so well and demonstrates so ably that there is still development to 
be had from tube amps. It also highlights what a good place audio is in from a 
sonic standing. This is a company that could so easily drift along on an ocean 
of past masterpieces and goodwill (ARC has some of the most fiercely loyal 
owners in audio), but continues to push forwards. It’s not alone, and many 
other brands have made great‑sounding audio recently but the ARC Reference 
75SE was surprising in its effortless approachability.

Perhaps it’s digital that has seen the biggest changes taking place, and no 
list of goodies is complete without mention of that wunderkind wonderconverter, 
the Nagra HD DAC. We are in a golden age of high performance digital audio 
today with players, DACs, and streamers that can do things we would have 
thought impossible from digital a few years back. Set in this context, the Nagra 
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EQUIPMENT REVIEW / THE ULTIMATE AUDIOPHILE CHRISTMAS LIST!

HD DAC is like pressing music’s ‘majestic’ 
button, capturing the sense of circumstance 
of a musical performance brilliantly. I am 
struck at how good the dCS Rossini is as the 
complete digital packaged deal, however... 

In the more affordable world, we just 
got rocked by the new Chord Mojo. Chord 
Electronics changed the game of portable 
audio with its Hugo DAC/headphone amp, 
but it also pushes the limits of what is 
‘portable’ today. Improvements to battery 
technology and the FPGA chips used to 
house Chord’s digital conversion code meant 
that much of the paperback book sized Hugo 
could be fitted into the cigarette packet sized 
Mojo. That’s not all that went on a crash diet 
– the price of the Mojo is a sylphlike £399. 

Mojo is every bit the portable DAC/headphone amp, eschewing domestic 
connections for micro-USB and 3.5mm minijack headphone sockets, and a 
ten hour battery life makes it great for music on the move. We’ll be publishing 
a full review of the Mojo as soon as Chord can make one for our resident 
Hugo user.

A recent and greatly appreciated surprise recently has been the launch 
of the Russell K brand. Soon to be a three-strong range of two standmounts 
and an upcoming floorstander, thus far each one has been a gem in its own 
right. However, it’s possibly the cheapest model we’ve tested – the Red 50 
– that has been the nicest so far. A small, front-ported two-way standmount 
design without any internal damping or wadding, the Red 50 draws upon 
classic Brit-Fi designs of the late 1980s like Linn Kans and Royd Edens, 
but also brings that sound up to date, meaning they remain faithful to the 
recording and can put a smile on your face. This is a rare thing, and an even 
rarer treat for the music lover.

High-end audio is not known for its ‘stocking fillers’, in part because if 
you can spend £10,000 on an interconnect cable, you can sometimes wind 

“Much of the paperback book sized Hugo could be fitted into the 
cigarette packet sized Mojo.”
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EQUIPMENT REVIEW / THE ULTIMATE AUDIOPHILE CHRISTMAS LIST!

up with some really expensive stockings. 
But AudioQuest reset all our levels with the 
excellent and low-cost Dragonfly DAC, and 
has done it again with the new Jitterbug, which 
sells for the princely sum of £39. This is a data 
and power line USB filter, designed to help 
clean up noisy USB buses inside computers. 
Put one on an unused USB socket on the 
computer you are using as source, and the 
music played sounds a tiny bit more coherent, 
integrated, and focused. Then add another, 
possibly in-line between computer and DAC, 
and the same thing happens and things get a 
notch better again. Then you take them out 
and realise just how big those little changes 
are to a piece of music. 

I currently only have two Jitterbugs, 
but I’ve seen people using five or more of 
the things filtering spare USB sockets on 
NAS drives and routers and everything else 
computer audio. The great thing about the 

Jitterbug is it’s cheap enough to give it a try without losing out significantly if 
you hear no difference. However, if you do hear a difference, the Jitterbug is 
also cheap enough to end up owning lots of them dotted around your system. 
So be warned – they are addictive!

Like many members of the press, I put in a lot of hours in the air. As well as 
CES and Munich, there are a host of international shows, events, factory visits, 
and more that mean a good set of lightweight noise-cancelling headphones are 
a must. And this year AKG joined the travel fray with its new N60 folding on-ear 
headphones. AKG has come up with something really clever here, because 
these new USB-charging headphones eat sounds better than ANY noise 
cancellers I’ve (not) heard before. They even manage to reduce background 
chatter, and make the sound of an aircraft cabin or a train almost disappear. If 
you are a frequent flyer, and don’t just take short 30 minute hops when you do 
fly, you owe it to yourself to try a pair of AKG N60s.

There’s always one that got away; a product you’d love to test, but either 
it never landed on your doorstep or simply never gets reviewed by anyone. For 
me, that’s the Harbeth range, with either the P3ESR or the C7ES-3 standmount 
loudspeaker filling in an almost perfect personal sweet-spot of optimum size 
for my room, plus they balance between BBC-style tonal accuracy and the 
inevitable ‘pipe and slippers’ criticisms that are sometimes levelled at these 
designs. They are both also relatively affordable. I’d love to put these superstars 

“The Jitterbug is also cheap enough to end up owning lots of them 
dotted round your system. So be warned – they are addictive!”
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www.lindemann-audio.com

Lindemann audiotechnik GmbH, Am Anger 4, 82237 Wörthsee, Germany
 +49 (0) 8153.9533.390   info@lindemann-audio.de   www.lindemann-audio.com

LOVE AT FIRST SOUND
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WIN! Three Flare Audio R2 
Pro with Snugs custom tips 
worth £559 must be won!!!

COMPETITION

W
e have teamed up with 
our good friends at 
Snugs to bring you an 
exciting competition. 
Three prizes of Flare 

Audio R2 Pro in-ear monitors with custom-
made ear tips worth £559 are up for grabs.  
You may have read our Hi-Fi+ Editor Alan 
Sircom’s feature about Snugs in issue 129. 
In that, he wrote , “The Snugs experience 
is different. Rather than � lling your ear with 
foam, the system uses a small light-scanning 
headset, connected to a computer. The 
trained operator places a headset on your 
head, which helps locate the scanning 
position in three-dimensional space. They 
then lock the scanner to the headset, and 
begin to � ll in a growing 3D model of the 
ear and ear canal. The whole process takes 
about 10 minutes”. In other words, win sound 
perfectly tailored to your own ears! 

Competition Question
Roughly how long does the Snugs ear scanning 
process take?

A. 10 minutes
B. 30 minutes
C. 45 minutes

To answer, please visit Snugs dedicated competition page 
at http://snugsearphones.co.uk/snugs-hifi-plus-
competition

Alternatively, send your answer on a postcard (including 
your name, address, and contact details) to “Snugs Competition, 
Windwhistle Farm, Treborough, Watchet, Somerset, TA23 0QW, 
UK”. The competition closes on February 4th 2016.

Competition Rules
The competition will run from December, 3 
2015 until February, 4 2016. The competition is 
open to everyone, but multiple, automated or bulk 
entries will be disquali� ed. The winner will be chosen 
at random from all valid entries, will be contacted 
via email (where possible) and their name will be 
published in the magazine. The Editor’s decision is 
� nal and no correspondence will be entered into. 
Absolute Multimedia (UK) Ltd. is compliant with the 
Data Protection Act and UK laws apply. Our policy is 
such that we will not pass on your details to any third 
party without your prior consent.
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up against equivalent models from Spendor 
and PMC to see how they fare, and they are 
the kind of loudspeakers that simply excuse 
you from worrying about what’s next – they 
are ‘stick a fork in me, I’m done’ speakers. 
Sadly, we’ve asked and asked for a pair of 
Harbeths and – because the company is 
always back-ordered – we’ve always received 
a polite, yet firm ‘no’. Maybe one day!

Finally, there is a world beyond 
audio, and for me I’m really taken by the 
little Fuji X-T10 mirrorless camera. I use 
its bigger, older brother – the Fuji X-T1 
– both in the studio and to cover shows 
now. It’s combination of excellent image 

quality, intuitive handling, small size, low weight, and a cracking set of lens 
options make it a fine all-rounder alternative to bigger DSLR designs from 
photography’s Big Two (Canon and Nikon). But the tiny X-T10 shrinks the form 
factor even more while retaining all the things Fuji seems so good at doing. 
OK, so it sucks at making videos, but it’s an extremely tempting travel camera 
all the same.

We live in some very exciting times for consumer electronics. Audio and 
hi-fi might be the most mature branch of ‘CE’, especially compared to self-
parking cars and drones, but it has stopped being a sleepy backwater and 
there’s renewed interest in more than just vinyl these days. I suspect the next 
big thing in audio is integrating portable Digital Audio Players that already bring 
hi-res to the headphone community. Astell & Kern is already making in-roads 
into this sector of the market, and I suspect there will be some two-way traffic 
here, as home players learn how to make music on the move and vice versa. 
One thing’s for certain: a list like this would be very different a year from today!

“Loudspeakers that simply excuse you from worrying about what’s next 
– they are ‘stick a fork in me, I’m done’ speakers.” 
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Chris Martens
Christmas is about much more than the 
giving and receiving of gifts, but even so it 
is also a time for the dreaming of dreams 
and the creation of wish lists. And why not? 
Wish lists, after all, not only tell us a lot about 
the kinds of objects we prize, but also help 
explain why we prize them. With that thought 
in mind, I’ve done a bit of head scratching 
to create an admittedly fanciful and highly 
personal audiophile’s Christmas wish list. 
Following a philosophy that holds that, if you 
are going to dream, it pays to dream big, 
my wish list begins with some undeniably 
expensive audio ‘toys’. 

Over the past year, one of the most 
inspiring audiophile moments for me came 
just after the Rocky Mountain Audio Fest 
when I took the opportunity to visit the YG 
Acoustics factory in Arvada, Colorado and 
to hear an extended demonstration of the 
firm’s Hailey 1.2 loudspeakers ($42,800/pair, 
UK price TBC).  The Hailey 1.2 is the middle 
model in YG Acoustics’ present line-up and 
is a three-way, three-driver floorstanding 
loudspeaker that uses a two-chassis/channel 
enclosure system. The bottom chassis 
of each Hailey 1.2 consists of a large, tall, 
and tapered woofer enclosure, while the 
top chassis provides a matching two-way 
monitor that perches atop the woofer. Both 
enclosures are precision machined from 
thick slabs of aircraft-grade aluminium. In 
turn, internal wiring, drive units, crossover 
boards, and crossover components are all 
of exceptional quality, so that saying that YG 
Acoustics speakers feature a high standard 
of build would be like saying that Fabergé 
made some ‘pretty nice Easter eggs’.

But candidly, awe-inspiring build 
quality is only part of the draw behind YG’s 
loudspeakers, because the main thing is 
their sound. In YG’s modestly appointed 
but very effective demonstration room, the 
Hailey 1.2’s sounded arrestingly, blindingly, 
jaw-droppingly great, offering a brilliant 
combination of unfailing tonal neutrality, 
extraordinary top-to-bottom resolution and 
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focus, with plenty of dynamic muscle and 
nuance on demand. As a result, the Hailey 
1.2’s honoured the music in an uncommonly 
faithful and uncompromising way, yet 
without ever putting a foot wrong, musically 
speaking. The result is my idea of a ‘happily 
ever after’ loudspeaker—one I think I could 
savour for years and years to come.

Great loudspeakers call for equally 
great source components and one such 
component that has been calling out to 
me of late is Chord Electronics’ new DAVE 
(Digital Audio Veritas in Extremis) DAC, which 
sells for £7,995. Why crave the DAVE? The 
simple answer is that the DAVE represents a 
multifaceted and all-out assault on the state-
of-the-art in digital audio sound quality—an 
approach that in many respects ventures into 
unexplored technical territory. Perhaps more 
importantly, Robert Watts, designer of a string 
of successful DACs for Chord (including the 
Hugo and DAVE), says the DAVE addresses 
three particular areas of sonic performance: 
the realistic recreation of depth information 
in recordings, the proper rendition of timing 
aspects of the music, and the reproduction 
of instrument timbre. 

With these ends in mind, the DAVE incorporates an extremely 
sophisticated noise shaper with 48-bit resolving capability (meaning, says 
Watts, that DAVE “can resolve signals below -300dB)”, a massive FPGA-based 
tap length and interpolation filter (offering a staggering 164,000 tap length filter) 
backed by Watts’ proprietary WTA filter algorithm, and a host of other design 
features aimed at giving the DAVE a low noise floor and at eliminating noise 
floor modulation. In short, DAVE takes all of the design thinking behind the 
firm’s critically acclaimed Hugo portable DAC/headphone amp and elevates 
it to the limits of contemporary technology. For more details, I encourage you 
to read Robert Watts’ interview in the Hi-Fi+ Guide to Digital Audio (a free 
download available here: www.hifiplus.com/buyers_guides/2/), where he 
explains the design of the DAVE DAC in some depth. As I see it, the more you 
learn about the DAVE, the more you’ll want to hear it in action.

Assuming the YG speakers I mentioned above are a bit much to hope 
for, then another terrific loudspeaker on my Christmas wish list is Magnepan’s 
flagship 20.7 dipolar, hybrid planar magnetic/ribbon-type loudspeaker, 
featuring so-called ‘push-pull’ magnet arrays (£16,500/pair). Frankly, the 
20.7s have tempted me from afar ever since their inception and it is easy to 
understand why. Few loudspeakers—regardless of size, price, or type—do a 
more convincing job of coherently conveying the realistic scale of instruments, 
vocalists, and recording venues. The 20.7’s don’t merely place instruments ‘in 
your room’, as some speakers claim to do, but rather they transport you to 
the venue where the performance was captured, which is a rare and beautiful 
thing indeed. What is more, the 20.7 stands as one of those rare sub-£20,000 
loudspeakers that can and do successfully compete on a level footing with 
speakers many times its price (did Magnepan forget and leave a zero off the 
end of the 20.7’s price tag?). Since my listening room brings out the best 
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Poseidon and Grounding

Nature is the best constructor ! That’s why at Entreq we try to build in the same way . The result
is a natural sound and a flow in the music that is seldom heard . We believe that grounding is the
foundation and starting point for any system, Poseidon offers three independent ground points ;
this allows for direct grounding for your amplifier and your source component simultaneously .

For more information please see the Entreq website or ask you nearest stockist for a
demonstration.

Entreq
Energy transforming equipment

www.entreq.co.uk
info@entreq.co.uk
01234 924242
07545 681680

Introducing Poseidon

ENTREQ STOCKISTS

Audio Destination … (Devon ) … www.audiodestination.co.uk … 01884 243584

Future Shop … ( Borehamwood ) … www.futureshop.co.uk … 0208 905 1555

Lotus HiFi … ( London ) … www.lotus34or.net … 07887 852513

Martins HiFi … (Norfolk ) … www.martinshifi.co.uk … 01603 627010

Rayleigh Hifi … ( Essex ) … www.rayleighhifi.com … 01268 779762

Sonic Synergy … ( London ) … www.sonicsynergy.co.uk … 07946 577374

Sonic Synergy … ( Swansea ) … www.sonicsynergy.co.uk … 07971 849474

Studio AV … ( Berkshire ) … www.studioav.co.uk … 01753 863300
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Entreq Grounding
Innovation

Entreq have been pioneering signal grounding since 1999. Over the past 16 years they have established an
understanding and a level of knowledge in this unique field that up until recently no other audio or
electronics manufacturer had either taken time to explore , understand or even deem worthy of research .
This puts Entreq in the enviable position , certainly in the audio industry , of being the leader rather than the
follower in this arena .

Ground Box

Something to establish is that the term Ground , certainly in this part of Entreq’s portfolio , does not relate
to or mean ‘Primary Earth’ i.e. what you would understand as your ‘Protective Earth’ for your mains or
electronics . Entreq Ground Boxes do not replace or are substitutes for the protective ground found in your
home . We are talking about the ground reference that runs as part of your signal path on the actual circuit
for your products (TO BE CLEAR THIS APPLIES TO ALL ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS ) . The function of the
Entreq Ground Box is to present itself as an attractive place for high frequency noise to gather , rather than
being carried through your electronics and polluting the precious signal . This pollution , whether
generated by stray fields , general field effects or magnetic properties is always there and is littered across
the system as a whole . Naturally different systems create , generate and attract different levels of noise !
This is why Entreq offer a selection of Ground Boxes to suit every system and every budget .

Get Connected

You now need to connect your Ground Box to your equipment !

Making a connection to your hifi system with an Entreq Grounding Box couldn’t be simpler ! Entreq make a
range of Ground Cables called ‘Ertha Cables’ that attach to any free and available connection on any
product connected to your system . Connections currently catered for are as follows : RCA , XLR ( male and
female ) , USB , BNC , RJ45 and spade  . On the other end of these cables is a spade termination that then
attaches to the Ground Box itself . As per the Ground Boxes these Ertha cables come in a range of levels;
offering the end user the ability to closely match the right combination of both Ground Box and Ertha cable
to obtain the perfect optimal performance .

Generally the key component to Ground first is often the product at the centre or hub of your system ,
whether that is your integrated amplifier , Pre-amplifier or Dac-pre . Next you should consider a source
component ; either your CD player / DAC , Streamer , Phono stage etc .

Once connected to your product the effects are noticeable within minutes , however the grounding
process will continue to improve over the coming hours . After approximately 24 hours you will, in most
cases , have obtained the best results . However it is not uncommon on some systems to hear continual
Improvements up to and beyond 72 hours !

Please feel free to visit : www.entreq.com for further information on Entreq .

Please find a list of experienced UK Dealers : http://www.entreq.co.uk/dealers.html

This is not Voodoo or Black Magic it is primarily an in depth understanding of Physics , magnetic field
technology and the experience of combining these disciplines .

In service to the music - Entreq
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in large dipolar speakers, I’d be absolutely 
thrilled if Santa Claus could see his way to 
leaving a pair of these beauties under (er, 
alongside?) my Christmas tree.

But let’s not forget analogue audio in this 
wish list. Some years back I once reviewed 
the Wilson Benesch Full Circle turntable for 
our sister magazine, The Absolute Sound 
and came to admire the WB design greatly. 
In fact, I debated buying the review sample, 
ultimately deciding to pass—a decision 
I’ve regretted (off and on) ever since. In the 
intervening years, however, Wilson Benesch 

has significant refined the original design to create a new and improved version 
of the Full Circle called the Circle 25, released in 2014 to commemorate Wilson 
Benesch’s Silver anniversary. What’s changed? Well, the chassis materials 
have changed and improved, adding density, damping, and about 3kg to the 
turntable’s weight, the main bearing has been updated, and the tonearm has 
been upgraded from the Full Circle’s A.C.T. 0.5 to the new A.C.T. 25, which is 
said to be 15% lighter and better damped than the original. Like the original 

Full Circle, the Circle 25 comes pre-fitted with Wilson Benesch’s carbon 
fibre-bodied Ply moving coil cartridge, which is a modified/enhanced 
version of the popular Benz Glider. Put these elements together and 
you have an artful and refined turnkey analogue system that sells 
for around £3,500 (depending on configuration), which puts the 

Circle 25 in direct competition with Rega’s RP10 with Apheta 
2 moving coil cartridge. The choice between them would be a 
tough one, but what has me leaning toward the Wilson Benesch 
is the sophisticated A.C.T. 25 carbon fibre pickup arm with its 

tapered arm tube, ingenious kinematic bearing system, and—this is 
a big one for me—its provisions for VTA adjustment (VTA adjustment 
is verboten at the house of Rega). 

But if all these cool pieces of audio gear sound enticing, and they 
shouldn’t let us forget about the thing that drew us to audio in the first 

place: the music. This Christmas, I would love to receive some new music and 
in two forms: high-res downloads accessed via a gift certificate from HD Tracks, 
and access to a huge variety of CD-quality (or better) content via a subscription 
to Tidal. HD Tracks, under the expert guidance of the Chesky team, has been 
offering high-res music downloads for longer than just about anyone, and the 
firm’s selection of titles reflects this fact. The beauty of a gift certificate from 
HD tracks is that it’s like musical ‘money in the bank’; when the right titles 
come along, one is happily all set to pounce. But how can one best discover 
new music? This is where Tidal comes into play. For me Tidal represents a 
flexible, high-quality vehicle for exploring new music or for resurrecting forgotten 
favourites, all at a sensible price (subscriptions for Tidal HiFi, which is the 
lossless version, run £19.99/month, which is money well spent).

Of course, some are sure to ask, “Isn’t there anything on your wish list 
apart from audio gear and music?” Actually, there is. As it happens, a great 
many of my audio colleagues turn out to share a secondary passion apart 
from hi-fi: fine, mechanical-movement wristwatches. I haven’t taken the 
plunge yet, but a watch that has caught my eye is the IWC Schaffhausen Pilot 
Automatic Chronograph (£4,600 and up). It speaks to my love of aviation, my 
fascination for precisely made mechanical objects, and my profound respect 
for engineering at its best. 

Merry Christmas, all!

“It speaks to my love of aviation, my fascination for precisely made 
mechanical objects, and my profound respect for engineering at its best.”
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www.grahamaudio.co.ukCall: 0044(0)1626 361168 

MONITOR LOUDSPEAKERS
BBC LICENSED

��������� THE LS5/9.  ACCURATE, TRANSPARENT AUDIO REPRODUCTION
ENGLISH HIGH FIDELITY

AUDIO
The New LS5/9...hear the difference

A U D I OA U D I O

Birch Ply Cabinet • Hand Upholstered Internally • Magnetic Grille Cover
‘Diaphnatone’ VOLT Mid/Bass Translucent Driver • Trafolyte EQ Plate

Aluminium Tweeter Guard • Original British Design
Handcrafted in Great Britian with all British/European Components

Available in Ebony Maccasa, Cherry and Rosewood

ENGINEERED BY 
PROFESSIONALS.
COVETED BY 
CONNOISSEURS.
Introducing NADAC, the network attached DAC 
that delivers the excellence of the recording studio, 
into the home environment for the most discerning 
audiophile.

Developed by Merging Technologies - the world’s 
foremost manufacturer of high-resolution digital 
audio recording systems, NADAC allows listeners 
to finally enjoy master quality recordings at home, 
with the same equipment with which it has been 
recorded and mastered.

With the introduction of RAVENNA networked audio, 
supporting all file formats and sample rates from 
44.1kHz - 384kHz PCM , DSD 64, 128 and 256, we 
have totally transformed the performance that can 
be delivered in the  comfort of your home.

172x124.8mm HIFI+ NADAC Ad.indd   1 07/10/2015   11:09
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Chris Thomas
Down at this end of the audio food chain 
I don’t get to see a vast array of audio 
products flowing through the house. I have 
heard no cheap DACs and have a seriously 
uninformed and shamefully shallow view 
of the headphone market. My sense of 
detachment, that I really must address 
soon, is due to spending too many nights 
in studios with headphones baking my ears 
many moons ago. I have managed to avoid 
the glittering allure of Audio shows for years 
but, thanks to the editor’s tolerance, I still 
get my hands on components and systems 
that might be described as high-end in that 
they are invariably expensive. So I have been 
given special dispensation to avoid the brief 
here and write some words about stuff I like.  
It’s a hard life, but I like to think I know a good 
sound when I hear it.

Every few years a really exceptional 
product or system arrives at my door.  
Yes, I know the regularity with which some 
reviewers discover new reference products, 
but I guess I must have been unlucky in 
this respect.  My personal reality is that the 
changing of the guard happens at a more 
leisurely pace around here.  But, when it 
does, it tends to have a lasting musical value 
and impression.  

The dCS Vivaldi is one of those 
products, and it represents perhaps the first 
of a new breed of dCS products established 
after exhaustive work throughout the system 
and notably on the ring DAC and analogue 
output stage.  I am talking here of the two-
box transport and DAC version, leaving the 
clock and upsampling boxes out of this 
equation.  It is expensive for sure, but it is 
beautifully built and finished: a real premium 
product, without the bling.

I love its performance with CD, and 
I usually convert at the transport to DSD. 
I have heard nothing so far, in the digital 
domain, that convincingly improves on 
it. But the caveat is that I haven’t heard 
everything! Play a disc, even one from the 
early days of the format, which were never 
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Almost 140 brands already booked 

with many more to come!

www.bristolshow.co.uk

26th – 28th February 2016. 10 a.m. – 5 p.m. every day at the Bristol Marriott City Centre Hotel

For the latest news and a 
full list of brands exhibiting 
please visit our website

Organised by In association with

GETTING TO THE SHOW 
BY TRAIN: Temple Meads Station is a short 
distance from the Marriott. 
BY CAR: From the M4 take J19 (M32 
- Bristol). Follow signs for City Centre and 
RAC signs to the Show. For those using 
satellite navigation systems the hotel post 
code is BS1 3AD. Easy local parking in 
Cabot Circus car park and Broadmead 
and Bond Street NCPs.

HI-FI, HOME CINEMA, 
PROJECTORS, VINYL - THEY ARE 
ALL AT BRISTOL 
And there are lots more surprises 
in store...

BRANDS INCLUDE: Acoustic Energy, Acoustic Research, Alpha Design 
Labs (ADL), Apollo, Arcam, Armour Home Electronics, Art Vinyl, Astell & 
Kern, Astin Trew, Atacama Audio, ATC (UK) Corporation Ltd, Atlas Cables, 
Audeze, Audio Detail, Audio Note, Audio Technica, Audiolab, AudioQuest, 
AV Tech Solutions, AVTech Media, Bedini, Bespoke Audio Company, Blue 
Horizon, Bowers & Wilkins, Bryston, Cabasse, Canton, CH Precision, Chord 
Company, Chord Electronics, Classé, Clearaudio, Computers Unlimited, 
Creek Audio, Custom Design, Cyrus, Dali, Diverse Vinyl, Draper Screens, DS 
Audio, Dynaudio, ELAC, Entotem, Epos, Epson, Exposure, Flamingo Audio, 
Focal, Furutech, GamuT, Glorious, Goldring, Grado, Harbeth Audio, Hegel, 
Henley Designs, Hi-Fi Racks, Hi-Fi World, Hi-Fi+, HiFi Critic, HiFi Wigwam, IAG, 
Icon Audio, IsoTek, JL Audio, JVC, KEF, Keith Monks, Knosti, Kog Audio, Kudos 
Audio, Leema Acoustics, Lehmann, LongDog Audio, MBL, MCRU, Melco, 
Michell Engineering, Milty, Ming Da Valve Audio UK, Monitor Audio, Moon 
by Simaudio, MSHD Power, Multi-Room Company, Music First Audio, Musical 
Fidelity, Musical Surroundings, Nagaoka, Naim Audio, Naim Label, Neat 
Acoustics, Nordost, NuNu Distribution, Okki Nokki, Opera Loudspeakers, 
Ophidian Audio, Origin Live, Ortofon, Parasound, Pioneer, Plato, PMC, Power 
Wrap, Pristine Vinyl, Pro-Ject, ProAc, PSB, Q Acoustics, Q-Up, QED, Quad, 
Quadraspire, Rega, REL Acoustics, Rohde & Schwarz, Roksan, Ruark Audio, 
Silent Mounts, Sonic Design, Sony, Sound Fowndations, Spendor, Studio 
Connections, Supra Cables, Tannoy, Technics, Timestep, Tonar International, 
Totem Acoustic, Townshend Audio, Trinnov, Unison Research, Vinyls Best, 
Vivac, VPI, What Hi-Fi?, Wilson Benesch, Yamaha and many more...

£10,000 OF HI-FI 
TO BE WON IN THE WHAT HI-FI? 

SHOW COMPETITION

Buy Your 
Tickets 
Online 
& SAVE 

over 15% 
www.bristolshow.co.uk

✔ The UK’s largest and longest running 
Hi-Fi and Home Cinema Show - now 
in its 29th year!

✔ Experience the latest in home hi-fi 
and speak directly to the journalists, 
the manufacturers and the designers!    

✔ Exclusive Product Launches

✔ Visit the What Hi-Fi? magazine stand 
for a demonstration or an answer to 
any questions you might have

✔ Exclusive Deals & Special Offers: pick 
up a fantastic Show bargain...  with 
great deals on most purchases!

✔ Enjoy Cabot Circus shopping and 
entertainment area with easy 

 parking right next to the hotel

ADMISSION
Adults One Day 
£12 on the door | £10 online 
Two Days £20   
(Additional £8 payable at 
Show)

Students & Seniors (over 65) 
£10 on the door | £8 online
Two Days £16 (Additional £6 
payable at Show)

Accompanied Children 
Under 16 FREE
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known for their sound quality, and the Vivaldi 
does the business in a way that is far more 
sympathetic than the thin, squeezed, and 
disappointingly ‘small’ sounding efforts I have 
heard so many times. Its composure under 
fire is exemplary too, leaving the music intact, 
tonally balanced and flowing, yet superbly 
focused and as dynamic as I have heard 

from CD.  If you can possibly afford it, then adding the separate clock gives 
musical proceedings an even more locked-in feel, and the upsampler takes 
this even further into a rather creamy textural finish that is the cherry on top of 
a completely delicious recipe.

While I am on the hardware front, I really must mention the Naim Mu-
So, which was one of those products that was a whole lot better than I was 
expecting.  It makes those other Bluetooth boom boxes I have heard sound 
over ripe and imprecise.  I am not looking for accuracy or indeed true hi-fi 
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sound from such a device, but the audiophile in me took a bit of care where I 
sited it (it’s too big to regularly move around) and I also raised it an inch or so, 
kept it away from the rear wall and thought it was great. The Naim PR chap 
who delivered it told me that, if I used it in the same room as my system, I 
wouldn’t listen to the big boy as much. He was right. For Bluetooth playback or 
searching the world of Internet radio for new music, it’s the best I have heard.

Another product that has shown serious benefits recently has been the 
recently reviewed Stillpoints Apertures.  Having stripped my whole system down 
for a long overdue re-install, I took the room apart too, and over the course of 
a day, gave all the cabling a good clean, including the connectors and those 
on the equipment.  This whole, rather time consuming procedure involved a 
somewhat OCD dedication, but it gave me a chance to reinstate my Berning 
amplification and address the lunacy of the cables too.  I removed all the 
Apertures I had been using, and after the whole system had been reconnected 
and powered up it didn’t take too long to realise that the ridiculous amount of 
increased energy that the Bernings were pushing through the speakers had 
left the whole listening space in considerable trouble.  Without wishing for this 
to descend into a “Give Your Hi-Fi A Spring Clean” article, let me just say that 
things had quietened down 20 hours later, but only somewhat.  The speakers 
were moved about a bit, and then I started with a couple of Apertures behind 
them.  There are few miracles in audio, but this relatively painless addition 
made a huge difference.  Another single panel between the speakers, making 
3 across the back wall, and things had taken a welcome upturn for the better, 
with no excessive energy sapping damping either. The message is, try a few 
Apertures if you can.  They are very interesting and the best acoustic panel I 
have tried.  

On the other side of the same coin is my latest musical instrument 
acquisition.  I love instruments of all types.  If I can strum, bow it, blow it, or 
whack it I will have a go and I have owned Martin acoustic guitars for many 
years, buying and selling them with unhealthy regularity. I do this purely as a 
selfish pleasure, of course.

Martin makes great acoustic guitars and in my opinion, the old ones are 
usually the best.  Something about the woods, the glue, and the years of use 
gives them a quality that, once you have heard or felt it, is just not there on 
newer instruments, fine though they are.  When you try a Martin from what 
has become known as their Golden Era (late 20’s to late 30’s) there is no 
stress in the instrument and no feeling that the thing is a taut composite of 
many individual pieces of wood glued together.  I travelled to the wilds of 
Kent to see a truly great collection of vintage Martins and ended up wanting 
them all.  But it came down to two, neither of which I could easily afford.  
There was an 1888 model strung with silk and steel.  This was a crazily great 
instrument and something to be preserved and cherished. Men who fought 

in the American Civil War would have played 
this guitar, which was made exactly when 
Jack The Ripper was terrorising London’s 
east end.  Mind numbing stuff.  A beautiful 
but soft and gentle sound, full of under- and 
overtones, and a personally contemplative 
instrument for sure.  But then I was handed 
a true Golden Era model – a 1927 000-18 in 
very decent condition and with all the right 
credentials.  One of a mere handful built that 
year, it has the 12th fret neck join, the long 
scale, marvellous tonewoods of the type that 
are not available any more, a shellac finish, 
and an ebony fingerboard. All this glued 
together with boiled down bits of animals by 
someone most likely born in the late 1800s.  
I think I played 3 or 4 chords on it before 
wanting it, badly.  Now it sits, perched on 
its stand opposite the sofa that I call home.  
Apart from being a fantastic instrument, I do 
love it as an object.  Those round, sloping 
shoulders owe more to the early classical and 
Spanish guitars than to the later squared off 
look of the American flattop.  I like to say that 
I bought it because I couldn’t afford a high-
end audio mains cable, a thought that lends 
some perspective perhaps.

Anyway, the cost is unimportant.  I have 
it now and I am not exaggerating when I say 
that all that I had read about guitars from this 
era has turned out to be true.  It has literally 
changed my life and most likely the way I 
listen to music. It is so light that the response 
from any input is amazing.  Change between 
a few chords and the interplay and tonal 
shading at harmonic level give it a voice that 
is incredibly complex but warm.  In fact, I say 
it has an expressive subtlety of character and 
a mojo of its own like so many of these true 
vintage instruments that I have never heard 
on any recording.  I know I am truly blessed 
to own it and I cherish our moments together.

“But then I was handed a true Golden Era model – a 1927 000-18 in 
very decent condition and with all the right credentials.”
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Jason Kennedy
Like most parents of young kids, I do have Santa’s email address, but he’s 
always a bit too busy to reply. Having listened to a shop’s worth of great kit this 
year, some of it makes me wish that Santa would answer a few of my emails. 
Such is the reviewer’s lot – we spend a few weeks in nirvana and then come 
back down to earth with a bump, followed by a downward recalibration of 
expectations. Or at least an attempt to do so.

On the affordable side of things, two products have proved their worth 
time and again. The first is the Blue Horizon Spirit Level. This is a cylindrical 
level that was designed for turntables. It has a hole underneath with a clever 
clamping mechanism that means it sits right on the spindle and makes set up 
quicker and easier than conventional bubble levels. It also works with just about 
any other piece of kit you’d care to mention, in particular loudspeakers (if they 
have a flat top), and is especially useful when mounting a pair of loudspeakers 
on Townshend’s Seismic Podiums. The suspension in these platforms means 

you need to move the speaker around to get 
it upright, and the Blue Horizon makes it very 
easy to establish when the job is done. 

The other consistently good yet 
affordable piece of kit I’ve found is Vertere D-Fi 
cable. These come in pretty well all varieties, 
but I tend to use the USB and minijack to 
RCA or minijack to minijack varieties. When 
I first hooked one up between the Mac and 
an amp, it was clearly superior to some USB 
DACs available at the time. Combined with 
their slim and highly flexible nature, this mean 
that despite a wealth of high end cables to 
choose from, the Vertere D-Fi cables are 
rarely far from the system.
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Of the more expensive, yet not quite 
mortgage inducing components I’ve used 
this year, the Melco N1-A has proved among 
the most essential. The Melco is a digital 
transport of sorts, it contains 4TB of HDD 
storage with an audio grade power supply 
and both network and USB connections. You 
could call it a server, but few of that breed 
have a USB out, and in an age of ever more 
intriguing USB DACs, that is a very useful 
feature. It also has a dedicated Ethernet 
output that will hook directly to a streamer. 
There is effectively a network switch inside 
the N1-A, which means you don’t need 
an external one, only a connection to the 
network. Some argue that this could be 
achieved with a NAS drive and a switch for 
a lot less outlay, but in my experience such 
combinations rarely sound anywhere near as 
good. This is because computer peripherals 
have switching power supplies that screw 
the mains for the rest of the system, and 
because Melco has gone to the trouble of 
building a low noise server. 

The most exciting amplifier I have used 
this year is the Naim NAP 250 DR; in truth, 
it’s the first Naim amp I’ve had at home 
that really gripped me. By incorporating the 
discrete regulation technology developed for 
its power supplies two years back with the 
NA009 output devices created for Statement, 
Naim has turned the oldest power amp in 
the range into a giant slayer. It has all the 
timing skills that the brand is renowned for 
alongside new-found transparency; speed 
and resolution is a rare combination, and one 
that makes all your music vital again. It won’t 
turn the heads (ears) of valve fans, but it will 
give Naim a higher standing among the high 
resolution fraternity, and frankly should prove 
a hit with anyone that loves great music.

The product that has been most 
entertaining to demonstrate to visitors, 
especially those bearing loudspeakers, is the 
Townshend Audio Seismic Podium speaker 
stand. The earlier incarnation of this isolation 
system, the speaker bars, did the same 
trick of significantly increasing coherence, 
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offer from the fact.12. Neither do they offer genuinely extended, high power 
bass that stops and starts on a dime the way that this speaker does. This 
combination of qualities means that you hear so much more in very familiar 
recordings that it’s mind boggling. The low level resolution is extraordinary and 
contributes to the aforementioned transparency in no small way. Combine this 
with a fluency and coherence across the bandwidth, and you have a speaker 
to rule them all. This is one of the few products that have left a permanent 
impression on me, a speaker that provides a benchmark for everything I have 
used subsequently, and sadly few measure up to it.

One product that I have heard a few times in various locations yet have so 
far failed to incorporate in the listening room is the Naim Statement preamplifier 
and monoblock power amps. But every time I hear it the desire to do so gets 
stronger. It completely blew my mind on its debut at CES last year and this 
impression has been reinforced on all subsequent occasions. Unlike all the high 
power amps that I’ve encountered in the past, it does speed, timing, boogie 
– call it what you like – and connects you to the music on a fundamental level. 
But because you have a horsepower of Watts on tap it also moves air with 
alacrity. This is a visceral experience the like of which one rarely encounters 
with reproduced music. What makes me want to hear it at home, apart from 
the opportunity to hear everything anew, is the fact that I’ve only ever heard it 
with a streaming front end. 

What might dissuade me is the fact it could possibly tear through my 
floorboards and end up in a cellar of its own making. And while the Naim NDS 
is undoubtedly one of the best streamers on the planet, streamers as a whole 
are not always the most enthralling sources. You can see where I’m going with 
this I suspect, and what needs to be done is for the Statement to be used with 
a fabulous analogue front end like the Rega RP10 and Apheta 2 moving coil 
hooked up to a great phono stage. That I suspect would be a sound to die for. 
Yet when I ask the Naim guys if they’ve tried a turntable with Statement the 
answer is no. This is especially strange because Naim’s own SuperLine phono 
stage is an excellent performer, but Naim remains quiet on LP here – what is 
the world coming to? Clearly I am going to have to put it to rights once again. 
I just hope I can still squeeze into my satin tights after all these years.

Outside the heady world of audio, I like to charge around the woods on 
a mountain bike; it’s an exhilarating pursuit that’s not without its dangers and 
one major contribution to trail safety is a seat post that you can lower on the 
fly. If you are riding down a steep slope, the last thing you want is a high centre 
of gravity. Hence the Gravity Dropper Turbo LP lets you drop the saddle by 
five inches with a bar mounted lever. It’s one of many such designs, but unlike 
most, does have user serviceable parts inside, and it seems to be a lot more 
robust than the non-user serviceable hydraulic types. 

Merry Christmas!

transparency, and solidity of imaging, but 
it was difficult to set up and not suited to 
heavier speakers. The Seismic Podium looks 
good, keeps the speaker very close to the 
floor, and allows for any size and weight of 
speaker. The improvement in timing it brings 
is quite uncanny, but so is the way that 
instruments and voices become solid and 
three dimensional in the room. Spikes were a 
diversion - genuine decoupling is the way to 
audio nirvana.

At the top of the pile in terms of cost, 
three notable products come my way. The 
Music First Baby Reference is a passive TVC, 
a transformer volume control, which has been 
evolving for a while and this year it jumped 
into the must hear league. I have tried the 
Baby Reference in the past and was always 
impressed but never entirely convinced. The 
V2 update changed all that. It is now among 
the most transparent preamplifiers on the 
planet thanks to a new shielding arrangement 
and a different winding on the transformers. 
It still has the same compact box with high 
quality parts on the outside and miles of fine 
copper wire inside, but somehow it manages 
to reveal the details that few others do. It 
highlights recording techniques, playing skills, 
and ultimately the genius of the musicians 
and composers we listen to so effectively 
that I found it hard to put down and get back 
to the keyboard. It might seem expensive 
for a passive component, but you try finding 
something better with or without mains 
current running through it at the same price 
or less and it’ll be a long search.

The best loudspeaker I’ve heard for a 
while is the PMC fact.12, in truth I don’t recall 
a more transparent dynamic loudspeaker. In 
other words, some of the best panel speakers 
have been slightly more revealing, but they 
cannot deliver the power and dynamics on 

“It completely blew my mind on its debut at CES last year and this 
impression has been reinforced on all subsequent occasions.”
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Paul Messenger
I might be well stuck in the past myself, but 
I am not entirely unaware of the devices 
that today’s youthful consumers use for 
music listening. The £70 Frankenspiel FS-1 
is just such a device. It’s incredibly tiny, 
looks very cute, comes with rechargeable 
battery amplification (via USB), and operates 
wirelessly via Bluetooth. Best of all, a pair only 
cost £140 (and will automatically operate as a 
stereo pair!).

Assuming your Bluetooth is up to it 
(my MacBook Pro lap-top is a real problem 
here, but the Apple iPad tablet works very 
well), these little speakers incorporate some 
very clever BMR (balanced mode radiator) 
drive units that deliver a fine tonal balance 
alongside decent off-axis dispersion. 

Such a small loudspeaker is bound 
to have serious bass limitations, and a 
measured rolloff of 10dB per decade below 
200Hz seemed to tie in pretty well with 
their perceived sonic behaviour. In other 
words, the bass is severely restricted, but 
the importance of this will always depend 
on the material being played: bass-heavy 
stuff is severely compromised, of course, 
but speech sounds very good indeed. They 
will certainly go loud enough, though I did 
find the means of controlling them a trifle 
unpredictable, and I reckon taming them will 
take a bit more practice.

The pocket Bluetooth speaker system 
has become something of a minor revolution 
in very low cost home audio. The Frankenspiel 
goes some way to explain why, even to a 
curmudgeonly old audiophile. 

I normally run a conventional and largely 
analogue hi-fi system, but I am increasingly 
finding it necessary to accommodate various 
digital sources, such as the computer, the hard 
drive, and the TV display. Many alternative 
strategies can be adopted to deal with this 
situation. One can of course use a different 
DAC for each source, but that tends to mean 
using up too many analogue inputs. Nearly all 
CD players incorporate a DAC, but only the 
more recent examples provide the socketry 
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and switching to provide external access to it.
What one really needs is a digital pre-amplifier, which is where Arcam’s 

£400 irDAC comes into its own. It has plenty of digital inputs, including USB, 
and S/PDIF on electrical or optical, a remote handset to select between them, 
plus a stereo analogue output pair. If the feature roster sounds just right, the 
good news is that the sound quality is pretty good too. It is of course possible 
to spend much more on a DAC, but this little Arcam device does a very decent 
job in sound quality terms, as well as only needing to use one input on the main 
analogue pre-amp. The only bad news seems to be that it uses a switch-mode 
plug-top power supply, though this didn’t seem to cause any interference with 
my main system.

It might cost £3,000, but Rega’s RP10 is actually a real bargain, and the 
extra £600 for an Apheta 2 moving-coil cartridge is money well spent too. The 
RP10 might be costly by Rega standards, but it’s considerably less than most 
other ‘high end’ turntables, and can more than rival their performance too.

Construction is quite unusual, though entirely logical, consisting of a 
‘sandwich’ construction subchassis that sits independently on the normal 
support shelf, deliberately separate from the conventional plinth and cover. The 
subchassis is actually a rather complex shape, but its main function is to link 
the main turntable bearing with the base of an RB2000 tonearm, a link which 
is further reinforced by a strip of aluminium oxide – the same exceptionally stiff 
material as that used for the platter. A complex external power supply is tuned 
to the specific example of synchronous motor sample used.

The bottom line, of course, is that the RP10/Apheta 2 sounds quite 
wonderful, with the fine dynamic expression and timing that makes vinyl replay 
so marvellous, alongside a notably low noise floor. Its ability to deliver clean 
audio from a vinyl source is very impressive indeed.

The £3,000 Existence Euphoric comes from Finland and is a curious 
loudspeaker by most standards. I couldn’t say that it’s particularly fine value 
for money, but because it is made from a selection of different and contrasting 
colour woods, it does look absolutely delightful, as does its partnering (£750) 
stand. 

This speaker has a single full range drive unit, based on a Taiwanese 
Tang Band design. It is a fine example of the type, delivering the superior 
coherence that comes automatically with such a design, along with a tonal 
balance that’s significantly more neutral than the norm. Most single-driver 
speakers tend to over-emphasise the upper mid and roll off the treble, but the 
Euphoric minimises this effect: my far-field in-room averaged trace registered 
±3dB . The only problem with this relatively large stand-mount seems to lie in 
its bass alignment, specifically the tuning of the reflex port, so some care will 
be needed to position the speakers carefully in the right room and site therein.

PMC’s £15,000 IB2 SE came as quite a surprise, as I’d been using its 

IB2i predecessor as a reference speaker for 
some years, and immediately found that this 
SE version was quite a lot better in several 
respects. It’s partly a result of work done at 
the National Physical Laboratory to improve 
the behaviour of the 75mm dome midrange 
that is this speaker’s piece de resistance 
(largely I suspect because that dome is 
driven from a huge 220mm magnet).

A lot of the improvement also comes 
from additional work done to improve the 
performance of the enclosure. This might 
benefit from the various partitions used to 
create a transmission line, but the panels 
here are also large. (Skinflints will no doubt 
notice that a similar looking but much less 
costly IB2S is available from the company’s 
professional range, but should also note that 
it’s actually a very different speaker in many 
respects, including that midrange driver.)

The bass and treble here are fine, and 
I have to add I’ve always found bass more 
convincing when it comes from a drive unit 
with space underneath (ie a stand-mount, 
like this PMC). Furthermore, because the 
IB2SE has plenty of bass, I find it works 
best when decoupled from my suspended 
wooden floor, either using Townshend 
Seismic Corners or a couple of Sonaris 
platforms. But it’s the midband that really 
sets this speaker apart. Despite its relatively 
modest diaphragm dimensions, it has real 
grip and drama, thanks, I suspect, to that 
huge magnet which drives the dome of the 
PMC75 midrange driver.

No question, the Kaiser Kawero! Classic 
loudspeaker is a very costly proposition, 
especially if the prices of numerous optional 
extras is added to the base of £41,000 
(my review samples actually just topped 50 
grand!), but it also unquestionably delivers 
the sonic goods. 

“The RP10 might be costly by Rega standards, but it’s considerably less 
than most other ‘high end’ turntables.”
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The Kaiser Kawero! is a reasonably 
compact floorstander, is usually attractively 
veneered, and features slightly curved panels 
throughout in order to avoid parallel faces. It 
feels exceptionally strong and weighs a hefty 
99kg, largely because it’s constructed from 
panzerholtz (tankwood) – a form of plywood 
that has been heavily impregnated with resin 
under high temperature and pressure, to the 
extent that it now sinks in water. As tough 
as metal, it retains its fibrous nature and so 
provides useful damping.

A 250mm bass driver has a Rohacell 
sandwich cone. A front-mounted bass/mid 
driver with a 120mm polymer cone operates 
and loads a rear-mounted 180mm ABR. 
The tweeter is a legendary RAAL ribbon 
(widely regarded as the world’s finest), and 
this is mounted in its own little enclosure, 

introducing some decoupling and allowing fore’n’aft movement for accurate 
time-alignment. 

The fact that the speaker is also well filled with Vertex AQ components and 
techniques is probably another reason (over and beyond the tankwood) why it 
has such an obviously low noise floor and a wide dynamic range. The result is 
certainly able to deliver excellent detail and fine timing, irrespective of whether 
it’s playing quietly or delivering music at a high level. Indeed, its ability to hang 
together when playing at a high level is particularly impressive, and more than 
compensates for its mild lack of strict neutrality. In fact, the ever-expanding 
array of Vertex AQ equipment could also be considered for inclusion in a list 
like this, as well.

Finally, my ‘wild card’ choice from outside the hi-fi industry has got to be 
my local farm shop. Macknade is actually 13 miles away, situated just off the 
A2 near Faversham in north Kent, and it invariably refreshes the tastebuds 
our various supermarket chains ignore in their quest for cosmetic perfection. 
I make the pilgrimage every other week, in order to stock up on its wonderful 
selection of cheeses, breads, cold meats, chicken liver pate, Italian butter, 
pesto, scotch eggs, kohl rabi, and so on –  I am just grateful that such an 
emporium exists.
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FEATURE / ClassiC album living Room at vintage

DISCLAMER: As I was effectively compare of this event for the full three 
days, my objectivity must be considered compromised. However, this 
does give a unique perspective on the event that might not be so 
readily available had I been simply an attendee. Please take both 
of these points into consideration when reading the following. AS

 

I
n 1951, in an attempt to lighten the burden of post-war austerity 
measures, the Festival Of Britain transformed London’s South 
Bank from a bombed out wasteland to a Modernist’s concrete dream. 
Sixty years later, in an attempt to lighten the burden of post-Credit Crunch 
austerity measures, London’s South Bank was once again transformed. The 

last weekend in July this year saw the Royal Festival Hall given over to the Vintage 
festival, run by Wayne Hemingway and honouring everything good, British and 
fun from the early 1950s to the late 1980s. Held over the RFH’s six floors, it was 
like a vertical Woodstock, but with less mud and more petticoats.

As a part of the celebrations, and sponsored by Bowers and Wilkins, Loud 
and Clear (a high-end dealer based in Edinburgh and Glasgow in Scotland), 
and Classic Album Sundays assembled a Best of British system to play some 
of the Best of British albums from the 1950s, 60s, 70s and 80s. Classic 
Album Sundays is billed as a ‘Collective and Audiophile Experience’; the idea 
is to ‘respect the recording’, playing the album from beginning to end, asking 
people to turn their mobile phones off, not to talk over the music and have that 
music played through a good system at ‘reasonable’ volume. There’s a brief 
five minute or so preamble about the music played and, in this case an even 
briefer introduction about Classic Album Sundays, a short history lesson and 
how Britain still makes exceptionally good audio equipment.

In order of presentation, the albums played were Lonnie Donegan ‘The 
Lonnie Donegan Showcase’ (presented by Pete Donegan), The Beatles 
‘Revolver’ (presented by Dean Rudland) David Bowie ‘The Rise & Fall of Ziggy 
Stardust & the Spiders from Mars’ (presented by Greg Wilson), and The Smiths 
‘The Queen is Dead’ (presented by Danielle Goldstein) on Friday 29th July. This 
was followed by Billy Fury ‘The Sound of Fury’ (presented by Alan Sircom), The 
Beatles ‘Sgt Peppers Lonely Heart Club Band’ (presented by Greg Wilson) Pink 
Floyd ‘The Dark Side of The Moon’ (presented by Alan Sircom) and Joy Divison 
‘Closer’ Presented by Mark Moore on Saturday 30th July. Finally, Tommy Steele 
‘The Tommy Steele Story’ (presented by Jay Strongman), The Beatles ‘Abbey 
Road’ (presented by Greg Wilson), Led Zeppelin ‘Led Zeppelin IV’ (presented by 
Andy Smith) and Kate Bush ‘Hounds of Love’ presented by Ben Murphy were 
played over Sunday 31st. In addition to the complete album presentations, the 
intervening periods were filled with sounds from that decade.

The assembled system comprised a Rega P9 turntable with an Rega Apheta 
moving coil cartridge and a Rega Ios phono stage for the vinyl front end, a complete 
four-box dCS Scarlatti digital front end (for both CD and high-resolution file-based 

FEATURE

music from a MacBook Pro), Naim NAC 552 
preamplifier, a pair of NAP 500 power amplifiers 
into a pair of Bowers and Wilkins 800 Diamond 
loudspeakers. The equipment all rested on 
Quadraspire stands, the system was hooked 
up with Chord Company Sarum interconnects 
and power cords and Signature loudspeaker 
cables and all of the electronics were being 
fed from two ISOL-8 SubStation LC and one 
SubStation HC power conditioners. The total 
cost of this system was around £130,000.

Of the albums played, three (Lonnie 
Donegan, The Smiths and Tommy Steele) 
were played on CD, one (Abbey Road) was 
played file-based on 24-bit FLAC and all the 
rest were played on vinyl.

In all, the albums from the 1960s 
to the 1980s were played to full houses 
(approximately 70 people, in a very long room) 
while the earlier 1950s sessions reached a 
smaller audience, and the moments between 
albums had the room part filled. As a rough 
count, the system was played to more than 
1,000 people, hardly any of whom would 
count themselves audiophiles.

The fascinating aspect of this was just 
how many people stayed from beginning 
to end and did turn their cellphones off as 
requested. In an un-air-conditioned glass 
room pushing 38° heat at times, in a large 
concert hall filled with distractions of all 
kinds, in an event that cost £60 admission, 

Classic album living 
Room at vintage
By Alan Sircom

people happily sat down and listened to a 
whole album with a group of people they had 
never met before, applauded at the end and 
then spent the next half hour discussing their 
memories and feelings about that album.

As MC, I spent some several albums 
facing the audience and the collective 
experience is a remarkable one. For the 
whole of Ziggy Stardust, we had a complete 
air-band; air guitar, air bass, air drums and a 
room full of people who knew every last lyric. 
There was a waft of air – like the pump from a 
bass port – from 70 heads nodding in unison 
at those three drum beats before the chorus 
on Lucy In The Sky with Diamonds, a lot of 
headbanging and air guitar to Stairway and 
a powerfully cathartic experience (and some 
tears) after an album of Joy Division.

I took a chance after the first couple of 
sessions. When Ziggy Stardust had finished, 
I said “And that’s what a 39 year old album 
sounds like… on one-hundred and thirty 
thousand pounds worth of audio equipment.” I 
wasn’t sure if this would be met with incredulity, 
gasps, shock, or blank stares (this was playing 
to an audience with no preconceptions about 
audio, or high-end prices). The reaction was an 
understated smile, nod and a whispered “cool” 
(this was a British audience, remember; that’s 
virtually uncontrolled orgasmic pleasure by our 
standards). This sparked questions from a few 
freshly minted proto-audiophiles, mostly about 

the sheer number of boxes (“well that one’s basically an atomic clock” went down 
exceptionally well) and people wanting to know how they could get similar.

Even though the system was set up by John, Andrew and Jem from Loud 
and Clear this wasn’t there to sell the system; Londoners are like all big city 
dwellers and wouldn’t dream of travelling to visit an audio dealer in Scotland. 
It was to plant the seeds of playing music in the way it deserves to be played, 
and playing it on a damn good system.

All in all, this was something special. Criticisms were few and far between 
and all musically-based (“too many Beatles albums” and “why didn’t you 
play the Jesus and Mary Chain/Echo and the Bunnymen/Frankie Goes To 
Hollywood” being the biggest ones), and those of us on the event side of 
things got to play a lot of music we like to a lot of people we’ve never met 
before and mutually enjoy the experience. Plus, climbing out on the roof of the 
Royal Festival Hall gets you a great view of London!

Finally, we also saw this outside, as part of the Tracey Emin ‘Love Is What 
You Want’ exhibition at the Hayward Gallery opposite the Royal Festival Hall. It 
seemed spookily appropriate.

Left: The wall of sound  

Top: Rega and dCS 

sources  

Right: Bowers & 

Wilkins 800 Diamond 

loudspeakers
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moving coil cartridge and a Rega Ios phono stage for the vinyl front end, a complete 
four-box dCS Scarlatti digital front end (for both CD and high-resolution file-based 

concert hall filled with distractions of all 
kinds, in an event that cost £60 admission, 

standards). This sparked questions from a few 
freshly minted proto-audiophiles, mostly about 
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EQUIPMENT REVIEW / Kaiser Kawero! ViVace loudspeaKer

K
aiser Acoustics is a relative newcomer 
to the hi-fi scene. It has only been 
involved in speaker manufacture for 
the last three or so years, though the 
companies and individuals responsible 

for the two distinctly high end models have many 
years of experience in hi-fi and related fields, a fact 
that became very obvious during the course of the 
review.

This Kawero! Vivace is the more recent 
model, and our examples, attractively finished in 
a rather fetching high gloss magenta and with a 
carbon fibre front panel, made a brief UK public 
appearance at the March Heathrow show. This 
nominally Vertex AQ room was actually being 
operated by personnel from West Country 
dealer The Right Note, which is distributing 
Kaiser speakers in the UK. Those who visited 
the Munich High End show in May might also 
have found and heard this Kaiser speaker, 
this time presented in a high gloss orange.

The base price of the speakers is 
£22,360/pair, but picking several items 
from a comprehensive upgrade option 
list took the cost of our examples up to a 
substantially more extravagant £30,444. 
Many of these optional extras are listed 
separately (see Box), but the key 
items included on our samples were 
the Vertex AQ/Mundorf Supreme 
crossover network (+£3,400); 
replacement of copper internal wiring 
with Mundorf gold/silver (+£1,075); 
replacement of standard feet with 
Stillpoints (+£980); and the high 
gloss finish with carbon fibre front 
panel (+£2,580).

These are luxury, state-
of-art prices, so how does the 
Kawero! Vivace measure up to 
competition near the top of the 
market? For starters, whatever 
the finish that is chosen it’s a 

Kaiser Kawero! Vivace 
loudspeaker

EQUIPMENT REVIEW

By Paul Messenger

very elegant loudspeaker, and is also significantly more compact than most 
models of comparable price and pretensions. 

This is actually a two-and-a-half-way design, and although it doesn’t 
look at all bulky, that’s largely down to clever design choices, and the end 
result certainly doesn’t lack bass output – if anything rather the reverse. The 
main body of the speaker contains a fairly small, front-mounted 150mm bass/
mid driver operating in its own sub-enclosure at the top of the main carcase, 
and loaded by a rear-mounted 180mm Revelator ABR passive radiator. The 
main bulk of the enclosure is devoted to a 180mm rear-mounted, port-loaded 
bass-only driver. Judging by the swirly patterns on their diaphragms, both 
these units are very sophisticated drivers made for Kaiser by Danish OEM 
maker Scan-Speak, based on the Illuminator series, using cones made from a 
carbon fibre/foam/paper sandwich, and titanium voice-coil formers.

The Mundorf-made tweeter is mounted in its own little head unit, 
mechanically decoupled from the main enclosure and pivoted about a vertical 
axis. It’s an AMT (Air Motion Transformer) unit, and as such somewhat 
resembles a ribbon transducer, albeit with a heavily pleated diaphragm that 
should considerably enhance the available headroom.

The delicious standard of finish here deserves more than a passing 
mention – the carbon fibre front panel combined with a high gloss magenta 
enclosure and a high gloss black ‘head’ gives a very stylish and hi-tech 
appearance. But what’s really interesting from a technology perspective is that 
the enclosure proper is built from something called ‘tankwood’.

No I’d not heard of it either, nor it transpires have Google or Wiki, though 
the original German brand name Panzerholz proved more productive and 
informative. Apparently it’s made by just one German company, and I daresay 
the name derives from the fact that one application is to make the doors of 
VIP limos bulletproof. It’s actually a form of beech plywood, but the layers are 
impregnated with resin under high temperature and pressure, which bonds 
the layers together, effectively to form a composite. However, the fact that it 
starts off from a fibrous – and therefore non-homogenous – base could well be 
advantageous in damping terms.

Not surprisingly, tankwood is also very dense – drop a piece in water 
and it will sink, not float – and is very difficult indeed to machine. It wears out 
diamond-tipped tools for breakfast, which apparently adds significantly to the 
cost of working it, but has the minor advantage of being able to take a bolt 
thread without the need for an insert.

The tankwood construction is undoubtedly largely responsible for a very 
substantial weight of 82kg, which invariably comes as a surprise when trying 
to move what is, after all, a quite compact loudspeaker. The sides are formed 
in two sections split at a slight angle, considerably adding to the elegance and 
helping avoid parallel surfaces, while the tapering shape that’s substantially 
larger at the base than the top will ensure fine stability on the three Stillpoint 
feet. It should also be pointed out that this Vivace model is significantly better 
looking than the original, ongoing and more upmarket Kawero!

The links between Kaiser and Vertex AQ, and the fact that this speaker 
was fitted with the optional Vertex AQ crossover network explains why the 
review samples came from South West dealer The Right Note, which was the 
first to promote and sell the Vertex AQ accessories. And I suspect that my 
own longstanding enthusiasm for the Vertex AQ approach, including recently 
purchasing HiRez Roirama speaker cables, is a major reason why I received 
the speakers to review. Presumably it was also assumed that my system 

what’s in a name? 

Quite a lot it turns out, especially when 
it’s as curious as the one attached to 
this costly floorstander. 

The word Kaiser makes it pretty 
obvious that this is a German brand. 
The speakers are actually made by 
Kaiser GmbH, a substantial and very 
advanced wood-based engineering 
operation that specialises in acoustic 
solutions. It’s a family firm, was founded 
in 1948, and is located in beautiful 
alpine scenery near Untergriesbach, in 
the extreme bottom right hand corner 
of Germany. 

The Kawero! bit is a composite of 
the names of the three hi-fi enthusiast 
friends who originally worked together 
to design and develop the speakers. 
The ‘we’ part of the name refers to 
Technical Director Rainer Weber, 
who’s based in the ancient city of 
Regensburg, 140km back up the 
Danube, where he holds a senior 
position as an acoustician in automotive 
component specialist Continental AG. 
This involvement gives him access to all 
manner of interesting new technologies 
and materials, and he’s worked with 
Kaiser to create a top class listening 
room in the city, where the development 
work is carried out.

The Vivace word remains a 
mystery, though it does help distinguish 
this junior two-and-a-half-way model 
from the original and ongoing three-way 
Kawero! – not that the latter seems 
particularly lacking in vivacity!
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would deliver the sort of signal that would 
work well with the Kaiser speakers.

That certainly turned out to be the case, 
ultimately at least. Even though the initial 
impressions weren’t entirely positive, when 
the time finally came for the speakers to be 
collected, they’d truly won me over despite 
their quirks, and I’m missing them a lot now 
that they’ve gone.

Loudspeakers are complex devices: the 
sound that they create is essentially a slave 

Kawero! Vivace measure up to Kawero! Vivace measure up to 
competition near the top of the competition near the top of the 
market? For starters, whatever market? For starters, whatever 

first to promote and sell the Vertex AQ accessories. And I suspect that my 
own longstanding enthusiasm for the Vertex AQ approach, including recently 
purchasing HiRez Roirama speaker cables, is a major reason why I received 
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EQUIPMENT REVIEW / ASR EmittER ii ExcluSivE intEgRAtEd AmplifiER

I
f there’s a funny anecdote about a 

product, ideally one that doesn’t involve 

explosions or court cases, it’s always 

a good starting place. Here’s the one 

attached to the ASR; I got told there’s 

an integrated amp coming my way one 

Friday, but it never arrived. As I was walking 

out of my front door on Saturday morning a 

large van turned up, with apologies because 

the even larger van given over to delivering 

the ASR Emitter II Exclusive couldn’t make 

it down my road. The Emitter amp was 

weighing the van down and the delivery took 

up a small roomful of cardboard boxes, each 

one heavier than the last. 

ASR Emitter ii Exclusive 

integrated amplifier

EQUIPMENT REVIEW

By Alan Sircom

about. There’s six inputs as standard (with an option for a seventh, a balanced 

input, headphone output and two flavours of phono stage, along with the 

different finish options), but the best method is to stick to ‘direct’. There’s even 

a remote!

Whether it the bank of batteries, the Philbert-Mantelschnitt transformers, 

the 20 MOSFETs in the Class AB power amp stage, the battery arrays or 

the 862,000µF of buffer capacitance is unclear, but this is an amp that takes 

its time to come to fruition. It sounds excellent right out of the boxes, but 

hundreds of hours later, it sounds a heck of a lot more excellent. Given that it 

achieves its full conditioning from straight out of the warehouse in slightly more 

than eight days and it stays that way, this isn’t some kind of ‘wait until the 

warranty expires’ scam. From an engineering standpoint though, aside from 

rechargeable batteries and their memory, the idea of electronics ‘conditioning’ 

is distinctly left-field. Regardless, a week or so after you receive new boxes, 

you get most of the true ASR experience.

That experience is one of absolute neutrality and accuracy. Uncannily so. 

There’s little point banging out the old cliché about veils lifted, jaws dropped 

or envelopes pushed. It does all that. It does all the dynamic range you could 

wish for, all the detail you could want, as wide a soundstage as its possible to 

throw in your room and from your speakers, clarity, articulation, resolution and 

more. Even pulling out individual pieces of music to highlight aspects of the 

performance seems pointless, because you might as well list the entire record 

collection. And you get all this from the first bar of the first piece of music. And 

still you are left with more. Or maybe less.

You see this amp is so exceptionally ‘right’ sounding that it transcends 

all those hi-fi attributes. They read trite on the page. As does anything about 

‘musicality’; this amp doesn’t do ‘musicality’. It simply does what an amp 

loudspeakers, but if an amplifier could get a 

solid metal bar to make music, it would be the 

Emitter II Exclusive. Three transformers turn 

out eight different individually rectified and 

buffered voltages. The input block is made 

from brass, the output terminals are rated to 

100 amps and mounted 50mm apart, the 

PCBs are made from thick copper-tin tracks 

and mounted on high mass 60mm2 rails, 

and the 20 MOSFETS in the output stage 

delivering 280W into eight ohms, 500W 

into four and 900W into two ohms. Short 

of shock-mounting the four boxes in their 

own ejector seat, this is about as macho as 

integrated amps get. 

There’s little point discussing the 

physical appearance more than this, save 

for the seen across the room LED read-

out. And, despite looking every inch the 

hyperminimalist audio product, the ASR is 

actually a joy to use, once the pain of that 

hawser-wrangling installation is forgotten 

“What is a volestrangler, anyway?” asked the delivery guy (the boxes have 

the word Vollverstärker, German for ‘full amplifier’, written on the side).

“It’s an amplifier for a hi-fi system” 

“Must be a pretty big system” is the before-the-watershed, cleaned up 

version of his reply. He then asked for some painkillers and limped off, his 

Transit van visibly standing taller as it pulled away.

You see, that’s the fun of the ASR Emitter. It’s technically an integrated 

amp, but by all things normal, integrated amplifiers don’t have a habit of 

turning up in four boxes as big as a car engine. Neither do they weigh as 

much as a car engine that often. Still, you gotta love those crazy Germans and 

their wild volestranglers.

The mental process behind all the boxes is actually quite simple and 

obvious when you think it through. There’s the amp proper, its power supply 

and a pair of batteries to drive each channel of the amplifier’s line-stage. The 

mains feeds the batteries and the whole system is there to allow you to listen 

to music entirely unencumbered by any form of fluctuation on the power line, 

because the battery takes care of that. 

The basic plan of the Emitter II is over-engineering. This is the amp for beast 

loads in big, bad rooms. Of course, it will happily drive more down-to-earth 
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EQUIPMENT REVIEW / ASR EmittER ii ExcluSivE intEgRAtEd AmplifiER

I
f there’s a funny anecdote about a product, ideally one that doesn’t involve explosions or court cases, it’s always a good starting place. Here’s the one attached to the ASR; I got told there’s an integrated amp coming my way one Friday, but it never arrived. As I was walking out of my front door on Saturday morning a large van turned up, with apologies because the even larger van given over to delivering the ASR Emitter II Exclusive couldn’t make it down my road. The Emitter amp was weighing the van down and the delivery took up a small roomful of cardboard boxes, each one heavier than the last. 

ASR Emitter ii Exclusive integrated amplifier

EQUIPMENT REVIEW

By Alan Sircom

about. There’s six inputs as standard (with an option for a seventh, a balanced input, headphone output and two flavours of phono stage, along with the different finish options), but the best method is to stick to ‘direct’. There’s even a remote!
Whether it the bank of batteries, the Philbert-Mantelschnitt transformers, the 20 MOSFETs in the Class AB power amp stage, the battery arrays or the 862,000µF of buffer capacitance is unclear, but this is an amp that takes its time to come to fruition. It sounds excellent right out of the boxes, but hundreds of hours later, it sounds a heck of a lot more excellent. Given that it achieves its full conditioning from straight out of the warehouse in slightly more than eight days and it stays that way, this isn’t some kind of ‘wait until the warranty expires’ scam. From an engineering standpoint though, aside from rechargeable batteries and their memory, the idea of electronics ‘conditioning’ is distinctly left-field. Regardless, a week or so after you receive new boxes, you get most of the true ASR experience.

That experience is one of absolute neutrality and accuracy. Uncannily so. There’s little point banging out the old cliché about veils lifted, jaws dropped or envelopes pushed. It does all that. It does all the dynamic range you could wish for, all the detail you could want, as wide a soundstage as its possible to throw in your room and from your speakers, clarity, articulation, resolution and more. Even pulling out individual pieces of music to highlight aspects of the performance seems pointless, because you might as well list the entire record collection. And you get all this from the first bar of the first piece of music. And still you are left with more. Or maybe less.
You see this amp is so exceptionally ‘right’ sounding that it transcends all those hi-fi attributes. They read trite on the page. As does anything about ‘musicality’; this amp doesn’t do ‘musicality’. It simply does what an amp 

loudspeakers, but if an amplifier could get a solid metal bar to make music, it would be the Emitter II Exclusive. Three transformers turn out eight different individually rectified and buffered voltages. The input block is made from brass, the output terminals are rated to 100 amps and mounted 50mm apart, the PCBs are made from thick copper-tin tracks and mounted on high mass 60mm2 rails, and the 20 MOSFETS in the output stage delivering 280W into eight ohms, 500W into four and 900W into two ohms. Short of shock-mounting the four boxes in their own ejector seat, this is about as macho as integrated amps get. 
There’s little point discussing the physical appearance more than this, save for the seen across the room LED read-out. And, despite looking every inch the hyperminimalist audio product, the ASR is actually a joy to use, once the pain of that hawser-wrangling installation is forgotten 

“What is a volestrangler, anyway?” asked the delivery guy (the boxes have the word Vollverstärker, German for ‘full amplifier’, written on the side).“It’s an amplifier for a hi-fi system” 
“Must be a pretty big system” is the before-the-watershed, cleaned up version of his reply. He then asked for some painkillers and limped off, his Transit van visibly standing taller as it pulled away.You see, that’s the fun of the ASR Emitter. It’s technically an integrated amp, but by all things normal, integrated amplifiers don’t have a habit of turning up in four boxes as big as a car engine. Neither do they weigh as much as a car engine that often. Still, you gotta love those crazy Germans and their wild volestranglers.

The mental process behind all the boxes is actually quite simple and obvious when you think it through. There’s the amp proper, its power supply and a pair of batteries to drive each channel of the amplifier’s line-stage. The mains feeds the batteries and the whole system is there to allow you to listen to music entirely unencumbered by any form of fluctuation on the power line, because the battery takes care of that. 
The basic plan of the Emitter II is over-engineering. This is the amp for beast loads in big, bad rooms. Of course, it will happily drive more down-to-earth 
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Roy Gregory
We live in a world that seems to treat the terms “high-end” and “high-priced” 
as interchangeable. But they’re not, and nor should you ever accept that they 
are. High-end is all about attitude and thinking, goals and philosophy – and 
none of those things define cost. What makes a product high-end isn’t a 
high-price. Indeed, if we’re honest, we are regularly presented with expensive 
products that claim high-end status but are in reality, anything but. What 
actually does make a product high-end is its pursuit of performance, a notion 
that is absolutely central when it comes to audio, especially with it’s conjoined 
concepts of sonic performance and the musical performance itself. 

Perhaps the most dramatic example of this is contained in the unassuming 
shape of AudioQuest’s £40 Jitterbug, a blocky little dongle-like device that 
attaches, not entirely surprisingly, to USB ports everywhere – at least, everywhere 
in your audio orientated file-replay rig. If you are running music files out of a 
server, a MacMini, a MacBook Pro or just about any other computer-based audio 
source, stick a Jitterbug between the USB cable and the port its connected to 
and you’ll enjoy an instant and significant improvement in audio quality and a 
serious step forward in musical communication and rhythmic intelligibility. Now 
add another, either in line or in parallel on the same USB buss, and you’ll get 
another, similar improvement. In fact, you can go on adding Jitterbugs, scoring 
really effective improvements until you run out of ports and patience, or at 

least as far as four or five (the number varies 
with specific equipment and circumstances) 
where the scale of subsequent improvements 
doesn’t diminish. In fact, seemingly on the 
basis that dancing on your own really isn’t all 
that, using a pair of Jitterbugs is way more 
than twice as good as a single one. But what 
makes the Jitterbug a genuinely high-end 
device is that in a world where file replay is 
hailed as the inevitable future of home audio – 
and in which it so seldom actually delivers the 
musical performance available from CD, let 
alone vinyl – here’s a universal response that 
tackles fundamental issues with the format 
at source. This is the nearest thing to digital 
music magic I’ve come across – and you 
don’t hear me say that too often!

In somewhat the same vein, the HRS 
Damping Plates offer an absurd level of 
improvement to products that would consider 
themselves immune to such help. If high-end 
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GIK Acoustics treatments absorb more sound than any 
product on the market. We provide customers cost effective 

solutions to make every space sound its best. Acoustic 
panels, bass traps and diffusors direct to customers 

worldwide. Visit our website for more information 
and for free acoustic advice.

You say 
“Control Freak” 
like it’s a bad thing.

GIK ACOUSTICS MAKES YOUR ROOM SOUND BETTER.

gikacoustics.co.uk
+44 (0) 20 7558 8976
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conrad-johnson
conrad-johnson ET3 valve line preampli�er £2995      £1999
conrad-johnson ET3SE valve line preampli�er £4495      £3195
conrad-johnson ET3SE line/phono preampli�er - review sample £5990      £3999
conrad-johnson TEA-2 valve phono preampli�er - review sample £3490      £2299
conrad-johnson TEA-2MAX valve phono stage - review sample £7295      £4999
conrad-johnson Classic 60SE stereo ampli�er £4995      £3499
conrad-johnson ARTsa stereo ampli�er  £19995      £13495
conrad-johnson ARTmono ampli�er (pair) - pre-owned £40000      £24995
conrad-johnson Premier 18LS line FET preampli�er - pre-owned £4900      £1999

HiResTech
HRT STAGE Music System (Black or White) - Complete audio system £1299 £799

�nite elemente
�nite elemente pagode Signature Wall - Black wood/Chrome �nish £2300      £1299
�nite elemente pagode HD02MR Edition HD - Maple/Chrome �nish  £6950      £3490
�nite elemente pagode HD02MR EDITION HD - white/chrome £8500      £3999
�nite elemente pagode HD09MR EDITION "Q" - Left/Right use £1700      £1150
�nite elemente HD09MR Edition "L" Version - review sample £1700      £999

Kuzma
Kuzma Stabi XL4 turntable (black) - review sample £22495      £13995
Kuzma 4Point tonearm - review sample £4995 £4250
Kuzma Stabi M turntable - review sample £13995      £11995
Kuzma Stabi S turntable/Stogi S arm (brass or black) £2795      £1990
Kuzma Stabi SD turntable (for 2 tonearms) £1695      £1450
Kuzma Stabi S-12 turntable £1895 £1599
Kuzma Stogi S-12 tonearm £1495      £1270
Kuzma Stogi S-12 VTA tonearm £1695      £1450
Kuzma Stabi S HD Isolation Platform (solid maple) £295      £249
Kuzma Ebony Record Clamp £649      £550
Kuzma CAR MC cartridges – all models available - POA

BENZ-MICRO
BENZ-MICRO LP-S mc phono cartridge (0.34mV) £2999       £2299
BENZ-MICRO LP mc phono cartridge (0.34mV) £2299      £1699
BENZ-MICRO GLIDER SL mc phono cartridge (0.4mV) £799      £649
BENZ-MICRO GLIDER SM mc phono cartridge (0.8mV) £799      £649
BENZ MICRO GLIDER SH mc phono cartridge (2.5mV) £799      £649
BENZ-MICRO ACE SL mc phono cartrodge (0.4mV) £599      £499
BENZ-MICRO ACE SM mc phono cartridge (0.8mV) £599      £499
BENZ-MICRO ACE SH mc phono cartridge (2.5mV) £599      £499
BENZ-MICRO MC GOLD mc phono cartridge (0.4mV) £270      £229
BENZ-MICRO MC SILVER mc phono cartridge (2mV) £270      £229

Karan Acoustics
Karan Acoustics KA L REF Mk3 Line/Phono Pre  (silver �nish) £12700      £6999
Karan Acoustics Phono Reference preampli�er (silver �nish) £15000      £1070
Karan Acoustics PH1 phono preampli�er (silver �nish) £7900      £5490
Karan Acoustics KA S 180Mk2 stereo ampli�er - review sample £5995      £3495
Karan Acoustics KA I 180Mk2 integrated ampli�er (black �nish) £6995      £4999
Karan Acoustics KA M 650 mono ampli�er (pair) - in-house pair £18000      £7900
Karan Acoustics KA M 2000 mono ampli�er (pair) - (black �nish) £44995      £POA

Avalon Acoustics
Avalon Acoustics TIME loudspeaker system £59995      £POA
Avalon Acoustics PRO MIXING MONITOR £9995      £5999
Avalon Acoustics SYMBOL loudspeaker system (latest speci�cation) £4600      £1799
Avalon Acoustics STUDIO PRO loudspeaker - review pair £3700      £1850

Zanden Audio Systems
Zanden Model 120 Phono Preampli�er £7495      £5499
Zanden Model 8120 Stereo Power Ampli�er (90W) £21000      14999
Zanden Model 3000 Line Valve Preampli�er - review sample £14995      £8999
Zanden Model 2000P CD transport - review sample £27995      £16995
Zanden Model 5000MkIV Signature DAC - review sample £14995      £9995
Zanden DSC-1 Digital Signal Conditioner £1000      £499
   
Magnum Dynalab
Magnum Dynalab MD809T Valve Internet Tuner £7995     £5999
Magnum Dynalab MD807T Valve Internet Tuner - - review sample £4000     £2899
Magnum Dynalab MD806T Valve Internet Tuner £2350     £1795
Magnum Dynalab MD801 Internet Media Tuner £1500     £1150
Magnum Dynalab MD105T/DAC FM Valve Tuner - pre-owned £4299     £2499
Magnum Dynalab MD108 FM Valve Tuner - Pre-owned £6500     £2999
Magnum Dynalab MD108T Signature FM valve tuner £8495     £6899
Magnum Dynalab MD108T FM Valve Tuner £6995     £5499
Magnum Dynalab MD107T FM Valve Tuner £4500     £3499
Magnum Dynalab MD105 FM Tuner £2700     £2149
Magnum Dynalab MD90T SE FM Valve Tuner £2000     £1600
Magnum Dynalab MD90T FM Valve Tuner £1500     £1150
Magnum Dynalab MD90SE FM Tuner £1500     £1150
Magnum Dynalab MD90 FM Tuner £1150     £975
Magnum Dynalab MD306 Integrated Ampli�er - 2x125W £4500     £1899

Rogue Audio
Rogue Audio Stealth Phono MM/MC Preampli�er £900     £399
Rogue Audio Triton Phono MM/MC Preampli�er - Silver �nish £999     £499
Rogue Audio Sphinx Hybrid Integrated Ampli�er £1590     £999

Running Springs Audio
Running Springs Audio ELGAR mains conditioner - 4 outlets £1300     £999
Running Springs Audio DUKE mains conditione - 2 outlets £2000     £1395
Running Springs Audio JACO mains conditioner - 4 outlets £3000     £1795
Running Springs Audio HZ CROWN JEWEL Cord - 2m set 20A IEC £2000     £1250

CARDAS
CARDAS CROSS, NEUTRAL REFERENCE,  GOLDEN CROSS & GOLDEN REFERENCE  
interconnect, speaker, power and digital cable clearance!

CLEAR family of cables (review samples) also available.

E. & O. E. December 2015
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EQUIPMENT REVIEW / THE ULTIMATE AUDIOPHILE CHRISTMAS LIST!

and high-priced are all too often synonymous, 
how about high-end and heavyweight? With 
the advent of affordable CNC machining it 
seems that every product on the market offers 
some variation on the sculpted front-panel 
and contoured casework recipe that was 
once the hallmark of only the most ambitious 
and expensive designs. Unfortunately, looking 
the part and sounding the part are two very 
different things – something that has become 
even more obvious as the importance of a 
product’s mechanical behaviour has fallen 
into focus. HRS’s deceptively simple solution 
to this problem consists of slabs of aluminium, 
combined with sheets of polymer material that 
act to interface with the chassis. Take one of 
the Damping plates and place it along the 
length of a chassis top-plate and what you 
do is create a constrained layer, the polymer 
sandwiched between the top-plate and the 
damping plate. Simple and – believe me – 
effective! Naim went to extraordinary lengths to 
control chassis resonance in their Statement 
amplifiers, yet a quick AB demonstration of 
their sound, with and without HRS damping 
plates atop the towers pretty much stopped 
designer Steve Sells in his tracks: more air, 
more resolution, less grain, more colour, better 
dynamic discrimination, and wider dynamic 
range. Basically, all things you’d associate 
with a lower noise floor. It works on Classic 
Series components too, but lest you think this 
is a case of Naim bashing, the Audio Research 
Ref 150 SE undergoes an even more dramatic 
transformation. In fact, I haven’t found a single 
product in my system that doesn’t benefit, 
especially if you combine the Damping Plates 
with the matching Nimbus or Vortex couplers.

Moving up in price, we come to two 
products at the opposite end of the price 
bracket, but two products (or even three, 
‘cos I’m going to cheat) that both offer 

exceptional performance at their price, as well as exceptional performance 
together. First up is MartinLogan’s remarkable Motion 35XT, a small, two-way 
box-speaker in a world that’s seemingly full of small, two-way boxes. But the 
Motion 35XT is different. Firstly, because it’s a little larger than the average (well, 
larger than the also impressive 15XT anyway) allowing it to use a 165mm bass 
unit that’s actually capable of moving some air.  Secondly, because this is that 
rarest of beasts, a hybrid speaker that actually works. Now, if anybody is going 
to make a hybrid that works, the MartinLogan is a pretty good bet given how 
long they’ve been at it. What’s slightly ironic is that in the case of the 35XT, 
there isn’t an electrostatic driver in sight. Partnering its in-house aluminium 
coned woofer is a large diaphragm AMT folded motion driver, both housed in a 
heavily braced and beautifully finished high-gloss cabinet with sculpted edges, 
invisible fixings and a sloping top-panel (which comes in handy if you want to 
flip it over for better time alignment) adding up to a speaker that looks – and 
in this case sounds – a lot more expensive than its £1,300 asking price. Crisp, 
clean, and dynamic, the 35XT is detailed without sounding forced, enthusiastic 
without sounding overblown, and offers rhythmic fluency and articulation that 
many a flat-earth design would give its voice-coils for. Able and energetic, 
purposeful and communicative, the Motion 35XT is a timely and cost effective 
reminder of just what a good speaker should do – and just how good a really 
capable, compact two-way can be.

“Take one of the Damping plates and place it along the length of a 
chassis top-plate and what you do is create a constrained layer.”
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Next issue!
The Hi-Fi+ 2016 Product 

Of The Year Awards! 
We’ve compiled a list of the � nest products we’ve seen during 2015 and 

beyond, and bring you our choice of the best of the best. We’ve seen products 

ranging from under £50 to more than £300,000 and all of them have been 

compiled, sifted, sorted, and assayed to � nd the strongest products in every 

category. The de� nitive guide to what’s best in high-end audio!

Hi-Fi+ issue 131 will be in store January 7, 2016 (UK) 

and February 4, 2016 (US) Don’t miss out!

Also:
Exclusive � rst tests of the outstanding Tron Atlantic valve integrated ampli� er, 

the return of NuForce with its DAC 80 and ST180 amp, the new Kronos Sparta 

0.5 turntable and much, much more!
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At the other end of the price and 
ambition scale you’ll find products from 
Gryphon Audio, legendary éminence grise 
of the Danish high-end. Best known for 
very big, very black amplifiers, stunning 
visual design, fit and finish, as well as even 
bigger (and occasionally even blacker) 
loudspeakers, full Gryphon systems are 
normally priced well into “If you have to 
ask…” territory. But what I’m talking about 
here is the company’s most affordable units, 
the Scorpio CD player and Atilla integrated 
amplifier. Outwardly almost identical (which 
is why I get to mention them both) these two 
elegantly styled, immaculately engineered 
and finished products share all the physical 
and aesthetic attributes of Gryphon’s flagship 
products, yet cost “only” €6950 a piece. 
That’s a Gryphon source and amplification 
for around a hundred notes the right side of 
£10K: just add speakers and you are ready to 
rock and roll. No, really, you really are ready to 
rock and roll. The Scorpio delivers a musical 
signal that’s supple, sinuous, and dynamic, 
while the Atilla’s Gryphon DNA is clearly 
audible in its powerful sense of drive and 
sheer musical presence. With positive, touch 
screen controls, and immaculate metalwork 
to go with the beautifully flush mounted glass 
fascia, Gryphon’s most affordable set up 
looks and sounds considerably higher-end 
than a lot of the company’s flagship products. 
A joy to listen to and a pleasure to use, the 
Scorpio and Atilla are brilliant individually, 
and even more powerful together – a timely 
reminder of those days when the terms “hi-
fi” and “pride of ownership” used to actually 
appear in the same sentence. 

If you want to talk cost-no-object 
options then, for once, the choices are easy. 
One seemingly inevitable audio trend is the 
apparently unceasing upward spiral in the 
prices being asked for top-flight components. 
But even in the rarefied atmosphere of the 
highest-end, the price-tags attached to 
Naim’s Statement amplifiers came as quite 
a shock. What also comes as a shock is 

the level and nature of their performance. These are Naim amps that will slot 
straight into a traditional high-end system – and show it a thing or two when 
it comes to temporal and dynamic coherence, absolute spatial stability, and 
above all, bass definition, texture, and energy: Truly, remarkable products, both 
for their genesis and their realisation.     

Neodio’s Origine is not only the most beautiful piece of hi-fi I’ve ever used, 
it is also of all the digital replay systems I’ve experienced, the one that sounds 
most like life. One box means one shelf and a lot less cabling, which makes 
the Origine almost cost effective. The more I use it, the more I love it and, like 
the Naim amps, this product has never failed to please and startle visitors in 
equal measure. It only plays CDs (although there is a USB input), but when 
CDs sound this good, who cares?

What non-hi-fi item am I hoping for (actually expecting) in my Xmas 
stocking? That would be an Orbea OMR frameset. This sub-900g, carbon-
fibre bicycle frame is ridden at Pro-Tour level (that means in the Tour De France 
for you non-cyclists out there). It is the human-powered, two-wheel equivalent 
of a Formula 1 car. Yet despite that, a complete, pro-level build (frame, wheels 
and parts) will leave you change from £6K. It is (undoubtedly) more – or less, at 
least in material terms – bike than I will ever need, but it also serves as a timely 
reminder: I haven’t owned a cartridge that affordable for nearly a decade – and 
they wear out! In a world where we can buy more and more for less and less, 
if high-end audio hopes to have any continuing relevance then it’s going to 
have to offer not only performance commensurate with the prices it demands, 
but also that performance is going to have to be clearly demonstrable. Guys, 
we need to get used to the idea of justifying our existence all over again, for a 
whole new and whole lot more demanding audience.
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Steve Dickinson
I’m not sure I’ve been particularly good this 
year, so I don’t have any great expectations 
that anything featured below will find its way 
into my Christmas stocking (and fitting some 
of them into a stocking would be something 
of a challenge). But if Santa takes my 
promise to do better next year and leave me 
a little something ‘on account’, then I hope 
he reads Hi-Fi+. 

It’s been a fairly quiet year for me; other 
activities have kept me from the hi-fi scene 
rather more than I’d have preferred, which 
means I don’t have as big a bag of goodies 
to choose from. Nevertheless, I have been 
fortunate enough to experience some truly 
great, and some surprising and remarkable 
hifi this year. The first was the current range 
of Accuphase products. My introduction to 
Accuphase came in a review I did, years ago, 
of the e213 integrated amplifier. At the end 
of the review, the distributor grew tired of the 

endless struggle to prise my fingers away from the amp, and decided the 
easiest solution was to sell it to me. Ever since then, I’ve had a soft spot for 
Accuphase kit, even though I’d moved elsewhere in my own system. 

The new range has done remarkable things, retaining Accuphase’ 
marvellous musicality, warmth, and beauty, but raising its game with a natural, 
human touch which forced a bit of a rethink about how I would deploy the old 
cliché about getting closer to the performers. The DP550 is somewhere in the 
middle of the range of one box disc players, the cheapest of the range to offer 
both CD and SACD replay, and while the more expensive players are even 
better, I’m not greedy, and the DP550 does have the feel of a ‘forever’ product 
about it. Partly, of course, that’s down to build quality – the DP550 feels like 
something you could hide behind in the event of a global thermonuclear war, 
but mostly it’s because when I first heard it, my gut reaction was “That’s it! 
That’s what I want”. Having heard it a fair few times since then, it still is.

Quite a lot of product passes through the portals of chez Dickinson, but 
my core system hasn’t changed all that much in recent years, and one constant 
feature has been the Focal Electra 1028Be loudspeakers which continue to 
amaze and inform me. They’re not perfect, of course, as a quick listen to the 
Focal Utopia range will readily attest, but the Utopias are (once past the Diablo 
standmounts) a wee bit, well alright, far too large for my listening space. Even 
the larger standmount, the Viva Utopia, which I reckon to be the best of the 
range, is, size-wise, more like an Electra 1028 on a stick, with added bigness. 
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Matthew T
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England, to your specication, delivered to 
you for your pleasure and guaranteed for life.

The Bespoke Audio Company – we suit you.

thebespokeaudiocompany.com

Art Dudley - Stereophile, October 2015

“...the Bespoke sang more 
sweetly, more colorfully, and, 
above all, more forcefully.”
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EQUIPMENT REVIEW / THE ULTIMATE AUDIOPHILE CHRISTMAS LIST!

So, there’s a bit of a gap ‘twixt Electra 
and Utopia, and this year it was filled by Sopra. 
Specifically, the Sopra No.2. It concedes little 
to the Utopias in terms of scale, coherence, 
and downright musical communication, but 
is not all that much larger than the Electra 
1028, so is probably well suited to 
many typical UK domestic settings. In 
terms of performance, it is another of 
those products which impresses largely 
because it doesn’t draw attention to 
itself. It just quietly (alright, pretty noisily 
but the neighbours are used to it) gets 
on with the business of telling you just 
how amazing so many of the musicians 
are in your music collection. It doesn’t 
flatter. This is no rose-tinted, soft-focus 
soft-soaping. There is no euphonious 
coloration to pretty things up. In fact, 
detecting any form of coloration presents 
something of a challenge. It gives 
you confidence that the foibles of the 
loudspeaker aren’t getting between you 
and your music and that is remarkable. 

I’m going to need some considerably 
bigger stockings.

This was the year vinyl came back 
into my life in a big way, courtesy first 
of the Avid Diva II turntable, which 
reset my expectations as to what a 
sub-£2,000 turntable can achieve, 
but more recently thanks to the Audio 
Origami Uniarm reviewed elsewhere in 
this issue. Suffice it to say the Uniarm 
took the Avid turntable to a level of 
performance it has no claim to, at its 
price. The arm costs exactly as much 
as the turntable, so the pairing is 
£3000, but I’m struggling to think of a 
combination, for that money or quite 
a lot more, which would approach the 
sheer levels of musical communication 
this remarkable tonearm brought 
me. It’s a unipivot design, and I 
like unipivots in much the same 
way as I like dogs, on a matter of 
general principle. The Uniarm is the 
Labrador of unipivots: solid, reliable, 
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EQUIPMENT REVIEW / THE ULTIMATE AUDIOPHILE CHRISTMAS LIST!

trustworthy, but huge fun to be around. It also 
looks pretty good, but happily for me, doesn’t 
eat cartridges like a Labrador would if you left 
one on the floor.

If you’ve got a Labrador, as we have, 
then some stern retraining might be required 
if you decide to invest in some Panda Feet, 
which are mostly intended as cable-lifters, 
not dog toys. A crisply-machined cube of 
compressed bamboo which serves as a 
neat and eco-friendly cable lifter, or could 
conceivably be pressed into service as a 
discreet equipment support under, say, a 
freestanding power amp. As a cable lifter, 
it seems to open out the music, creating 
more space around the instruments and 
contributing to the sense of fluency and life 
in the performance. At around £100 for a 
set of four, these can give an inexpensive, 
er, lift to your system, or a somewhat more 
expensive few hours of entertainment to your 
dog. Don’t say I didn’t warn you.

If there is any space left in my stocking, 
I’d almost certainly fill it with various little bits 
of PEEK, from MusicWorks. Regular readers 
may recall the MusicWorks Revo support 
platform, an acrylic ‘table’ which resembles 
a normal hifi rack in much the same way 
that I resemble George Clooney. Lately, 
MusicWorks have been experimenting with 
PEEK, a type of engineering plastic, in key 
elements of their design. Aside from upgrades 
to the table, they have also produced a range 
of cones, feet and sundry bits and bobs to 
keep an inveterate tweaker like me happy 
for weeks on end. I’ve replaced the spikes 
under my loudspeakers with a set of turned 
PEEK feet, and may yet replace those with 
a set of cones. The thing is, I have no real 
idea what the PEEK is doing, or not doing, 
except that every change so far has taken 
me closer to the music and further from the 

hifi. It is truly bizarre, and not a little troubling, to hear the difference one PEEK 
cone makes, when replacing something else under the equipment. But it is fun 
and while PEEK is not a cheap material, and I can’t claim the bits and pieces 
are pocket-money prices -  a set of cones can be had for under £100, which 
is not a lot for an opening into a world of better music, hours of harmless 
experimentation (points ‘up’ or points ‘down’, source, preamp or speakers 
first…), and bemused head-scratching.

After which, I might need a drink, and this year has been the year of 
barrel-aged sour beer. I’m not sure quite where this fits in the Chinese calendar, 
but I’m lobbying for having it every year because it’s been an experience, 
thanks to the creativity of the modern craft beer movement. Sour beers use 
naturally occurring yeasts, and associated bacteria like Lactobacillus and 
Brettanomyces, to ferment the liquor, producing a characteristically savoury 
and sour taste. It’s much the same process that is used in sourdough, and 
some of the smells in the beer are very much present in sourdoughs too. The 
flavour is, as you’d expect, predominantly sour, but the use of hops means a 
complex sour/bitter thing is going on which is definitely greater than the sum of 
its parts. Barrel-ageing brings a degree of creaminess, maturity, and complexity 
to the flavours which I’d normally associate with wines. In fact, one of my very 
favourites, ‘Sour Grapes’ (sadly, all gone now), aged three years in oak wine 
barrels, had the creamy complexity of a really fine white Rioja. There are lots of 
others, ‘Modus Operandi’ by the Wild Beer Company being a current favourite, 
but new sour beers, or ‘saisons’ are cropping up all the time and it’s proving 
hard to keep up. Nevertheless, I’ll do my best. 

“This year has been the year of the barrel-aged sour beer. I’m not quite 
sure where that fits in the Chinese calendar.”
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MUSIC FEATURE

Portrait of a musician: 
ENRIQUE MAZZOLA, 
conductor
by Branko Bozic

E
ditor’s Note: Branko Bozic of Audiofreaks has 
rarely been so animated and inspired as he is by 
conductor Enrique Mazzola. Bozic first contacted 
us about writing a feature on Mazzola about a 
year ago. On the 24th attempt, we finally caved! 

This is a very personal portrait of a conductor who clearly 
seems to captivate!

Born in Spain to a musical family, Enrique Mazzola started 
violin and piano studies at an early age, later graduating 
to conducting and composition at the Giuseppe Verdi 
Conservatory in Milan.

Mazzola’s recent seasons include many highly successful 
débuts, notably Wiener Symphoniker, Orchestra of the Age 
of Enlightenment, Oslo Philharmonic, London Philharmonic, 
Brussels Philharmonic and Swedish Radio Symphony 
Orchestra. Recent opera engagements include Glyndebourne 
Festival (L’elisir d’amore, Don Pasquale, Poliuto), Teatro del 
Maggio Musicale Fiorentino (L’italiana in Algeri), New National 
Theatre Tokyo (Don Giovanni), Opera du Rhin (Macbeth, La 
cenerentola), Théâtre des Champs-Elysées (Don Pasquale, 
Tancredi), Deutsche Oper Berlin (Barbiere di Siviglia, Falstaff, 
Le Vaisseau fantôme and Dinorah), Bolshoi Thetre (La 
sonnambula) and Teatro alla Scala (Don Pasquale).

He has conducted major European festivals, including an 
acclaimed new production of Falstaff at the Aix-en-Provence 
Festival, München Opernfestspiele, Festival de Radio France, 
Rossini Opera Festival, Biennale of Venice, George Enescu 
Festival, the Dvorák Prague Festival and Les  Chorégies 
d’Orange. Between 1999 and 2003 he was the Artistic 
and Music Director of the Cantiere Internazionale d’Arte in 
Montepulciano, where he conducted many concerts and new 
operatic productions with the RNCM Symphony Orchestra.

An accomplished interpreter of contemporary music, 
Mazzola conducted the world premiere of Colla’s Il processo 

at La Scala, Il re nudo by Luca Lombardi at Teatro dell’Opera 
di Roma, Medusa by Arnaldo De Felice at the Bayerische 
Staatsoper, Isabella by Azio Corghi at the Rossini Opera 
Festival, and many other premieres with major European 
orchestras. As Artistic Director of ONDIF he commissioned 
many world premieres and founded a competition for 
young composers.

Plans for the 2015/2016 season include concerts with 
the Wiener Symphoniker (China Tour and Bregenz Festival) 
and the London Philharmonic, many and varied programmes 
with ONDIF at the Philharmonie of Paris and Festivals (Saint-
Denis, La Chaise-Dieu). He also continues Meyerbeer cycle 
at the Deutsche Oper Berlin with a new production of 
Vasco da Gama, debuts at the Metropolitan Opera (L’elisir 
d’amore), returns at Zurich Opera House (Don Pasquale), 
and Glyndebourne Opera Festival with new production of Il 
Barbiere di Siviglia.

Further engagements include concerts with the London 
Philharmonic Orchestra,  Wiener Symphoniker, Quebec 
Symphony Orchestra, and New Japan Philharmonic. Opera 
includes his debut at the Lyric Opera of Chicago and numerous 
projects with the Zurich Opera House, the continuation of a 
Meyerbeer cycle with the Deutsche Oper Berlin and a Rossini 
cycle at Théâtre des Champs Elysées.

With such a ‘bio’, one would think the whole world has 
known, or at least known of, Maestro Mazzola for a long time. 
Alas, only the last few years have given us the privilege to 
uncover properly his musical, artistic, and creative wealth. 
But, best of all, he is going to stay in the limelight of the 
international operatic and symphonic scene for many years to 
come. The UK had and still has an important role in Mazzola’s 
emergence into the top league of contemporary conductors. 

My first encounter with his artistry was back in 2011 
when he conducted a production of Donizetti’s Don Pasquale 
for Glyndebourne on Tour (GOT). Immense raw talent 
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and excellent musicality were immediately noticeable. It 
was no surprise that Glyndebourne engaged him for a full 
scale production of the same opera within the main 2013 
Festival with Alessandro Corbelli, Danielle de Niese, and 
Nikolai Borchev as the mainframe of the singing cast. What 
a delightful experience in every possible way. Once again at 
Glyndebourne this Summer, Mazzola created a masterpiece 
out of Donizetti’s rarely performed, gorgeous opera Poliuto.

Enrique Mazzola is an interesting and, in many ways, 
unique exponent of today’s classical music conducting scene. 
Rarely have we seen a conductor of such versatility and broad 
repertoire in almost every segment of musical history. On one 
hand, a brilliant specialist for Donizetti and Rossini. On the 
other, a truly emotional analyst of complex and rich texture of 
operas by Giacomo Meyerbeer, not to mention a huge opus 
of symphonic pieces he mastered over the years.

His discography is not, for now, as extensive and vast 
as his repertoire and experience would suggest. But, that is 
going to change in the near future and that fact is one of the 
reasons why those in favour of first-class musical performance 
as well as the highest quality sound of a recording should keep 
their eyes open. Enrique Mazzola understands and pursues 
the best possible sound of his music equally on stage and 
when actively assisting the editing of every single CD, DVD, or  
Blu-Ray disc carrying his name. Watch his Glyndebourne 
2013 Don Pasquale or listen to the recording of Paisiello’s 

overtures and symphonies and it all becomes clear within a 
few minutes.

What makes Mazzola noteworthy is his portfolio of simple 
and traditional ‘qualities’ professed by top musicians, but 
possessed by few. First and foremost, he ruthlessly insists 
on articulate precision and rhythmic perfection of any music 
played. And so he should – without those criteria met, there 
is nothing to create a great interpretation from. His tempi are 
a true and faithful reflection of the era from which any piece 
of music comes. While sometimes near style extremes, they 
always remain well within boundaries of aesthetic beauty. 
His phrasing and melodic renditions are very natural and 
convincing without any exaggeration or artificial overdoing. 
His music flows and breathes with transparency and zest, but 
never at the expense of deep and layered emotion. With early 
classics, bel canto, or late romantic material he always follows 
the same approach, cleaving to the same basic postulates 
of how and what should be done and how it should sound. 
Most of all, he cares a lot about how the audience or listeners 
should feel while at the ‘receiving end’. Truly remarkable.

An intriguing aspect of Enrique Mazzola’s official 
biography is that there is no mention of his age. And, perhaps, 
for a good reason. Like a good wine and other best ingredients 
in life, nothing ever gets perfect (or close to it) until the time is 
right. It is never too late…for the best.

www.enriquemazzola.com 

“What makes Mazzola noteworthy is his portfolio of simple and 
traditional ‘qualities’ professed by top musicians, but possessed by few.”
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Starfire
Jaga Jazzists
NinjaTune

Starfire was released in June but 
it’s taken this long to get around 
to a review because the band’s 
sound has changed, and initially that 
change lacked appeal. But deeper 
investigation of their fifth studio 
release reveals that it has a lot to 
offer to those in search of musical 
adventure. The transformation was 
brought about by bandleader Lars 
Horntveth’s move from Oslo to Los 
Angeles, and the change of scenery 
and culture has resulted in greater 
use of synthesiser and considerably 
longer pieces than previous releases. 
Several of the five tracks on Starfire 
last 10 minutes or more, apparently 
because they decided to include 
remixes alongside the main theme. 

The use of synth rather than the 
wider variety of acoustic and electric 
instruments of Jaga’s earlier works 
gives Starfire a slightly hard and dense 
sound, so vinyl is probably the most 
sympathetic format to hear it on, but a 
good CD player will let you appreciate 
its finer points. These include kick ass 
drums, anthem-like crescendos, and 
plenty of diversity.  Predictable it ain’t; 
rewarding it is. Starfire reflects the 
adventures of a Norwegian in a city 
that never sleeps. It has a slow burn 
epic grandeur that will worm its way 
under your skin, in a good way. JK

Black Light
Sonar
Cuneiform

Math prog with Swiss precision is an 
unusual combination, but it is one that 
Sonar does so well that their music 
has mystic qualities rarely associated 
with such categories. Imagine if you 
will the work of Tool chilled slightly 
and mixed with late King Crimson, 
and you will get some idea of what’s 
happening on Black Light. Sonar is 
a Swiss ensemble of serious looking 
guys, who play two guitars, bass, and 
drums with mathematical precision, 
yet avoid sounding like a machine by 
slowly twisting the patterns that they 
weave to create a fascinating wall of 
powerful yet clean sound. 

The guitars of Stephan Thelen 
and Bernhard Wagner alone have the 
potential to sound clinical with the 
wrong production, but the presence of  
David Bottrill (Peter Gabriel, Tool, King 
Crimson) behind the desk and the 
rhythm section of Christian Kuntner 
(bass) and Manuel Pasquinelli (drums) 
ensures that the humanity shows 
through. It’s technical trance music 
that’s almost gamelan-like in the 
restraint with which patterns morph 
and evolve. Tonally, the palette is 
reflected in the artwork, which is close 
to being grayscale if not monotonic. 
As such,  there is little in the way of 
aesthetic diversion, which focuses the 
mind’s eye on the interweaving notes. 
All in all, it works rather well. JK
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record
reviews
How To Read Them

The information contained in the 
record reviews is presented in the 
following way. Albums are identified 
by label and – where possible – 
serial number. Beneath this you 
will find one or more icons which 
denote the available formats for the 
recording. The first icon refers to the 
format reviewed.

The ratings at the bottom of 
each review reflect the reviewer’s 
opinion of the recording quality, 
and musical merits of the album. 
You’ll soon realise that a great many 
musically significant albums offer 
less than wonderful sound. Don’t let 
it put you off! For your information, 
the scale rates a standard, good 
quality pop recording as slightly 
below average.
This issue’s featured reviewers are:
DD – Dennis D Davis
JK – Jason Kennedy
SM – Simon McEnery 
MM – Mike Mercer
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MUSIC REVIEW / CONTEMPORARY

Zap Francis EP
11/7/15
When Sci-Fi and Hip-Hop Collide

Zap Francis is an alias. And that’s 
pretty much all a few of us journos 
in the electronic music scene have 
been able to find out about the elusive 
artist. Now, apparently it’s an alias for 
someone who just didn’t quite make 
it, but had an influence on the cultural 
and musical evolution of hip-hop and 
electronic dance music cultures. For 
me, reading that was enough to check 
out the EP. You might need a bit more. 
It’s also a short record (thus, Zap 
Francis EP), but the musical journey 
is worth every minute. What little we 
have found out about him explains a 
lot with regard to the sonic signature 
of this EP. It’s like future hip-hop 
and electronic lounge music. I don’t 
mean that as an insult, like saying it’s 
strictly background or elevator music, 
quite the contrary actually. It’s what I 
(and some of my mates) would call 
“intelligent electronic music”. I read 
an article about it today, where the 
writer actually heard from Zap Francis, 
and he said something about creating 
music that could be played at a party, 
that you could groove or dance to 
it, but also carry on a conversation. 
Zap Francis’ musical expression fits 
this bill exactly. Its twisted synths, 
bleeps, blips, stabs, and pads, mixed 
with minimal but impactful percussive 
elements make it a splendid late-night 
listening record.   

Admittedly, ‘Scuffer’, the first 
track, had to grow on me – but it did, 
and fast. When I played it the first 
time, it wasn’t that I didn’t like it. It 

was more along the lines of: Damn, 
this is different. So ‘Scuffer’ got the 
short end of the stick during my first 
listening session. But when I played it 
again, I fell in love with it immediately. 

The second cut, however, 
‘Igma’, caught my attention twenty-
to-thirty bars in. Its airy xylophone-
sounding intro bleeds seamlessly 
into this atmospheric soundscape of 
sweeps and hovering chords. Then 
it broke-down into an early morning 
tech-house chugger, with a four-
on-the-floor kickdrum and echoing 
robotic sounds. I was hooked. In 
the track, there’s this wavering 
synthesizer sound that’s so familiar 
and reminds me of Moby’s forward-
thinking, Everything is Wrong album. 
‘Spirit Felt’ opens with splintered 
chimes that sound like separating 
one of those beaded draperies that 
hang in a doorway and all these silver 
beads knocking against each other. It 
glistens. The bassline is equal parts 
funk and atmospheric electronica with 
a dash of wispy keys and hovering 
synths. This is lounge music for those 
of us sick and tired of lounge music! 
‘Moving Signals’ lives up to its name: 
With panning, pinging blips and beeps 
framed with another funked-out bass 
riff. There’s also a grand sense of 
spaciousness here, with ambient 
noise filling the soundstage. The 
only somewhat formulaic signature 
that’s noticeable here is Zap Francis’ 
orchestration of ascending and 
descending minimal breakdowns 
– which do a fantastic job of mixing 
things up when they’re about to 
sound monotonous. The artist knows 
where to shake it up, and when to lay 

things down. The combination makes 
for a splendid sonic adventure.

‘Chime End’ might seem a 
ridiculously simple and unimaginative 
song title, but I have a feeling there’s a 
method to that madness – what it is, 
however, well, I can’t tell you that quite 
yet. This track doesn’t begin with the 
suspected chock full a’ chime sounds. 
Francis opens things up with a few airy 
synth pads, leading into another laid-
back, bouncy bassline surrounded by 
a cacophony of chime samples. The 
artist paints a wonderfully dimensional 
sound field across the whole EP, and 
the track sequence is key there. 
Again, just when I thought things 
were starting to sound a bit tedious, 
he switches it up. I love when an 
artist possesses the intuition needed 
to keep me engaged in music like 
this. There’s no dramatic build-up 
to the instrumental meat of ‘Age Of’ 
- the EP’s closer. It jumps straight 
into a four-on-the-floor kickdrum, 
eighties-sounding synthesizers, and 
atmospheric textures. The record 
sounds like a soundtrack to inner-city 
nightlife. It’s not the album you drop 
on the dancefloor at 4:00AM in the 
club, but it’s interesting enough to 
either get lost in, keep on while you’re 
entertaining guests at the dinner table, 
living room, or, of course, if you’re 
throwing a party in the lounge. Zap 
Francis has mastered an interesting 
formula on this EP, and I can’t wait for 
more. Highly recommended. MM
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MUSIC REVIEW / AUDIOPHILE & JAZZ

Our Gang
Anthony Wilson
Groove Note 1008-1

One of Groove Note’s two latest 
reissues, Our Gang features Wilson 
with a trio rather than his usual larger 
jazz combos. The result is startling. 
On-line record dealer Music Direct’s 
listing for the LP states, “Maybe the 
Best Sounding LP We Sell!” Our 
Gang is being re-released now as a 
45-RPM set, having been previously 
released as a 33-RPM disc with 
a second “bonus” 45-RPM disc. 
Recorded in 2000 at Cello Studios in 
Hollywood, produced by Joe Harley, 
and mastered by Bernie Grundman, 
the original sounded pretty good.  

Cello Studios, which existed from 
1999 through to 2002, was part of 
the historical facility known as United 
Western Recorders, famous for some 
of the Beach Boys’ and Sam Cooke’s 
greatest hits. Teaming Wilson on 
guitar with Mark Ferber on drums, 
and Joe Bagg on Hammond B-3, 
Harley produced a session of winning 
arrangements of tunes written by the 
bands’ members mixed with other 
compositions by Ellington, Lennon/
McCartney, Kenny Burrell, and Frank 
Loesser.  The original LP set let you 
hear into the studio in a way few other 
recordings allow.  This new 45-RPM 
mastering takes it up a considerable 
notch with true ‘reach and out and 
touch the musicians’ sound. DD

Kalthoum
Ibrahim Maalouf
Impulse!

Ibrahim Maalouf is a young Lebanese-
born, Paris-based trumpet player 
who has played with Salif Keita, 
Sting, and many more. He has also 
produced eight albums since 2007. 
This, the second release of the year, 
is a celebration of the women that 
overturned the course of history and 
is a suite based on a song by Oum 
Kalthoum, an Egyptian diva whose 
repertoire included an hour long 
piece called ‘Alf Leila Wa Leila’ (The 
Thousand and One Nights). The song 
forms the basis of the album’s ‘Intro’, 
‘Overtures’, and ‘Movements’.

Composed by Maalouf and 
German pianist Frank Woeste, 
Kalthoum was recorded in New York 
with Larry Grenadier (bass), Clarence 
Penn (drums), and Mark Turner 
on sax. The rhythm section works 
with Woeste to produce a vigorous 
backdrop for Maalouf to weave his 
translation of the aforementioned song 
over. His lines are frequently mirrored 
by the sax, the two playing as one 
in remarkable unity. It’s the contrast 
between Maalouf’s Arabic style of 
playing with the accompaniment that 
makes this such a compelling album. 
Woeste and the rhythm section are 
extremely strong, yet the highlight is 
‘Movement 1’ which is the calmest 
piece and consists largely of piano 
and trumpet alone. JK

Famous Blue  
Raincoat
Jennifer Warnes 
Impex IMP 2061

Warnes got her start on the Smothers 
Brothers Comedy Hour in 1967; she 
then released a series of albums on 
various labels, worked as a back-up 
singer for Leonard Cohen, and finally 
began receiving some commercial 
success with movie theme songs.  But 
it wasn’t until 1987, with her release of 
this album of Cohen songs on Cypress 
Records, that she really took off and 
received critical acclaim as an artist.  

Her collaboration with Cohen 
produced some cutting-edge 
interpretations of his music, and her 
album not only raised her visibility, 
but also gave a jump-start to Cohen’s 
sagging career. It’s hard to think of 
some of the Cohen songs on this 
album like ‘First We Take Manhattan’ 
or ‘Bird On A Wire’ without thinking 
of Warnes’ interpretation. Despite the 
great arrangements and outstanding 
backing musicians (including Stevie 
Ray Vaughan on the opening number), 
the LP took on the dreaded ‘female 
vocalist’ moniker. The original release 
was mastered from digital, while this 
reissue is all analogue, made from 
Warnes’ personal mix master and 
prepared by Bernie Grundman under 
Warners Bros supervision. The LP 
cover artwork is far superior to the 
original Cypress version and the lyric 
sheet is a work of art in itself. DD
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MUSIC REVIEW / AUDIOPHILE & JAZZ

Western Suite
Jimmy Giuffre
Pure Pleasure SD 1330

Pure Pleasure has decided to tackle 
a difficult target with this excellent 
release.  Giuffre started out as a 
swing band saxophone player who 
developed into an avant-garde artist 
best known for his clarinet playing—
not exactly a formula for big record 
sales. Giuffre came out of the cool 
jazz left coast tradition to play with 
a shifting group of like-minded 
improvisation artists, including Paul 
Bley, Steve Swallow, and Jim Hall.  
They were at their apex in the early 
1960s with a string of releases on 
Verve and Columbia. He had recently 
began touring with a rhythm-less 
group, replacing Pena with trombonist 
Bob Brookmeyer.

 The trio plays quiet, haunting 
music that, if not as challenging as 
Giuffre’s masterpiece Free Fall, three 
years in the future, is also more 
approachable. Sounding redolent 
of ECM sound, the ambiguous 
instrumental timbres signal a freedom 
from jazz’s strictures of the 1950s and 
a direction that still sounds modern 
and familiar more than a half century 
later.  Pure Pleasure’s 180-gram 
reissue, mastered by Ray Staff at Air 
Mastering, presents a nice stereo 
image, better than average for 1958.  
Never an easy LP to find in playable 
original shape, this was an excellent 
choice for reissue. DD

Afternoon In Paris
John Lewis & Sacha Distel
Sam Records MEDX 12005

Sam Records’ latest reissue teams 
three-quarters of the Modern Jazz 
Quartet (sans vibes) with three 
prominent French jazz artists—Sacha 
Distel (guitar), Barney Wilen (tenor 
saxophone), and Pierre Michelot 
(bass). Recorded in Paris in late 
1956, the album is a collection of jazz 
standards, including the title piece 
composed by Lewis and Distel, and 
first recorded here. The MJQ were 
consistently well recorded, and this 
related session is no exception—
Versailles captured these tunes in 
beautiful 1956 mono sound.  For 
those who have tuned out the MJQ 
as too straight-laced or formulaic, this 
is no MJQ album with guest artists.  

The Frenchmen integrate well 
with the band and bring their own 
personality high up in the mix.  The 
MJQ members act more as backup 
musicians to Distel and Wilen’s leads, 
while the interplay of guitar, sax, and 
piano is intoxicating.  The original of 
this LP is virtually unobtainable, and 
even the US reissue is uncommon.   
These favourable remarks apply only 
to the Sam Records version, cut from 
the original tapes, with a beautiful 
cover reproduction, not to the Wax 
Times reissue of the same title using 
a reproduction of the US cover and 
sourced from who knows where. DD

Kind Of Blue
Miles Davis
Mobile Fidelity MFSL 2-45011

How many copies of Kind of Blue 
do you own? The gold standard has 
always been a “first” pressing, with 
the “6 eye” Columbia label. Given that 
this is the best selling jazz album of all 
time, a good argument can be made 
that most of the 6 eye pressings are 
not really early pressings. And most 
of those, even looking pristine, are 
noisy in the (many) quiet passages. 
Columbia ran two three-track 
machines at the two KOB sessions. 
The main machine needed repair and 
ran slightly slow for the first session 
(side one of the LP). That machine’s 
tape was used for all issues until into 
the 1990s. 

Given the scarcity and price of 
original pressings, audiophile labels 
have churned out reissues from the 
beginning of audiophile time. Classic 
Records reissued countless versions 
which some (other) commentators still 
laud and which demand high resale 
values. Absolute Analogue produced 
a nice reissue long out of print. 
Columbia continues to produce vinyl 
but from digital tapes. This gorgeous 
45-RPM box lacks some of the air 
and decay present in the original, 
but cleans up instrumental timbre, 
especially the piano sound, like no 
other version. This virtue balances out 
the loss of air, to deliver the next best 
thing to an early original pressing. DD
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Christmas from Christ’s
The Choir of Christ’s College, 
Cambridge
Jonathan Ellse and Sidharth 
Prabhu-Naik, organists
Directed by David Rowland
Regent REGCD446

This CD of Christmas music from a 
Cambridge college starts with some 
very familiar Warlock settings, from 
‘Bethlehem Down’ to ‘Balulalow’, 
followed by Holst’s ‘Four Old English 
Carols’, and his familiar ‘Lullay, My 
Liking’. Thus far, there isn’t a lot in 
terms of repertoire to get excited 
about, in spite of an examination of 
Warlock, Holst, and Vaughan Williams’ 
reinvention of the traditional English 
carol being well worthwhile.

With Vaughan Williams’ ‘Eight 
Traditional English Carols’, however, 
we have something of real curiosity 
value. We get a mixture here, and for 
the most part it’s a pleasure, and an 
interesting and intriguing one at that, 
when the harmony arrives.

What Christ’s College Choir have 
to their advantage is a fresh and 
youthful quality, which brings with it no 
little joy and vitality. It is also a pleasure 
to hear the richness and maturity 
that the women’s voices bring to the 
sound (Christ’s has been a mixed 
choir since 1979). The disadvantages 
are the effects of occasional bouts 
of over-enthusiasm on the intonation 
and ensemble, but that’s a minor 
quibble. SM

Berg - Lyric Suite; Wellesz - 
Sonnets
Emerson Quartet and 
Renée Fleming
Decca 4788399

Berg’s Lyric Suite is a famously 
personal work, charting the history 
– and tumultuous emotions – of an 
affair, while also referencing directly 
several composers including Wagner. 
It is the aural equivalent of an 
expressionist masterpiece, by turns 
bleak and angular, then rich with post-
Romanticism. The Emerson Quartet, 
always a precise and even cerebral 
outfit, bring a splendid clarity to the 
piece, but with a sumptuousness 
and passion that make it remarkably 
engaging. The final movement is 
presented in two versions, one being 
a vocal one, with the appearance of 
Renée Fleming. Fleming is on splendid 
form, with a mix of intellectual hauteur 
and moments of ravishing emotion.

The Berg is partnered here 
with the much less well-known  
Wellesz settings of Elizabeth Barrett 
Browning’s Sonnets from the 
Portuguese, translated into German. 
The Sonnets, here in their original 
version for soprano and string quartet 
make an excellent pairing for the 
Berg, being sumptuously expressive. 
Fleming’s performance in particular is 
full of emotional depth.

The CD’s short closer, 
‘Zeisl’s Komm, süßer Tod’, is also 
exquisite SM

Joseph Haydn - 
Symphonies Nos. 31, 
70 and 101
Robin Ticciati, Scottish Chamber 
Orchestra
Linn Records CKD 500

This first of two projected CDs of 
Haydn Symphonies features no.  31 
(the Hornsignal), no. 70, and the 
well-known Clock, no. 101 – in other 
words three symphonies that span a 
wide range of Haydn’s output. The 
performances are an interesting mix 
of authentic and modern, in that the 
horns in the Hornsignal are valveless, 
and we have modern strings playing 
with no vibrato. 

It is the horns, in fact, that are the 
best thing about this recording. The 
gusto of their playing at the opening 
is pretty exhilarating, but their subtler, 
slightly fruity, slightly raw playing in the 
quiet passages of the third movement, 
for example, is equally joyous.

The playing on the Hornsignal 
symphony is in general rather fine. 
The tempi are brisk but not too fast, 
and the mood is light and airy, the 
tone well-balanced and articulate.

With the Clock, things unravel a 
little. The tempi are now not so much 
jaunty as breathless, the playing 
seems more perfunctory, and the 
orchestra suddenly feels a little small 
for the piece. It’s telling that one of the 
best things about this recording is the 
inclusion of three very fine essays in 
the liner notes. SM

CD
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Breathe Freely
Julian Wagstaff
Derek Clark, conductor
Linn Records CKD535

Breathe Freely is a new chamber 
opera, for three singers and piano 
trio, with both music and libretto by 
contemporary Scottish composer 
Julian Wagstaff. It was composed in 
2013 to celebrate the tricentenary 
of the appointment of the first Chair 
of Chemistry at the University of 
Edinburgh, and is a semi-fictional 
account of the contribution the 
Chemistry Department made to 
the Second World War victory. 
This recording also includes 
Wagstaff’s rather fine piano trio, ‘A 
Persistent Illusion’.

Wagstaff ’s style is very 
approachable. The textures, with 
a small ensemble, could be more 
varied, though the use of the odd 
pastiche adds rather than detracts. 
The are some lovely moments, such 
as ‘The evening light’ and ‘To live is to 
regret’, both movingly sung by tenor 
Paul Curievici, though it must be 
said the singing and playing is largely 
exemplary from all concerned.

Breathe Freely aspires to a 
universality in its themes of the greater 
good. It may be that that’s quite a lot 
to manage in forty-odd minutes. But 
nevertheless this is an excellent and 
engaging work that deserves some 
attention, and it is well-served by this 
recording. SM

Collaborative Works
Ólafur Arnalds and Nils Frahm
Erased Tapes ERATP074CD

Ólafur Arnalds, though not a household 
name, will be familiar to many from his 
soundtrack scoring, most famously 
for Broadchurch. Nils Frahm is best-
known as a pianist and composer of 
piano music and electronic music. 
As an occasional duo, they have 
become a byword for a new brand of 
ambient music that is intriguing and 
inventive, and a far cry from the rather 
moribund musical genre that ambient 
had become.

Their influences are wide, and this 
collection is decidedly eclectic, bringing 
together as it does the synthesised 
electronica of ‘Loon’ with three pieces 
written and recorded for Record Store 
Day 2012, two older more acoustic 
piano pieces, and a second CD 
containing the new ‘Trance Frendz’.

‘Loon’ itself is varied in tone, 
moving from washes of plaintive, 
rhythmic motifs to harder-edged 
percussive sections.

Coming together to curate the 
first half of this collection fired Arnalds 
and Frahm into a new moment of 
creativity, which is ‘Trance Frendz’. 
This collection of seven pieces tells 
the story of one night, the night it was 
composed, through music, ending 
with a rather lovely contemplation of 
the middle of the night, ‘3.06’. SE

Saint-Saëns
Symphony No. 3
Reference Recordings

Saint-Saëns’ Symphony No. 3 with 
organ, known as the Organ Symphony, 
is filled with virtuoso flourish, making 
for a sure fire showpiece for a hi-fi 
system.  Every recording label with 
audiophile pretensions has recorded 
the Organ Symphony, and many 
of those are worth listening to over 
and again. Of the audiophile labels 
recording new works (as opposed to 
reissues) no label has done more for 
so long as Keith Johnson’s Reference 
Recordings. This is the fourth of 
Reference’s recordings with the 
Kansas City Symphony.  

Conducted by Michael Stern, 
the new HDCD recording also 
includes Saint-Saëns’ ‘La Muse et Le 
Poète’ and ‘Introduction And Rondo 
Capriccioso’.  Of course the draw here 
is the Organ Symphony and Kansas 
City’s Helzberg Hall, and Julia Irene 
Kauffman Casavant are up to the task 
with gorgeous acoustics and world-
class pipes. Despite the regional 
symphony and lack of any guest star 
soloists, the Kansas City performance 
stands in close company with the 
Eschenbach Ondine recording.  
Professor Johnson gives us a little 
more up-front recording, and the 
organ seems to plum the depths with 
more bone rattling effect than others.  
This one now stands among my 
favourite versions. DD
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R
eceived wisdom has it that the Grateful Dead were a 
band best experienced live, and that their mercurial 
group character and transcendent improvisational 
skills could never be adequately captured in a 
studio. This is largely true, though it fails to account 

for the eerie North African desert jam which takes up the latter part 
of Blues For Allah (1975), or the entirety of their masterful 1968 LP 
Anthem Of The Sun, a staggeringly inventive, lysergic mash-up of 
overlapping live/studio cuts with bold avant-garde experiments – 
though neither of these are suitable � rst steps for the Dead novice.

It’s widely acknowledged that their brace of 1970 LPs American 
Beauty and Workingman’s Dead are the ultimate GD studio artefacts, 
though with their pleasant country/folk acoustic roots, they’re hardly 
representative. Wake Of The Flood, however, is the real deal, a 
genuinely great record, and an easy starting point for those not yet 
ready to immerse themselves in the full Dead live experience. 

Wake Of The Flood was the band’s � rst studio album for 
almost three years. It was the � rst album they recorded for their 
own label, and the � rst to feature keyboard player Keith Godchaux, 
replacement for the late Ron ‘Pigpen’ McKernan, the band’s iconic 
organist, vocalist, and co-founder. Godchaux brings a softer, jazz-
tinged mood to the band, and a sensitive, empathic musicality - a 
sharp contrast to Pigpen’s rambunctious R’n’B bluster. On ‘Row 
Jimmy’ he subtly builds layers of clavinet, electric piano, and organ 
over a languid, faux-reggae rhythm, while still leaving space for 
the song to breathe. His jazz roots show through on ‘Eyes Of The 
World’, a lovely, immersive song which never quite seems long 
enough, even in its � fteen minute-plus live versions.

Not only does Godchaux get to sing on his own composition 
(in the quietly understated ‘Let Me Sing Your Blues Away’), he 
also brings along his wife Donna, who contributes the sweetest of 
harmony vocals to the mix – resulting in the kind of lush, layered 
West Coast vocal stylings which, for all of their undoubted talents, 
the band were never able to pull off live. 

Around half of the tracks on here became perennial live 
favourites, including the radiant beauty of side two opener, ’Here 
Comes Sunshine’, and the majestic ballad ‘Stella Blue’, which 
seems to stop time with its stately, glacial beauty.

The centrepiece of the record though, is Bob Weir’s three-
part ‘Weather Report Suite’, arguably the guitarist’s � nest moment 
on record – certainly his grandest and most ambitious musical 
statement. It’s a terri� c piece of music, from its pensive, richly 

melodic introduction, through the soaring 
pedal steel melodies tracking the vocal line, 
on to its uptempo climax, where saxophone 
solos snake through bursts of mariachi brass, 
� nally closing with Jerry Garcia’s spidering 
guitar lines on the fade.

Credit too, to lyricist John Perry Barlow, 
for his poetic, richly evocative back-to-nature 
lyrics, and to the various guest musicians who 
burnish the piece to near perfection with the 
rich textures they add. They’d road-tested 
much of the material before recording, which 
meant that the sessions were over within 
the space of a month, and that ensures the 
record has a nice blend of live spontaneity on 
tracks like ‘Eyes Of The World’, coupled with 
the sound of a more polished and considered 
studio construct.

The � nishing touch is supplied by sleeve 
artist Rick Griffin, whose cover painting 
somehow manages to evoke biblical imagery, 
the shape and texture of ancient woodcuts, 
and allusions to Barlow’s lyrics on ‘Weather 
Report Suite’. Wake Of The Flood, then, is 
that rare thing: a Grateful Dead album which 
can be enjoyed by hardcore deadheads and 
newcomers alike. One to cherish. 

Album of the Month:
Grateful Dead ‘Wake Of The Flood’

Classic Albums

by Neil Hussey

Recorded: August/September 1973

Producer: The Grateful Dead

Released: October 15th 1973

Label: Grateful Dead Records
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“This compact and exquisitely 
made floorstander is a legitimate 
ultra-high-end loudspeaker—one 
that offers transparency, detail, 
neutrality of voicing, and overall 
refinement…”

Hi-Fi+, October 2015

“That the Carmel belongs in the 
reference class is unquestionable.”

“I found myself completely unable to 
play short excerpts, the sound so 
captivating I simply had to play it 
through to the end.”

Phil Gold
Enjoy The Music, July 2015
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absolute sounds ltd.

“This makes for the perfect ‘now’ loudspeaker...
Highly recommended!”

Magico S1, Hi-Fi+

“Simply exemplary… Its   complete 
performance reaches massively beyond its 
price”

Magico S5, Hi-Fi Critic

“This is the most  important  loudspeaker I’ve 
ever sat in front of... ”

Magico Q1, Hi-Fi+

“If there’s a parallel to the Bugatti Veyron 
in the audio world, surely it is the Ultimate 
loudspeaker system from Magico”

Magico Ultimate,
The Absolute Sound

“The Q7 is the single most impressive product 
– in any category – that I’ve come across in 
more than 23 tears of full-time reviewing”

Magico Q7, The Absolute Sound

SOMETHING IN THE
WAY SHE SOUNDS...
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